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Preface 

 

It has been 23 years since the publication of the first edition of this volume and since then two 

further volumes of 'The Hiddens of Hungerford' have been produced. This second edition of 

Vol.1 has involved some reorganisation, including changes to the figures and minor alterations to 

the text. The format is now similar to that of Vols. 2 and 3. 

A few items which relate to the period covered by this volume were originally included as 

addenda in Volumes 2 & 3. They have now been incorporated into this edition. 

My co-author and elder brother Norman who with the able assistance of his wife Joyce  

contributed so much to the history of  the Hiddens and to the history of Hungerford, died in 

2006. This edition is dedicated to his memory. 

 

N.J.Hidden Weston Rhyn October 2011 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

It has taken a very long time to write this volume, 15 years of research and more than a year in 

trying to put the results of our research into a suitable form of written account. 

 

We have set ourselves three basic principles to follow in presenting this written account. 

 

1. An academic standard of accuracy and verification. All statements have been made on the 

basis of checked fact. We have done our best to eschew treating speculation as though it were 

fact. Some facts, of course, lead to speculation, and where this is so it has been made clear that 

any such speculation is .... merely speculation. 

 

2. The book is intended as a repository of all facts which have been discovered about a particular 

person, significant or apparently not significant. Local historians who set down all the facts they 

discover are often derided and told that they should have exercised their discrimination as 

between meaningful facts which enable a clear picture to emerge and a heterogeneous collection 

of isolated or non-meaningful facts which merely clutter up the text. The point has some validity, 

but against it is the knowledge that in an ongoing work one never knows whether any apparently 

trivial piece of isolated information may not become significant in relation to some later 

discovery, a vital future piece of the jigsaw. And since we anticipate that our own search will not 

be the final search, we have included all the jigsaw bits, even those which at present match with 

nothing else. 

 

3. The third principle is readability. We may ensure academic standards of research, we may be 

scrupulous to retain every minor detail of our ancestors' lives, but if the result is a bulkily boring 

composition, who will read it?  Since the material which we have discovered has excited us so 

much, we wish to find the most effective form of writing which will enable us to share with 

others not just the facts, but our excitement that derives from them. 

 

Of course, these three principles are by no means necessarily compatible. Indeed the struggle in 

the writing of this book has been precisely this, that each of the aims or principles can tug against 

the others, so that in setting it out one is always balancing dangerously on a high wire. An acute 

reader will no doubt be aware of points in the narrative where the wire-walker has wobbled. 

 

The reference pages not only provide a check on our accuracy, but may also be signposts of help 

to any others who happen to pass along this same route in letting them know what has been done 

and what still remains to do. For of one thing we may sure, and that is that there are many, many 

records of our ancestors still unexplored and many still undiscovered. The work of 

reconstruction of the lives of those who have passed by can never be complete. 

 

We have also had to make a choice or decision on a number of aspects of presentation. In 

quoting should we use modern spelling for readability or the historical spelling for authenticity? 

We decided on a compromise. Many quotations retain their original spelling. Surnames, 

Christian names and place names are usually modernised, unless they appear in a contemporary 

quotation where their modernisation would be out of keeping. A good example is Eddington, 

which was rarely spelt with a double „d' until the nineteenth century, although this is is now 

standard. 

 

This volume commences with our earliest known ancestors and continues their story and that of 
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their descendants until about the year 1600. With John (J100) and his sister Alice (A109), we 

reach recognizably rounded human figures, and the main part of this volume describes their lives 

and those of the children of J100 in the next generation. 

 

The family of Hidden alias Clydesdale retained their dual nomenclature for about two and a half 

centuries (1500 to 1750), before the Clydesdale alias finally disappeared. During this time 

individual members of the family used either or both names, and there are frequent examples of 

the same person being recorded on one occasion as Hidden and on another as Clydesdale. 

 

The alias may have arisen as the result of a Clydesdale obtaining the lease of the farm of the 

manor of Hidden, and the place name becoming added to the original Clydesdale. It could also 

have arisen as a result of a marriage alliance between the families of Hidden and Clydesdale. It 

may be significant that a John Heddon is farming in Denford at a date before John (J100) 

obtained the lease of the manor (see p9).  

 

In the following account each Hidden or Clydesdale mentioned is given an identification 

comprising a letter corresponding to the initial letter of the person's Christian name followed by a 

number. The numbers are of no special significance and merely serve to distinguish members of 

the same family with the same Christian name. 

 

The generations are distinguished by Roman numerals. The reference point for numbering the 

generations has been chosen as generation V for John (J100), as earlier generations cannot be 

defined precisely on the basis of our present knowledge of the family. 
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CHAPTER 1 Clydesdale als Bocher 

 

On 3rd June 1452 acolyte Thomas Clydesdale als Bocher was ordained sub-deacon by Richard 

Beauchamp, bishop of the diocese of Sarum. He was of local origin i.e. from within the diocese; 

and he was presented for ordination by the prior and priory of St.Frideswide, Oxford; it may be 

presumed therefore that he had undergone his preliminary training at this establishment. On 23rd 

September of the same year he was ordained deacon; and on 16 March 1453/4 ordained priest.
1 

 

The register kept by John Newton, chapter clerk of the cathedral at Salisbury, contains a record 

of the decanal Visitation to the parish of Hungerford on 2 July 1463, at which Sir Thomas 

Clydesdale was present as chaplain of the chantry of St. Mary in Hungerford.
2
 This ancient 

chantry - its date of foundation is not known but there was a chaplain to it as early as 1273 - had 

received a large benefaction in 1454 and was refounded as the burgesses' chantry in 1457. The 

first chaplain was John Phillips; he was succeeded by Thomas Clydesdale, probably in 1461 

when Phillips was instituted at Fittleton parish church, Wilts, a living in the gift of William 

Darell. Clydesdale was the incumbent in 1465, as the following quit-claim extract shows:- “1465 

A.D.19th June, Richard Abberbury of Newbury gentleman, son and heir of Katherine Abberbury 

quit-claims to John Norris esq., John Toghull, John Wernewell, and all other burgesses of 

Hungerford, and Sir Thomas Clydesdale, priest of Hungerford chantry, and all the stewards 

(procurates) of the chantry".
3

 

 

He was still chaplain at the time of the next recorded decanal Visitations in 1480 and1485. The 

1480 Visitation records that he did not reside 'over the chantry' as it was recorded that all his 

predecessors had done, and he did not appear personally at the Visitation. Instead he was 

represented by another chaplain, William Wernewell. In 1485, however, he attended and, 

according to custom, presented for inspection his letters of ordination etc., which were accepted
4
. 

There may have been good reasons for his non-residence; one of his successors, some fifty years 

or so later, was also non-resident and applied to the Archbishop for dispensation for two years' 

non-residence “because the building is in disrepair", the building presumably being the chantry 

house.
5 

 

We have no record before 1519 of a successor chaplain, and we do not know what happened to 

Thomas Clydesdale after 1485. One possibility is that he took service with John Roger of 

Freefolk, Hants, and this may explain his absence during the Visitation of 1480. John Roger was 

a member of a politically influential Berkshire family which had connections with Lambourn and 

with Benham Valance. In his P.C.C. will (dated 1482, but probate probably 1486) he asks to be 

buried in the parish church of Lambourn alongside his father; and he makes a bequest which the 

register copy records as being to "Thomas Fliddesdale my priest" of “a 'hole' bed of mine and a 

bolster and all other furnishings to a 'hole' bed”. He left another bed to his servant John White. 

The original will is no longer extant and so cannot be examined to determine whether 

"Fliddesdale" is a copyist's error for "Cliddesdale". No other instance of the surname Fliddesdale 

has been encountered and the likelihood that there was another priest at that time in that locality, 

and with the same Christian name, but with the surname Fliddesdale rather than Cliddesdale 

seems slight.
6
 

 

When Thomas Clydesdale was ordained acolyte in 1452 he was described as Thomas Clydesdale 

alias Bocher. It is difficult to know what the alias signifies; most probably a descent on one side, 

maternal or paternal, legitimate or illegitimate, from Bocher stock. Whereas Clydesdale was not 

a local Hungerford name, Bocher was. Although it is a common name and therefore to be found 
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in a great many other localities also, it was a prominent name in Hungerford, in the sense that its 

holders during the 15th century were leading townsmen. That their name indicates an origin as 

butchers in not disputable; indeed a Richard Bocher of Hungerford is described in a Patent Roll 

of 1426 as “butcher", and in 1431 a market stall which once had belonged to John Bocher was 

now held by another butcher.
7 

 

Four Bocher names occur locally with some regularity during the 15th century, those of Roger, 

Richard, William and John. Roger held a messuage in Hungerford as early as 1390; in 1407 he 

owed a debt to a London mercer; and in 1408 and 1413 he was a witness to some important local 

deeds.
8
 Richard witnessed various deeds, the earliest in 1422. He was in trouble in 1426 or 

earlier, obtaining in that year a royal pardon for "divers trespasses, conspiracies, falsifications 

and deceptions whereof he was indicted". In 1428 he was juror in an Inquisition taken at 

Hungerford into Feudal Aids in the Kintbury Hundred.
9
 In 1438 he is described as a steward of 

the chantry of St. Mary in Hungerford and seems to have remained a feoffee of it, along with 

William Horsehill and Thomas Dyne, until handing over various lands, probably on the 

imminence of Dyne's death, in 1454 to a new set of feoffees.
10

 It was Thomas Dyne who on his 

death placed so much property at the disposal of the re-founded chantry already referred to. 

Richard was by now a man of substance; he had acquired in 1449 a lease of the rectory of 

Hungerford with all its lands and tenements (A terrier of these exists for 1513, and there is no 

reason to believe that they were any the less in 1449). His lease was to run for 20 years and in 

the event of his death was to pass to his son William.
11

 In addition to a market stall, he held two 

adjacent tenements in the High Street.
12

 

 

 The last date we have found for Richard is 1454. At this same time we find a record of William 

acting as feoffee of the chantry, an office he was holding also in 1461. In this latter year he is 

involved in a local rebellion, his name heading the list of influential townsmen who overthrew 

the local officials and seized the town hall. In the town survey of c.1470 he holds the two 

burgage tenements which had previously been held by his father and has added to them a 

neighbouring tenement, together with an acre in Sandon Fee called Whyte acre. He became 

'Propositus' in 1475/6. 'Propositus' means literally 'the head man' or 'the official in charge'. In the 

case of a town such an Hungerford this would have traditionally been the Portreeve, but 

Hungerford had recently allowed itself to appoint a Constable (the nearest modern equivalent 

would be Mayor) under whom the Portreeve served, so possibly but not certainly he may have 

been Constable. In 1480 he is one of the parish jurors at the decanal Visitation that year, when he 

is described as William Bocher als Clydesdale. The last record we have of him is when he 

witnesses a deed in 1485.
13

 

 

Of the fourth Bocher, John we know only that he was Propositus in 1471 and that in the town 

survey c.1470 he held a half burgage, also another of „half a burgage and more' together with 

certain lands in Sandon Fee.
14

 

 

Of these four Bochers it is known that William was the son of Richard; and guessing from their 

dates it is likely that Richard was the son of Roger. William and John seem to be 

contemporaneous and may therefore be suspected of being brothers or possibly cousins. The 

relationship between them and Thomas Clydesdale may be assisted by a consideration of the 

descent of their holdings. 
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These three properties are adjacent and hold the same position or order in the survey as those of 

c.1470. There can be no doubt that they are identical. The name Hodden has been found nowhere 

else in any document dealing with Hungerford and it is likely to be a copyist's error for Hidden. 

Even without this assumption, however, it would seem that some if not all of William Bocher's 

holdings had passed to the Clydesdales or, as they were known by 1552, the Hiddens, and in 

view of the Bocher-Clydesdale alias it must be assumed that this was by inheritance or descent. 

 

The rental of c.1470 shows that John Bocher also held property in Hungerford, viz: 

 

½ burgage, late Walter Cotterel's adjacent to the Swan,    quit rent 4d 

more than ½ burgage, late John Browne's and formerly 

Henry Dyer's          quit rent 5½d 

certain lands in Sandon Fee, late John Browne's formerly  

Henry Dyer's          quit rent 20d 

 

In 1552 the ½ burgage adjacent to the Swan is held by Stephen Yonge together with 7½ acres, 

this holding having been "late in the tenure of Thomas Liddisdale" (i.e. Clydesdale). It would 

seem then that Thomas Clydesdale had acquired at least one of John Bocher's holdings. Does this 

suggest that, in the case of both William and John, there was no male Bocher, other than the 

Clydesdales to whom these valuable properties might descend? 

 

A 1513 terrier of the lands of the Dean and Canons of St. George's chapel Windsor in 

Hungerford
17

 contains no reference to any Bocher; but mentions the land of John Clydesdale 

which lies in Middlefield (in Sandon Fee) and this seems likely to be the White Acre formerly 

owned by William Bocher als Clydesdale. 

 

In a muster of 1522 the name John Bocher appears twice, once as a freeholder (adjacent to "John 

Cleesedale" and once as a servant or labourer, marked with an A meaning archer.
18

 The 

positioning of John Bocher and John Cleesedale, freeholders, seems to correspond with the town 

rental and survey positioning of the 3 adjacent holdings which were once William Bocher's. The 

two John Bochers, one a freeholder and one a servant, seem likely to be two persons, the archer 

being a younger man. Apart from this no further reference to Bochers in Hungerford is known, 

suggesting that the Bocher line (other than the Clydesdale descent) had died out early in the 16th 

century. Bochers continued in outlying localities such as Shalbourne and Lambourn, but it has 

not been possible to discover whether these relate to the 15th century Hungerford branch or not. 

In a Hungerford rental of c.1470,
15

 William Bocher's holdings are as follows: 

¼ burgage, late Richard Bocher's,       quit rent 2d 

¾ burgage, late Richard Bocher's       quit rent 6d 

part of a burgage, late Walter Wigmore's formerly Geoffrey Fode's.  quit rent 5d 

1 acre of land in Sandon Fee called White Acre,     quit rent 2d 

          TOTAL 15d 

 

In the corresponding town survey of 1552 
16

 these properties are recorded thus: 

Thomas Clidesdale holds 1 tenement,      quit rent 4d 

Thomas Hodden holds 1 tenement late William Boucher's and now  

in the tenure of Thomas Clidesdale       quit rent 6d 

Thomas Hodden also holds 1 tenement called Wigmore's and  

1 acre of land in Middlefield        quit rent 5d 

          TOTAL 15d 
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A late connection between the Clydesdales and the Bochers is the bequest in the will of John 

Hidden alias Clydesdale in 1549 "to my daughter Sybill Bocher", a lady about whom nothing 

definite is known.
19

 

 

The question of how a good Scots name such as Clydesdale became the alias of the Berkshire 

family of Bocher remains an intriguing mystery. One class of Scotsmen to travel southwards into 

a foreign country was that of the merchants. These required letters of safe conduct and a license 

to import and export, issued by the English crown. Among those who in 1365 were granted safe 

conduct into and within England by King Edward III was “Thomas de Clidisdale, a Scottish 

merchant, with six companions”. In 1369 the same Thomas de Clidisdale was granted a safe 

conduct for himself and 4 companions by land on horseback and for one ship and 8 mariners, to 

bring salmon and other merchandise into England, and he was given permission to trade in this 

way for a period of one year. A further license granted to him in the same year permitted him 

and his servants to export from England to Scotland 200 quarters of malt barley in ships from the 

ports of Yarmouth, Barton-on-Humber, King's Lynn, Scarborough, and Blakeney in Norfolk. 

Another license substitutes Grimsby for Barton.
20

 

 

It is not suggested that the Hungerford Clydesdales were descended from this merchant, but the 

above account does suggest one of a number of ways in which a Clydesdale might have found 

himself in the southern regions of what was then a totally foreign country 

 

In view of Thomas Clydesdale's presentation by the monastery of St. Frideswide in 1452, a small 

note in the Cartulary of St. Frideswide may be of significance. A survey of the condition of the 

monastery taken in February 1442 states that £11 is owed to Thomas Bocher „tenenti in hospico 

vocata Bere', that is, the Bear Inn on the corner of Alfred Street and Bear Lane in Hungerford, a 

house owned by St. Frideswide.
21

 Bocher is a common name however, and the connection 

between Bocher and St. Frideswide may be mere coincidence. 

 

 

Figure 2 A possible Bocher/Clydesdale/Hidden descent 
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Figure 3 Another possible Bocher/Clydesdale/Hidden descent 
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CHAPTER 2 Clydesdale - Hall - Felde - Cottesmore 

 

 

The name Clydesdale occurs in an indenture dated 10 October 1488 when Christina Shrivenham, 

prioress of the convent of Littlemore in Oxford, demised "the manor of Heywode, Berks, with a 

certain pasture called Cotons, together with the lands and tenements thereto belonging in 

Leverton to John Clydesdale of Leverton for the term of his life, paying annually to the priory 7 

marks sterling (= £4.13.4).
1
 Today the name Haywode or Haywood survives on local Ordnance 

Survey map in the corrupted form Hayward. In 1506 by a further indenture another prioress of 

Littlemore, named Katherine, demised the same property to Thomas Hall and John Cledysdale 

the younger for 33 years at a similar annual rent.
2
 The use of the phrase „John Cledysdale the 

younger‟ makes it clear that there were two persons of the same name existent at this time, 

probably father and son. The older John Clydesdale, who appears in the indenture of 1488, has 

been designated by us as J258, and John Clydesdale the younger as J100. The reason for the new 

lease is not known. Since the old lease had been granted solely to J258 for life, the new lease 

might have been consequent upon the latter's death. In such a case, however, the description of 

J100 as the younger, though not impossible is less likely. The sharing of the lease with Thomas 

Hall may reflect some sort of family relationship (e.g. a marriage) which had developed between 

the families of Hall and Clydesdale. This joint lease remained in operation until 1515. 

 

In a court case, brought at a much later date, it was stated that the manor of Haywood had been 

demised by the prioress of Littlemore by indenture dated 27 July 1515 to Thomas Hall for a term 

of 51 years.
3
 This new agreement would, of course, have terminated John Clydesdale's share in 

the manor. 

 

It seems that John Clydesdale merely moved a small distance to the adjacent manor of Hidden, 

for a valor of the possessions of the monastery of St. Frideswide, also in Oxford, states that the 

manor of Hidden had been leased to John Lyddysdale and Clement Felde by indenture for a term 

of 30 years commencing 15 June 1515 at a rent of £22 per annum.
4
 From these two leases it is 

apparent that when John Clydesdale relinquished his interest in the manor of Haywood he 

replaced it by a share in the manor of Hidden. Consequently Thomas Hall had to negotiate a new 

lease of Haywood in his name alone, although the old lease still had many years to run. 

 

We do not know for certain if John Clydesdale the younger of 1508 is the same man as the John 

Clydesdale of 1515, but we have made the assumption, until it is proved otherwise, that these 

two early John Clydesdales are the same as John Clydesdale alias Hidden of Hungerford who 

died in 1549 and whom we have designated J100. 

 

Before the lease of the manor of Hidden in 1515 John Clydesdale had property in Hungerford, 

since a terrier of the rectory of Hungerford dated 1513 mentions land belonging to John 

Cledysdall in the Middle Field of Hungerford.
5
 He may have farmed some if not all, of the 

manor of Hidden from a date even earlier than the formal grant of a lease in 1515, for in 1494 an 

inquisition post mortem on the Berkshire lands of Richard Chock mentions 6 acres of meadow in 

Denford "which John Heddon now holds, worth 6s.8d., held of the prior of Poughley by service 

unknown".
6
 

 

It will have been noted that the name Clydesdale has been spelt in various documents in different 

ways; similarly the name Hidden is also spelt in a variety of ways at this period of history. Some 

of the commonest variant spellings at this time were Cledysdall, Lyddesdale, Ledysdal, 
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Glyddesdall, and Heddon, Eden, Eding, Iden. 

 

Although there are grounds for thinking that John Clydesdale may have farmed the manor of 

Hidden from an early date, the case is complicated by references to others, and in particular to 

John Felde. At some date between 1504 and 1515 a Bill of Complaint in the Court of Chancery 

was presented by Richard Ronanger of Basingstoke, mercer, against John Felde of Hydden in the 

parish of Hungerford, husbandman. According to Ronanger it was agreed that he was to marry 

Agnes, daughter of John Felde, and would take Felde's son John to be his apprentice for a term 

of 11 years. On his part John Felde in alleged to have promised to pay Ronanger 20 marks as 

part of the marriage settlement, plus £10 for the keep of his son John during the boy's 

apprenticeship to Ronanger, and also to grant to Ronanger all such state, term and interest as 

John Felde had in the farm of Hidden. At the time of the bill of complaint the marriage had taken 

place and John Felde's son had been kept as an apprentice for a year or more, but (Ronanger 

complains) the money had not been paid and John Felde had refused to make a grant in writing 

of the farm of Hidden. Unfortunately John Felde's answer to this is missing.
7
 

 

The Felde family, or families of that name, are well represented in contemporary documents in 

localities immediately neighbouring Hungerford, such as Inkpen, Ramsbury and Kintbury. Of 

these Kintbury is perhaps most significant, since its parish boundary north of the river Kennet 

coincides with the parish boundary of Hungerford and this is also the boundary of the manor of 

Hidden. It would seem that the Kintbury Felds lived in Upper Denford i.e. that portion of 

Kintbury which is both adjacent to Hidden and within the shortest possible distance of Great 

Hidden farm,
8
 in fact the very area where John Heddon held 6 acres in 1494. 

 

The account of the prior of St. Frideswide for the year March 1514 - March 1515 records an 

income of £20 for the farm of the manor of Hidden, which had been demised to John Felde by 

indenture for a term of (blank) years, and a further income from the sale of wood belonging to 

the manor.
9
 But, as we have seen, the indenture of 15 June 1515 leased the manor to John 

Lyddysdale and Clement Felde. This Clement Felde was said to have been the son of John Felde, 

but no further details concerning him have been discovered. 

 

Other references to the Feldes of Kintbury may be found in various lay subsidy lists,
10

 and in 

some Archdeacon of Berks wills.
10

 No Feldes appear on the muster list for Hidden in 1522 nor in 

the lay subsidies for Hidden in 1524.
12

 They are, however, important in the Hidden genealogy 

because, as we shall see in the next chapter, Johane Felde is known to have been the mother of 

J100's natural sister Alice. 

 

The situation as to the real lessee and farmer of Hidden is made more confused by the return 

made to Chancery in 1517 of the commission of inquiry into the enclosure of lands in Berkshire. 

This states that there is a messuage, 100 acres of arable land and appurtenances in Hidden held 

by John Cottesmore gent on a lease from the prior of St. Frideswide, Oxford, and had been so 

held on 6 October 1509. The messuage is said to be decayed and 80 acres of arable land had 

been converted to pasture.
13

 It seems clear that the messuage referred to is the capital messuage 

of Great Hidden and that the land is the demesne land only and not the whole manor. 

 

John Cottesmore gent is presumably to be identified with Sir John Cottesmore knight whose will 

was proved in the P.C.C. in 1511 and whose son and heir was William Cottesmore.
14

 The 

separate inquisitions post mortem on Sir John Cottesmore for the respective counties of Bucks 

and Hants were both held in December 1509, but no inquisition seems to exist for Cottesmore's 

considerable lands in Berks and Oxon. It seem very likely in view of the coincidence of the date 
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1509 that the information in the enclosure inquisition was copied from a document (now 

missing) connected with a Berkshire post mortem and refers to a lease obtained by John 

Cottesmore before he received his knighthood. 

 

One person links Clydesdale, Hall, Felde and Cottesmore. This is Alice (A109), the natural sister 

of John Clydesdale. Alice's mother was Johane Felde; her pedigree has her descended from the 

Hall family; and she married William Cottesmore. It may therefore be convenient to consider 

next in Chapter 3 the details we have concerning the life of this lady before continuing in 

Chapter 4 with further details of the life of her brother John. 

 

Figure 4 A possible Hall/Felde/Clydesdale Relationship 
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CHAPTER 3 Alice (A109) 

(Generation V) 

 

Parentage and Birth 

 

In a Chancery dispute which was settled in 1527 John Glyddesdale gent brought a suit claiming 

non-fulfilment of a marriage settlement involving his „natural sister' Alice and her third husband 

Thomas Doyley.
1
 He states that their mother was Johane Felde then living at Chiselhampton, 

Oxfordshire. Alice's brother John Glyddesdale is thought to be John Clydesdale J100 referred to 

in the previous chapter. 

 

Alice was married three times: first to John Wilmot, then to William Cottesmore, and finally to 

Thomas Doyley. Each of these marriages reveals something (often contradictory) concerning her 

possible parentage. 

 

(i) A Visitation of Oxfordshire states that John Wilmot of Stadhampton married 'Alice, daughter 

of Barantyne of Haseley Court'.
2
  This seems almost certainly erroneous. No Alice is listed in the 

Barantyne pedigree printed in Hoare's 'Modern Wiltshire'.
3
 

 

(ii) In the same Visitation of Oxfordshire, Thomas Doyley of Chiselhampton is given as married 

to Alice, 'daughter and heir of Coulston'.  A Thomas Culston (=Calston) who died in 1414 was 

lord of Littlecote, whose only daughter and heir was Elizabeth. According to the pedigree of the 

Darells of Woodhay, Elizabeth married William Darell, who died 1484. This William was sub-

Treasurer of England.
4
 

 

(iii) Oxfordshire Visitations 1574 refers to Thomas Doyley's second wife as 'Ales, daughter to 

...Hall of Oxenbridge in Co. Wilts.
5
 A Doyley pedigree describes her as 'Alicia filia ... Hall de 

Uxbridge'.
6
 A Cottesmore pedigree has Alice as daughter of '...Hall of Oxenbridge, Co. Wilts'.

7
 

 

No place named Oxenbridge has been located in Wilts, but the name may be an error for 

Oxenwood in the parish of Shalbourne. The chapel of Shalbourne, although in Wilts, was linked 

in ecclesiastical administration with the parish of Hungerford in the prebend of Ogbourne The 

most common factor in all these pedigrees (prepared at a date much later than the deaths of 

Alice's respective husbands and relying no doubt on the vague memories of later generations) is 

a descent from 'Hall of Oxonbridge' i.e. Oxenwood, near Hungerford, and just over the border 

into Wilts. 

 

A lay subsidy of 1524 records assessment of Thomas Hall in Shalbourne at 20 shillings.
8
 

Whether this was the Thomas Hall of Haywood, however, is not certain. The latter left a will 

dated 1 January 1535 and proved in the PCC 13 May 1536.
9
 In 1556 the will of a Thomas Hall, 

of Oxenwood, was proved in the PCC. Nothing in their respective wills clearly links the two men 

together, as we might have expected. The suggested parentage of Alice and her relationships 

with those mentioned above may best be illustrated by the family tree given in Figure 4. 

 

Alice's date of birth may be deduced as being between 1475 and 1490. Her first husband John 

Wilmot died in 1508 and his will mentioned his son John and 'my other children'. One of these 

we know to have been Edward (see p.15). Alice in unlikely to have been less than 18 years old at 

this date, and if so must have been born before 1490. On the other hand she had at least one child 

by her third husband, whom she may have married an early as 1520, and may have had more. 
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Since she is unlikely to have been more than 45 years old at this date, the earliest date of her 

birth is 1475 and the latest 1490. Somewhere between these two extremes lies her real birthdate. 

 

Alice's First Husband 

Her first husband in his will dated 20 August 1508 describes 

himself as John Wylmot the younger of Stodam i.e. 

Stadhampton, Oxon.
10

 This John Wilmot the younger was the 

son and heir of John Wilmot of Chislehampton who died in 

1498 and requested to be buried in the chapel of Stadhampton.
11

 

 

A letter from king Henry VII to John Wilmot of Chislehampton 

has been preserved, and this is almost certainly John Wilmot 

senior. It is dated 1 December 1496 and explains that large sums 

of money are required to carry on the war in Scotland "And 

because as we heir ye be a man of good substaunce we desire 

and pray you to make lone unto us of the summe of twenty 

poundis" etc. A footnote in different handwriting adds 'This man 

ys agreid to pay X li but not XX li and therefore we 

commyssioners remyt him unto Councell, howbeyt be the report 

of his nighburs he ys suffecient to pay the holl XX li‟.
12

  

      Figure 5 Alice (A109) detail from brass plate 

Wilmot was, in fact, a substantial yeoman farmer and there is no doubt that his neighbours' 

estimate was right. Further evidence of the family's good economic standing is provided by the 

erection of two monumental brasses in their parish church. The Wilmot pedigree mentions that in 

the north aisle of Stadhampton church there is a brass plate with the figures of a man and his 

wife and 5 daughters with the inscription 'Pray for the souls of John Wylmot the younger and 

Alys his wife, which John died 21 Aug MCCCCCVIII.
13

 This is incorrect. The correct details are 

contained in „A History of Monumental Brasses in the British Isles' by Mill Stephenson - 

“Stadhampton:  I. John Wylmot 1498 and wife Anne with 5 sons and seven daughters.    II. John 

Wylmot the younger 1508 and wife Alys'.
14 

(see Figure 1) 
 

What has happened is that at a more modern date the figures and inscriptions have been cut from 

their original memorial piece and placed on the wall of the north aisle. When this was done the 

inscription quoted in the Wilmot pedigree was placed beneath the apparently childless couple. It 

was the custom for a man who wished to be remembered by a memorial in brass to give 

instructions for this to include his wife and himself, either before his death or in his will. This 

explains the presence of Alys on John's memorial. John was not to know that Alys would 

remarry or that he would die before she did. Incidentally if John Wilmot the younger had married 

twice the date of death of his first wife would have been included on the brass. 

 

As for no children appearing on the brass, they may not have been born at the time John gave his 

instructions or they may have been omitted for reasons of economy or in giving his instructions 

John may simply have overlooked them or the brass could be lost 

 

In fact John Wilmot the younger had at least two children and he mentions them in his will, viz 

“John my sone (to) have my farm at Chesilton (=Chiselhampton) when he ys twenty yeres of age 

and my children (to) have half my goodes after this my last will ys performed. And if that any of 

theym departe the world, that then the said half doo remayne to the other childern that bene on 
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lyve.' The residue of his estate in to go to his wife Alice, who is executrix. Probate was granted 

28 September 1508.
15

 

 

The son John Wilmot who inherited Chislehampton and his brother Edward Wilmot are very 

probably Alice's children rather than step-children, if we are to judge by the family affection 

displayed in their respective wills. The brothers remembered not only each other but also some 

of Alice's later children by her subsequent husbands and John, who may have predeceased Alice, 

remembered her with a special bequest.
16

 (For further details see later in this chapter under 

Alice‟s third husband). Edward, who probably outlived his mother, is said to have been the 

progenitor of John Wilmot playwright, wit, and boon companion of Charles II, who became the 

first Earl of Rochester.
17

 

 

Alice‟s Second Husband 

 

Alice married secondly William Cottesmore, the son and heir of Sir John Cottesmore of 

Brightwell Baldwin, Oxfordshire. Sir John Cottesmore is on record as having been knighted on 

November 17 1501 at the time of the wedding of Prince Arthur.
18

 He died in February 1509 and 

his will was proved in 1511.
19

 His son William was appointed executor of his will and, as there 

is no mention of any other sons, although several daughters are provided for, it is possible that 

William was the only son. 

 

The inquisitions post mortem on Sir John Cottesmore for Bucks and Hants were held in 

November and December 1509 respectively.
20

 They report that Sir John died on 9 October 1509 

and that his son and next heir is William Cottesmore who is aged 26 (or 24) years or more 

(respectively). For a discussion of William's date of birth, see Norman Hidden's article 'Legal 

Age in inquisitions post mortem' published in 'The Genealogists' Magazine' (June 1987).
21

 

 

A pedigree of the Cottesmore family is given in the 'Visitations of Oxfordshire, 1566/1574'.
22

 

This pedigree wrongly names the first wife of William Cottesmore as Florence, although an 

editorial note admits that this is probably an error. He is also described as 'knight‟. No record can 

be found of his having been knighted, and his inquisition post mortem refers to him simply as 

'esquire‟. Where he is described as 'Sir' this may be assumed to be a courtesy title as son of a 

knight. The confusion over the wives of William Cottesmore is repeated in a note on the 

Cottesmore family in relation to the parish of Great Milton in the Victoria County History of 

Oxfordshire.
23

 

 

There is no doubt that William's first wife was Elizabeth Bedwhale, who was alive in 1508, 

which was the same year in which Alice lost her first husband John Wilmot.
24

 Alice's marriage to 

William, therefore, is unlikely to have taken place much before 1509 and may have occurred in 

any of the years following 1508. 

 

William died in 1519; his will is dated 24 June 1519, and was proved in the P.C.C. 28 July 

1519.
25

 The will places much confidence in Alice, both in the bequests made to her and in the 

duties she is asked to perform. She is to have the „custody, keeping, and occupation of all 

William's quick (i.e. live) cattle' and the profits from them until the children are 21 years of age, 

when they are to be divided among the children and Alice, at the discretion of Sir Walter Stonor, 

Thomas More, Thomas Lynthall, John Goddisdale, and Robert Lyver. (No further reference to 

John Goddisdale has been found and it is probable that this is a variant spelling for John 

Gliddesdale (or Clydesdale), Alice's brother). William left his lands and tenements in the Isle of 

Wight for the use of Alice and his 'brother' (i.e. brother-in-law) Thomas More for ten years after 
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his decease, subject to certain covenants entered into with Sir Simon Harcourt. Whenever 

possible, William leaves the use of his lands to Alice during her life. If there should be any of the 

conditions in the will which should turn out to be not according to the law then „my said wife 

Alice shall take what counsel she will at any time and make it to the effect of the law and after 

the intent of my mind, and so doone to ordre all this my testamant and last will after her 

discretion.' The residue of his goods was given to Alice to dispose of at her discretion. Alice was 

to be sole executrix and Thomas More was to be 'surveyor‟ or overseer. 

 

There are inquisitions post mortem on William Cottesmore Esq. for Bucks and Oxon taken in 

February 1520 and October 1519 respectively.
26

 These inquisitions on William's lands name his 

son and heir as John. In his will he lists his other sons as Anthony, Morgan, Richard, George, 

Thomas, Roger, and „the child with whom my wife now goeth and is great‟. The inquisitions list 

these, in the same order, with a William added. The addition of William (in November) may be 

of the child unborn at the time of the will (in June). The „Visitations of Oxfordshire' lists 

William's five sons and three daughters as: John, Anthony, Morgan, George, Thomas; and 

Margaret, Anne, and Elizabeth. A law suit reveals another daughter named Alice.
27

 

 

Of the list of sons given in both the inquisition and the visitation we may accept that the order of 

the name reflects the order of their seniority. No further reference has been discovered for 

Richard, Roger, or William; and it could be that these children died early. The Harleian ms. 

Visitation gives John, Anthony, and Morgan as William's sons by his first wife; and George and 

Thomas by his second (i.e. Alice). There is reason, however, to question whether George was 

Alice's child. A will proved in 1544 for George Cottesmore of Edenham Lincs. and London, 

makes no reference to her and indicates rather a closeness to his brother Anthony, who was 

definitely not Alice's son.
28

 Moreover, had George been a son of Alice his age at the time of his 

death could have been no more than 35 and might have been as little as 25. 

 

Alice's son Thomas Cottesmore was made a presentation of the living of Yaverland in the Isle of 

Wight in 1541,
29

 and he married Elizabeth Alwyn, daughter of William Symondes of Pyrton, 

Oxon. and widow of Nicholas Alwyn of Alansmore, Herefordshire.
30

 In 1551 he was a 

beneficiary in the will of his stepbrother John Wilmot in 1551 and in 1559 in that of Edward 

Wilmot.
31

 

 

Alice‟s Third Husband 

 

Alice married thirdly Thomas Doyley of Hambleden and Great Marlow Bucks, eldest son and 

heir of John Doyley esq. of Hambleden. From his age given in his father's inquisition post 

mortem,
32

 Thomas Doyley was born c.1480. Alice was his second wife, and the marriage 

probably took place in 1520. 

 

There are three pieces of evidence which point to this date. First, in Visitations of the Diocese of 

Lincoln, a visitation return for the parish of Brightwell Salome which may be dated either June 

1517 or April/May 1520 states that the rector (who may be John Booth) is not residing within the 

parish but at the house of Mistress Cottesmore and (it is implied) neglecting his parish duties.
33

 

Since the house is described as that of Mistress Cottesmore and not as that of Master Cottesmore 

it would appear that it refers to a date subsequent to the death of William Cottesmore but prior to 

Alice's marriage to Doyley. Since William was alive in 1517, the Visitation date of April/May 

1520 would appear to be correct, at which time Alice‟s marriage to Doyley had not taken place. 

 

On the other hand the marriage must have occurred during the lifetime of Thomas More who, in 
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conjunction with Alice's brother John Clydesdale, negotiated her marriage settlement. This 

settlement is described in a lawsuit undated but falling within the period 1519-1530 and referring 

to the pre-marriage negotiations "about six years last past".
34

 The suit was brought by John 

Gliddesdale (= Clydesdale), gentleman, on behalf of his sister and against Thomas Doyley. In his 

Bill of complaint Alice's brother describes how, following the death of William Cottesmore, 

Doyley "knowing by credible report that the said Alice was executrix to both her said husbands 

(i.e. William Cottesmore and John Wilmot) and by which said two husbands the said Alice was 

left and proferred in ready money, plate, jewels and other movable goods to the sum of a 

thousand pounds, over and besides great sums of money devised, given and bequeathed by the 

several (= respective) last wills and testaments of the said John Wylmot and William Cottesmore 

to the children of the said Wylmot and Cottesmore, amounting at the least to a thousand marks.... 

and also over and besides manors, lands and tenements of the said Alice which she then had for 

time of her life to the yearly value of £60 by year above all manner of charges (i.e. net). And the 

said Thomas Doile perceiving right well the great substance of the said Alice....  daily made 

importunate suit and labour to the said Alice to gain her in marriage instantly, defying your said 

orator (Clydesdale) and other of her friends to bear unto him their lawful favour, faithfully 

promising and granting to be as good and loving unto the said Alice as ever was any of her said 

husbands and that he would not waste or consume any at her said substance, but would amend it 

and if he died he promised that he would leave her better in substance than he found her." 

Doyley further agreed to make Alice a jointure of lands and tenements to a net yearly value of 

£20. 

 

A formal legal agreement or indenture was drawn up by Thomas More incorporating the 

financial conditions of the marriage settlement. This indenture, together with a bond or 

obligation setting a financial penalty upon Doyley should he fail to observe the terms of the 

agreement, "were delivered by the said Thomas Doyle into the hands and sure keeping of one 

Johane Felde, widow, mother to your said orator (John Clydesdale] and the said Alice". The 

marriage then took place. Unfortunately Thomas More died shortly after this. He had been the 

chief negotiator and protector of Alice's interests (and those of the Cottesmore family). 

 

After some years, however, as the Bill goes on to allege, "Thomas Doyle having possession of 

all the said money, plates, goods and cattals (chattels) and other the premises began daily to be 

unkind unto the said Alice; and right sharply without any reasonable cause her beat, and in the 

worst which can be thought or devised her daily and continually intreated after such manner that 

she stood and yet doth in great peril and danger of her life. And the said Thomas Doyle therewith 

not contented and satisfied but intending further trouble and displeasure unto the said Alice of 

late brought with him William Doyle his brother unto Chislington in the county of Oxford where 

the said Johane Felde then inhabited where they both came unto the said Johane under colour 

and pretence of friendship feigning themselves to be her friends and to have comynycation 

(communication) and love of friendship with the said Johane Felde where indeede the intent of 

their coming was to embezzle and convey away the said indenture and obligation made for the 

assurance of the jointure of the said Alice, which said Thomas Doyle and his said brother said 

unto the said Johane Felde that they came purposely to see howe she did and had no other things 

there to do and whiles the said Thomas Doyle was talking with the said Johane Felde the said 

William Doyle by the procurement and consent of the said Thomas Doyle searched the house all 

about and at the last he found the said indenture and obligation bene hid in a secret place by the 

said Johane Felde to the use of the said Alice which indenture and obligation with divers other 

grants leases and obligations legalities and writings belonging unto the children of the said John 

Wilmot and William Cottesmore .... the said William Doyle by the procurement and assent of the 

said Thomas Doyle against all good honesty took and carried away. And then the said Thomas 
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Doyle and William his brother departed having between them the said indenture and obligation 

.... And after the time they had obteyned the said indenture and obligation the said Thomas 

Doyle by the councils of the said William his brother began then to entreat and handle the said 

Alice daily worse and worse. And so, most gracious lord, the said Thomas Doyle hath sent away 

the said Alice out of his house and will give her nothing to live withall". 

 

The complaint had been addressed to the Lord Chancellor, Cardinal Wolsey probably in 1526. 

On October 11, 1527 the Master of the Rolls drew up a set of articles of agreement which read as 

follows:
35

 

 

"First, that Thomas Doyle shall receive and take home to his house one Alice Doyle his wife and 

from henceforth her lawfully use and intreat in all thyngs as a man of his honour ought and is 

bound to intreat and order his wife, that is to say, as well in meat and drink, apparel, lodging as 

in all other things pertinent to his degree and according to the laws of Holy Church". 

 

"Item, the same Thomas Doyle shall not hereafter at any time bete the said Alice neither in any 

wise unlawfully intreate or misorder otherwise than a man ought to do his wife". 

 

"Item, that the said Thomas Doyle on this side of the Feast of St. Michael the Archangel next 

make or cause to be made unto such persons as the said Alice shall name and appoint a good sure 

and sufficient and lawful estate in fee simple of and in lands and tenements to the clear yearly 

value of ten pounds sterling over and above all charges, to have and to hold the same lands and 

tenements to the use of the said Alice for term of her life in full complement of her dower and 

joynture, the said asurance to be made at the only cost and charges of the said Thomas Doyle and 

the said assurances to be devised by the learned counsell of the said Alice”. 

 

"Item, the said Thomas Doyle shall perform observe and fulfill or cause to be performed and 

fulfilled in every point all legacies gifts and bequests made (en)joined and bequeathed contained 

in the last wills and testaments of John Wilmot and William Cottysmore deceased late the 

husbands of the said Alice”. 

 

"Item, the said Thomas Doyle shall yearly during the life of the said Alice if the said Thomas so 

long do live give unto the said Alice quarterly forty shillings during so many yeares as the said 

Alice shall live to buy her provisions and other necessaries such as the said Alice shall think 

convenient or otherwise to spend the same at her liberty and pleasure”. 

 

“Item, the said Thomas Doyle shall bring or cause to be brought first all such evidences and 

agreements as belong to the joynture made by William Cottesmore esquier late husband to the 

said Alice for term of her life to the court, the said evidences may be put in the salve keeping of 

such officers and persons as the said Alys shall agree unto. It is condescended by the said Alys 

that the said evydences shall be delivered unto the Master of the Rolls before the Feast of St. 

Andrew (Nov. 30) next being, provided always that the said Doyle may or shall have resort and 

sight of the same as often as he shall need for defence of the said matter". 

 

In addition, Alice seems to have been awarded costs. A final paragraph defines Alice's wifely 

duties and perhaps offers a route to reconciliation:- 

 

“Item, the said Alice shall during her life or during all such time as the said Thomas and Alice 

shall be or live together and not separate by the law of Holy Church, well womanly and 

obedyently behave herself unto the said Thomas her husband. And also shall use her in the best 
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wise she can or may, to please her husband as to a good and honest gentilwoman apperteyneth 

and according to the laws of Holy Church”. 

 

In the period between 1519 and 1529 Thomas Doyley and Alice were involved in three further 

Chancery cases, the exact dates of which are, unfortunately, not given. In one, Thomas and Alice 

sued Richard Beckyngham (of Pudlicote, Oxon.) for the non-performance of the terms of a 

marriage settlement arranged by the late William Cottesmore and Richard Beckyngham relating 

to the marriage of Alice, one of William's daughters, and Robert, the son of Richard 

Beckyngham.
36 

 

In the second case Thomas Doyley and Alice sued Sir William Barantyne, John Cottesmore and 

Robert Tye alias Harper for preventing Alice from carrying out one of the provisions of 

William's will. The relevant provision stated that for 10 years after William's decease the profits 

of his lands and manors in the Isle of Wight should be taken by Alice and his brother-in-law 

Thomas More, to be used in carrying out the terms of his father's and also his own will. 

Ownership of the lands was vested in trustees, including More and Sir William Barantyne. Soon 

after William had made his will, it is stated, Thomas More died; this apparently left Sir William 

Barantyne as the principal trustee, by whose authority John Cottesmore and Harper were 

preventing Alice from taking the profits.
37

  

 

In a third and closely related case Thomas Doyley and Alice are defendants in a suit brought by 

John Radley and his wife Joan (William's sister) against Alice as executrix of William's will. 

William's father, Sir John Cottesmore, had specified certain sums of money to be paid to his 

daughters on their marriage. Since Joan did not marry until after the death of her brother, this 

sum under the term of William's will was to be met out of revenue from his manors in the Isle of 

Wight. The defendants claimed firstly that it was a condition of the bequest that the marriage 

should have had the consent of Alice as William's executor, which it did not have, John Radley 

being “a man of little substance". Secondly, that the profits of the manor in question had been 

paid to Thomas More, in whose house Joan had been living until her marriage, and they, the 

defendants, did not know whether or not these sums had been paid to Joan.
38

 

 

When Thomas Doyley married Alice, he already had a son and heir John, born c.1515. Later 

John was active in the Reformation, and was appointed by King Henry VIII as one of the 

Commissioners for taking the surrender of a number of ecclesiastical lands in Oxfordshire and 

also was a Commissioner for the valuation of religious houses and colleges in 1546. He died in 

1569 and his will was proved in the P.C.C. in 1572.
39

 

 

Alice bore Thomas Doyley a second son; this was Robert. His will was proved in the P.C.C. in 

1577.
40

 

 

Thomas Doyley himself died in 1545. His will in dated 8 June 1545 and was made at 

Hambleden, Bucks. In it he requests his son John "to take Alice, my wife, by the hand”.
41

 What 

degree of reconciliation had been effected we do not know, but this last request seems to concern 

itself with a healing of the breach. Nearly everything went to his firstborn son John, whom he 

made executor; Alice's son Robert was to have a modest £4 p.a. As Thomas's will contained 

plentiful directions for masses of requiem and for yearly obits, it does not seem that much of 

Alice's Lollardry had rubbed off on to her third husband. 

 

After Thomas Doyley's death, Alice seems to have lived quietly. We hear of "Alice (deleted) 

Mistress Doylie" living in Ironmonger Lane, London, in 1548 when she hosted a visit by her 
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brother John Clydesdale and her son John Wilmot.
42

 Ironmonger Lane runs through the parish of 

St. Martin Pomeroy in the Cheap Ward of London. 

 

Her residence in the Lane is confirmed by a lay subsidy for Cheap Ward taken in the first year of 

the reign of Edward VI (1547) where, under the heading St. Martin Pomeroy, there are the 

following successive entries: 

 

“John Elyot & Wm Cottesmore (in goods), Henry Sympson (in goods), Wydow Cottesmore in 

landes". The 'lands' were valued at £30 per annum and assessed at one tenth of that value (60 

shillings).
43

 It is possible that the three entries relate to a single block of property. Although 

Alice was at this time strictly speaking 'widow Doyley', she may have been given the Cottesmore 

name either because she preferred it or, more probably, because the property had in the past been 

recorded in the name of her late husband Cottesmore. 

 

A similar situation occurs in a survey of Enborne, Berks, in 1549, when Alice Cottesmore is said 

to hold by deed of indenture a messuage or tenement called Huntersfield together with arable and 

pasture land and a close of meadow called Brayfield, at a rent of 46s. 8d. p.a..
44

 

A further note concerning these lands appears in a Patent Roll dated 21 February 1566 in which 

is granted a „lease for 40 years to Giles Raynsford of a messuage called Hunters Field now or 

late in the tenure of Anne, Duchess of Somerset, or Alice Cotesmore, now or late parcel of the 

manor of East Enborne and West Enborne, Berks, and all lands called Braylands, at a yearly 

rental of 46s.8d.'.
45

 

 

It is likely that she was still alive in 1551 when she was remembered by her son John Wilmot in 

his will dated 21 July of that year. In addition to a gift to his stepbrother Thomas Cottesmore 

(Alice's son), he left to his mother "Mistress Alice Doylie, if she do survive me 4 of the best 

kyen (=kine ) that I have".
46

 This is the last reference to her that we have been able to find. 

 

Alice the Heretic 

 

In the years 1520 and 1521 Bishop Longland of Lincoln launched a heresy-hunt to counter the 

spread of neo-Lollardry. These late Lollards were committed men and women who opposed 

pilgrimages, and adoration of the effigies of saints, also the doctrine of transubstantiation (that is 

the doctrine of Christ's carnal body being present in the sacrament), and insisted on their right to 

read and study the Scripture in their own tongue. They are recognizable as pro-Reformation 

Protestants, but living as they did before the time of Martin Luther the term Protestant had not 

yet been invented. Among those involved were Alice, her husband William Cottesmore, and her 

brother John Clydesdale. Alice's involvement in this is known to us from the account given in the 

'Acts and Monuments' of John Foxe: 

 

"Sir John a priest and also Robert Robinson detected Master Cottesmore of Brightwell. Also 

Mistress Cottesmore, otherwise called Mistress Dolly, for speaking these words to one John 

Bainton her servant: 'That if she went to her chamber, and prayed there, she should have as much 

merit as though she went to Walsingham on a pilgrimage‟. Item, when the said Sir John came to 

her after the death of Master Cottesmore his master, requiring her to send one John Stainer her 

servant to Our Lady of Walsingham, for Master Cottesmore who in his lifetime, being sick, 

promised in his own person to visit that place, she would not consent thereto nor let her servant 

go. Item, for saying „that when women go to offer to images or saints, they did it to show their 

new gear; that images were but carpenters' chips; and that folks go on pilgrimages more for the 

green way, than for any devotion‟.
47
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In another part of his book Foxe gives an account of her inquisition, which occurred separately 

from that of the other 87 accused. This separate inquisition may have been because Alice held a 

position of some social significance; it certainly seem to have been more private, taking place at 

Stanton Harcourt in Oxfordshire, the parish in which William Cottesmore's friend Sir William 

Barantyne had his manor. Here Alice was informed against by her servant Elizabeth Wighthill, a 

gentlewoman of a good family, who were friends of the Barantynes. One of the organisers of the 

heretical group was a John Hacker of London who travelled the country to preach to them.  

 

“Elizabeth Wighthill said that Alice spoke in praise of Hacker that „he was very expert in the 

gospels, and all other things belonging to divine service, and could express and declare it and the 

Paternoster in English as well an any priest, and it would do one good to hear him‟. She 

continued by saying that 'Mistress Dolly, her mistress, showed unto her that she had a book 

which held against pilgrimages; and after that, she caused Sir John Booth, parson of Britwel (= 

Brightwell), to read upon a book which he called 'Legenda Aurea'; and one saint's life he read 

which did speak against pilgrimages. And after that was read, her mistress said unto her, „Lo, 

daughter! now ye may hear, as I told you, what this book speaketh against pilgrimage‟. 

 

“Furthermore it was deposed against Mistress Dolly by Elizabeth Wighthill that she being at Sir 

William Barenten's place, and seeing there in the closet images new gilded said to Elizabeth 

“Look, here be my Lady Barenten's gods‟, to whom the said Elizabeth answered again „that they 

were set for remembrance of good saints'. Alice replied, 'If I were in a house where no images 

were, I could remember to pray unto saints as well as if I did see the images‟. „Nay‟, said 

Elizabeth, „images do provoke devotion'. Then said her mistress, 'Ye should not worship that 

thing that hath ears and cannot hear, and hath eyes and cannot see and hath mouth and cannot 

speak, and hath hands and cannot feel.' 

 

“Item, the said Mistress Dolly was reported by the said party to have a book containing the 

twelve articles of the creed, covered with boards and red covering. Also another black book, 

which she set most price by, which book she kept ever in her chamber, or in her coffer, with 

divers other books. And this was about 1520 A.D.”.
48

 

 

Whatever happened to those lower in the social scale, it was not part of Longland's plan to stir up 

any who might have influence and, despite Alice's defiance, no further action seems to have been 

taken against her. 
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Figure 6 The husbands & children of Alice (A109) 
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CHAPTER 4 John Clydesdale (J100) 

(Generation V) 

 

Although his exact date of birth is not known John Clydesdale 'the younger' must have been aged 

at least 21 when he signed the indenture in 1506 which granted to him the manor of Haywood. 

His birthdate therefore could have been as late as 1485 but it may have been earlier. A date 

within a year or two of 1485 would correspond well with his having been a brother of Alice 

(A109) whose own birthdate is thought to have been c.1485, and with his date of death in 1549. 

 

We know from J100's will (see below)
1
 that he was survived by between 15 and 18 children, the 

offspring of no less than 4 wives. This fact alone might suggest a substantial life span which 

could easily stretch back to the early or mid 1480's and still leave him aged only between 64 and 

69 when he died. In 1549 one of his sons, John (J111) must have been over 21 to act as his 

executor. But this John was not the eldest son. Thomas (T39) was the eldest and was of an age to 

have had two sons of his own mentioned in J100's will. In addition several of J100's daughters 

mentioned in the will were already married. 

 

After 1506 the earliest reference we have to John Clydesdale is in 1513 and relates to his land in 

the Middle Field of Hungerford.
2
 In 1519 he was one of the feoffees of the lands of the chantry 

of St. Mary in Hungerford.
3
 This was the chantry of which Thomas Clydesdale had been 

chaplain some fifty years previously. Known as 'the burgesses' chantry' it had close links with the 

town's officialdom. 

 

It was c.1520 that John Clydesdale's sister, Alice Cottesmore, later Doyley (A109) had been 

accused of heresy. In 1521 John Clydesdale himself was rounded up in the large scale drive 

launched by Bishop Longland of Lincoln against those 'later Lollards' whose doctrines have been 

summarised in connection with Alice in chapter 3. The authority for the detailed account of these 

persecutions is John Foxe, some forty six years later himself to become a Canon of Lincoln 

Cathedral, who drew on its ecclesiastical registers to provide a roll call of early English dissent 

in a Reformation best-seller entitled "The Acts and Monuments of John Foxe" - popularly known 

as Foxe's Book of Martyrs. 

 

Bishop Longland began his drive against heresy by examining on oath some of those who had 

abjured in the time of his predecessor.
4
 Since these were liable to the death penalty 'on pain of 

relapse‟, he was able to pressurise sufficient of them to detect the whole group. One of the 

informers, Robert Pope of West Hendred incriminated no less than 87 persons, among them were 

John Eden [=Hidden] alias Clydesdale, Thomas Hall who farmed the neighbouring manor of 

Leverton and Haywood, and John Ludlow, one of whose ancestors was said to have been „of 

Hydden' in 1476.
5
 The social status of these three men was that of minor landed gentry. 

 

In addition to John Eden alias Ledisdall (=Clydesdale), Hall, and Ludlow, two other possible 

Hungerford persons are mentioned viz. „one mother Joan; father Joan, of Hungerford'. Foxe's 

text has many mispunctuations and misspellings - Elizabethan printers' errors and no doubt 

Foxe's own mistranscriptions of unfamiliar names in the Lincoln register - so a likely original 

version may have been 'one mother Joan; and father John, of Hungerford'. The terms „mother‟ 

and „father' were often terms of respect given to an old person, and their conjunction here 

suggests husband and wife. John Eden or Ledishall's mother's name was certainly Joan and his 

father was probably the John Clydesdale who signed a deed of indenture for the manor and farm 

of Leverton in 1488. The transmission of Lollard beliefs was notable within families from parent 
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to child, and a good deal of intermarriage among these families is also likely to have taken place. 

 

John Eden (he is also called Eding) was also informed against by Robert Collins of Asthall, by 

John Edmunds of Burford, and by Roger Dods of Burford. It was Dods who provided the one 

piece of substantial evidence quoted by Foxe against him: 'John Liddisdall of Hungerford for 

reading of the Bible in Robert Burges' house at Burford upon Holyrood Day, with Collins, 

Lyvord, Thomas Hall and others. 'Holy Rood Day was the festival of the exaltation of the Cross 

(September 14th). This meeting in Burford, like those held in other houses, was attended by 

people from a wide spread of villages in west Oxfordshire and north Berkshire. A journey from 

Hungerford could hardly have been made in a single day. The reason why Burford was a centre 

for these conferences is not known. It is likely that, to disguise the influx of so many strangers 

into the little town these occasions would be arranged on suitable 'cover' dates -- and the festival 

of the Exaltation of the Cross would be one which always brought into town villagers from miles 

around. 

 

His investigation having proved so successful, Longland obtained the king's authority to proceed 

'in the executing of justice‟. Those who had 'relapsed' (i.e. after a previous abjuration) were 

sentenced to be burnt at the stake. Of the others 'who had but newly been taken' i.e. first time 

offenders, and there were some fifty of these, the Bishop enjoined 'most strait and rigorous 

penance'. They were split up and sent to various monasteries in the area, including St. 

Frideswide's. Details survive of the full penance ordained for them in a letter by Bishop 

Longland to the head of one of the monasteries: 

 

 'In primis, that every one of them shall, upon a market day, such as shall be limited unto them, 

in the market time go thrice about the market at Burford, and then to stand up upon the highest 

greece (= step) of the cross there, a quarter of an hour, with a faggot of wood every one of them 

upon his shoulder, and every one of them once to bear a faggot of wood upon their shoulders 

before their procession upon a Sunday, which shall be limited unto them at Burford, from the 

choir-door going out, to the choir-door going in; and all the high mass time to hold the same 

faggot upon their shoulders, kneeling upon the greece afore the high altar there; and every of 

them to do likewise in their own parish church, upon such a Sunday as shall be limited unto 

them; and once to bear a faggot at a general procession at Uxbridge, when they shall be assigned 

thereto; and once to bear a faggot at the burning of a heretic, when they shall be admonished 

thereto. 

 

'Also every one of them to fast, bread and ale only, Friday during their life; and every Eve of 

Corpus Christi every one of them to fast bread and water during their life, unless sickness 

unfeigned let (= prevent) the same. 

 

'Also to be said by them every Sunday, and every Friday, during their life, once our lady-psalter; 

and if they forget it one day, to say as much another day for the same. 

 

'Also neither they, nor any of them, shall hide their mark upon their cheek, neither with hat, cap, 

hood, kerchief, napkin, or none otherwise; nor shall suffer their beards to grow past fourteen 

days; nor ever haunt again together with any suspected person or persons, unless it be in the open 

market, fair, church, or common inn or alehouse, where other people may see their conversation. 

'And all these injunctions they and every of them to fulfil with their penance, and every part of 

the same, under pain of relapse‟.
6
 

 

As to the ' mark upon their cheeks' which they were forbidden to hide, this was branding with a 
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hot iron on their right cheek, described by Foxe elsewhere as follows: 'their necks were tied fast 

to a post or stay, with towels, and their hands holden fast that they might not stir; and so the iron, 

being hot, was put to their cheeks‟.
7
 

 

Among those sentenced was John Hidden (Eden) alias Clydesdale (Ledishall). The sentence may 

have been fierce on paper and in intention, but it depended for its enforcement upon local 

authorities - the parish priest, or the prior of the monastery to which an offender was sent. In 

John Clydesdale's case, he was a feoffee of St. Mary‟s chantry, whose chaplain was involved in 

parish affairs. His consent was needed in the case of a lease of any of the chantry's lands. He was 

one of the leading burgesses of the town, to whom many men turned for help and made overseer 

of their wills. It in difficult to see the parish priest treating such an influential penitent with strict 

literalness. As to being sent to a monastery he is unlikely to have found a stay at St. Frideswide's, 

for example, whose tenant farmer he was, too arduous. Whatever sentence Bishop Longland may 

have devised for him, he seems to have retained his influence and respect locally, and in the 

1522 muster of Hungerford John Cleesdale is one of the six highest rated freeholders of the 

town.
8
 

 

In fact, whatever punishment or restriction may have been placed upon him, he was fortunate 

enough to experience a sudden turn in the wheel of fortune. In 1524 the Crown had begun the 

first step in the dissolution of the monasteries. It was a tentative or experimental step, which 

involved only a small number of monasteries, and it included St. Frideswide's with the manor of 

Hidden as well as the priory of Poughley which lay just to the north of Hidden. The lands of 

these dissolved religious houses were granted to Cardinal Wolsey to enable him to finance the 

building of a new College at Oxford - Cardinal's College (later to become Christ Church). 

 

The practical aspect of the dissolution was delegated by Wolsey to Thomas Cromwell. And 

Cromwell needed a local agent to deal with the priory of Poughley, where he seems to have 

encountered some problem with the Fettiplace family who were the farmers there at the time of 

the dissolution. Thomas Cromwell prepared an account for the rent of the property newly 

acquired by Cardinal's College which covered the years of transition 1524-1527. The accounts 

run from Michaelmas to Michaelmas and begin with the time when the property was still in the 

last months of possession of the priory of Poughley. 

 "Rent of £84.12.4d from Edward Fetyplace esq. bailiff and farmer there at the end of his office 

in the year 17 Henry VIII (Sept. 1525), with £28.2.4d for the sale of goods and chattels in the 

same year; and £72.11.10d from John Edyn bailiff at the end of his office there in the year 18 

Henry VIII (Sept. 1526). Total = £157.4.2d". The sale of goods, which was a one-off transaction, 

is evidently not included in this total.
9 

 

It appears from this that John Edyn replaced Edward Fettiplace as bailiff for Poughley at 

Michaelmas 1525. Two letters from the displaced Edward Fettiplace have been preserved which 

indicate Fettiplace's displeasure at having been put out of office and his resistance both to 

payment of the priory rents and to handing over to the new authority some of the last remainders 

of the priory goods. The first letter was written in January 1527 by Fettiplace to Cromwell. 

Fettiplace was obviously in arrears for his rent of the site of the Poughley monastery. He tries to 

blame this on to the new bailiff who has replaced him by expressing 'surprise'  “that John Iden 

has not called on him for the rent of Poughley since Michaelmas last".
10

 

 

The dispute smouldered on, with Cromwell still not satisfied that the prior (shielded by 

Fettiplace) had disgorged all that he should. In 1529 Fettiplace wrote again to Cromwell on 

behalf at the ex-prior and took the opportunity to complain that  "Upon the Thursday after your 
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departing, John Eddon your farmer (i.e. collector of rents) came to Poffley with one cart and 

carried away such stuff as was appointed to go to Oxford (to Cardinal's College); so that the 

bedding, which Fryer bought for 10 shillings was in my chamber, and the door was locked; and 

because the key was not there at that time, he, with great oaths, with levers brak up the doors"; 

and he adds, rather unconvincingly perhaps, that but for the respect in which he holds Cromwell 

"he (Fettiplace) would have rewarded him (Hidden) after his deserts.
11

 

 

We hear no more of this intriguing matter, but Fettiplace's complaint (and the Fettiplaces were a 

locally powerful family, Edward Fettiplace holding the office of treasurer to the Duke of 

Suffolk) gives us a sharp picture (albeit from the point of view of an adversary with a grudge) of 

the old heretic now working with the forces of a government heading towards the Reformation. 

 

From 1513 onwards there are frequent references to John Clydesdale's status and property 

holding in the town of Hungerford and its associated fee of Sandon. The manor of Hidden which 

he also held, and from which he took the name which was to become the family's main name, 

was within the parish of Hungerford, but lay immediately north of the river Kennet; the town of 

Hungerford and the fee of Sandon lay south of the river. Apart from the parochial connection the 

manor of Hidden and the town of Hungerford were distinct entitles. Thus no freeholding in 

Hidden qualified for a burgess status in Hungerford, nor for the various rights enjoyed by the 

freesuitors of the town and borough. What rights John Clydesdale had in Hungerford derived 

instead from his possession of freehold land or property in the town itself. 

 

The lands which he possessed in 1513 were doubtless inherited by descent from the Bocher alias 

Clydesdale family, as discussed in chapter 1. The survey of 1513 refers to his land in the Middle 

Field, that is, one of the common fields of Hungerford. A right to a particular strip of common 

land indicates a qualifying right as a freeholder of burgage property within the town. These 

burgage plots ran along both sides of the High Street and consisted of a house on the street with a 

garden or 'backside' at the rear. A certain small acreage of land outside the town usually 

accompanied these burgages. 

 

In 1522 Henry VIII's ministers instituted a muster roll. Supposedly a survey of all able-bodied 

men available for military service, this particular muster required details of the residents virtually 

house by house, and of their annual income. The survey groups the residents into three classes 

(a) freeholders, (b) householders, that is those who held leases from the crown or from the 

ecclesiastical authorities and (c) labourers and servants. 

In the part relating to Hungerford included among the 37 freeholders was John Cleesdale, who 

was rated at 20 shillings for his freehold.
12

 

The muster roll for Hidden is contained in a document held by the Public Record Office 

(E315/464). It gives a complete list of all males of age for military service. Those with the 

letter A against their names are marked as archers. John Hidden (J100) had armour or mail for 

one man. This is taken to mean that he might be called upon for cavalry service, or if too old 

himself, perhaps provide one of his sons or a retainer in his place. Although we made a 

complete transcript of this roll as far as it related to Hungerford, we originally missed the 

section which dealt with Hidden and Leverton, since this is oddly placed (in ff.99 and 99v) at 

some distance from the Hungerford entries. Certain words, phrases, and numerals have been 

modernised to make the text more easily understandable. 

HIDDEN: The prior of St . Frideswide 's of Oxford is lord there, and the 

lordship is worth £18.19s per annum.  
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Freeholders: John Chok 16d. 

Householders: John Hidden  100 marks, who is a tenant of the prior of St.  

          Frideswide's, and hath harness for one man. 

John Ildesley 26s 8d 

Roger Plank 10 marks 

Thomas Barbour 60 shillings 

John Androwys 32s 4d 

John Dauntrye 100 shillings 

A. John Mondy 40 shillings 

A. Humfrey Trulove 20 shillings 

A. Richard Sandy  40 shillings 

A. John Nutting    4 pounds 

A John/Richard/ Crouche    40 shillings 

All these are tenants of the prior of St. Frideswide's.  

Labourers and Servants: 

A. Thomas Dredge  15 shillings 

A. William Williamson  20 shillings 

Edward Smyth  10 shillings 

Thomas Russell  20 shillings 

William Sheperde  nil 

Richard Kyng  nil 

There was no other Hidden or Clydesdale recorded in the Berkshire muster roll of 1522. 

 

That the freehold in Hungerford remained with John Clydesdale may be seen from the lay 

subsidies of Hungerford in 1540 and 1545,
13

 in both of which he in taxed 20 shillings on goods 

worth £30. 

 

It is not clear whereabouts in the High Street the property was located, but our research suggests 

that possibly it could have been on the west side of the street on the site now occupied by nos. 6 

and 7 High Street (Martin's Bookshop). As John had his own manor farm of Hidden for his 

residence, the implication must be that the Hungerford town house was leased to a tenant; and 

indeed this was the case in 1552.
14

 

 

This property in Hungerford was augmented in early 1526 by a substantial bequest in the will of 

a fellow townsman William Hayward (Archd. Berks 1526), who gives "to John Lydysdale, to 

Agnes my wife, and to the heirs of the said John for ever, all my lands and tenements with their 

appurtenances in Hungerford aforesaid or elsewhere within the county of Berks".
15 

William 

Hayward's will does not give any more precise details of this property, but William's father 

Robert Hayward (Heyward) in his will less than two years earlier had left William "my three 

houses set in Hungerford with the lands, pastures and meadows belonging to them... also my 

three acres of arable land lying in Charnham Street by Standgrove".
16

 He also left to William the 

house in which he was dwelling to be shared with his wife Loore during her lifetime, and his 

„linen shop'. It in not clear whether this house, which probably contained the shop, was part of or 

additional to the three houses mentioned earlier. The will was witnessed by a number of 
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influential local burgesses. Loore and William were to be executors and "my well beloved friend 

John Hyden" was appointed supervisor or overseer. 

 

The reasons for this bequest are not known. There may have been some family connection or 

there may have been some business connection. It is clear, however, that both generations of 

Haywards trusted John and regarded him as a close friend. This is the more remarkable in that 

the respective preambles of Robert's and John's wills show clearly that Robert was a devout and 

pious traditionalist in religion and John a stern Protestant. It is also further evidence, that John 

Clydesdale's sentence for 'heresy' in 1521 seems in no way to have affected his relationships with 

the orthodox pious in Hungerford. 

 

The three houses in Hungerford belonging to William Hayward are not known exactly, but they 

are probably among those listed in a town survey of 1552 where the holder in each case is given 

as John Clydesdale.
17

 Robert Hayward is known to have leased some property of the priory of St. 

John.
18

 At least one other of William's houses must have been held of the manor of Hungerford 

Englefield, for the court roll of this manor, which was the estate of the Hungerford family within 

the town and its environs, records that John Clydesdale appeared before the court held on 22 

November 1526 upon taking over the tenement of William Hayward, paid his entry fine of £2, 

was admitted, and licensed to sub-let the tenement.
19

 A later court roll dated 22 September 1528 

presents John Eden alias John Cledesdale for not keeping his tenement (in which Richard 

Newport was dwelling) in good repair.
20

 The will of Lore Hayward of Hungerford (the widow of 

Robert) is dated 20 March 1529/30 and was proved in the court of the Archdeacon of Berks.
21

 

After some bequests of household effects, the residue is given to her son Roger, who is sole 

executor. One of the witnesses is Richard Newport, and we may surmise therefore that this was 

the house in which she had continued living since her husband's death, and which contained the 

linen shop and all the "woollen drapery cloth" which he had mentioned in his will. 

 

 John Clydesdale's major estate, however, was his manor of Hidden, with which he is known to 

have been associated as early as 1515 (see Chapter 2). In the lay subsidy for Berkshire of 1524 

John Hidden appears at the head of the list for the tithing of Hidden in the parish of Hungerford 

and was taxed 40 shillings on goods worth £40, and it is evident that he was the occupier of the 

manor of Hidden.
22

 In the same subsidy for Wiltshire John Clydale (sic) was assessed in the 

parish of Chilton Foliat (either on goods or lands. the Ms. is unclear) worth £4.
23

 His name also 

appears as John Lydesdale, in a second instalment of the same Wiltshire subsidy, as it does in a 

similar subsidy of the previous year 1523.
24

 These assessments in Chilton Foliat presumably 

relate to the land and messuages at Soley which were an outlying and territorially disconnected 

portion of the manor of Hidden. In yet another taxation list which is undated, but by internal 

evidence may be ascribed to November ante-1524, and is entitled 'sums of money presented to 

the king', John Hidden in assessed on an annual income from the manor of 100 marks 

(£66.6s.4d) and 'presents' or is taxed £6.13s.d.
25

  

 

When the monastery of St. Frideswide was dissolved on 10th. May 1524, the manor of Hidden 

and Eddington, along with the other possessions of the monastery elsewhere, was granted to 

Cardinal Wolsey for the foundation of the Cardinal's College, Oxford. A rental of the 

possessions of Cardinal's College relating to the manor of Hidden and Eddington lists all the 

tenants on the lands of the manor.
26

 The document to undated, but the date must lie between 

1525 and 1532, and most probably it was drawn up upon the occasion of the grant to Wolsey in 

1525. The list of manor occupants is headed by John Lydesdale, the „farmer' of the manor, who 

pays an annual rent of £22, from which it may be inferred that he is the occupier of the capital 

messuage at Great Hidden and the demesne lands of the manor. The remaining names can be 
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assumed to be copyholders or tenants at will. They include John Clydedale als Eden for a 

messuage called Ballards, rent £3.6.8. There are also two tenants who are said to be of Chilton, 

one paying a rent of 2 shillings per annum and another paying 20 shillings. These two latter 

correspond with the cottage in Soley paying 2 shillings and the house in Soley paying 20 

shillings per annum to the manor of Hidden which are mentioned later in the will of John (J100) 

in 1549. Other rents correspond with the copyholds also mentioned in the same will. Two tenants 

pay rent for their respective use of a fulling mill and a grain mill and these, probably under one 

roof, may be identified with the mill known as Eddington mill. It is not clear whether the two 

entries in respect of John Clydesdale, one the demesne farmer and the other at Ballards, refer to 

the same man, but bearing in mind the different forms of the surname employed it is possible 

that they might refer to two different persons. 

 

Another document relating to the period in which the manor of Hidden was in the possession of 

the Cardinal's College is among the archives of Christ Church College, Oxford. This contains an 

account of the bailiff for the manor of Hidden and Eddington for the year Michaelmas 1526 to 

Michaelmas 1527. The account is in the name of John Lyddesdale als Edon the farmer there. The 

rent was £22 as usual, but there was an additional £10 income arising from the seizure of the 

goods and chattels of one of the tenants, Richard Williams. Williams had committed a murder 

and all his possessions thus became forfeit to the manor court.
27

 

 

In 1532 on Wolsey's fall from favour his Cardinal's College was itself dissolved, and the manor 

of Hidden became part of the endowment of a new foundation, King Henry VIII's College. 

Within a short time the Dean and Canons of the new College granted a 90 year lease of the 

manor to Richard Watkins, one of the king's principal secretaries or prothonotary. The grant 

specifically states that this was to be "without any let or impediment of John Edyn late holder 

and occupier of the premises and all and singular other persons who claim or pretend any interest 

in the same by any color of any lease grant or otherwise this present indenture".
28

 This clause 

was intended to clear Watkins of any claim which John Hidden might have had under the terms 

of any lease granted to him previously, such as that of 1515. It is also clear that John had 

occupied the manor for some previous time, as we already know from the various documents 

already referred to. In any case it would appear that John obtained the assignment of the new 

lease from Richard Watkins as this is specifically stated in a Crown survey of the manor taken 

later in 1548.
29

 

 

The remaining history of the manor and fuller details of some of the items already dealt with in 

this chapter may be found in Norman Hidden's definitive work "The Manor of Hidden" 

published privately in 1987, chapter X, pages 56-87. 
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Figure 7 A map of Hidden, Hungerford & environs 

 

 

 

 

The document which throws most light on the life of John is his will. Although it has been 

published in the “Berks, Bucks and Oxon. Archaeological Journal" that version has been 

abbreviated and leaves out many points of significance.
30

 The full version of the will is therefore 

now reproduced: 
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The Will of John Hidden (J100) 

 

IN THE NAME OF GOD AMEN the xth day of August in the yere of our lorde god a thousand 

five hundreth forty nine in the third yere of the reign of our Sovereign Lorde King Edward the 

Sixth I John Clydesdale alias Hydden in the country of Berks doo ordeyn and mak this my last 

will and testament in maner and forme following: 

 

First I commit my soule to almighty godd beleving verely that through his mercy I shalbe saved 

and redemed from the bondage of Sathan and synn.  Secondly I will my body to the earthe from 

whence it came, there to remayne untill the day of judgement at the whiche day I doubt not but I 

shall come (be)for god my saviour. Thirdely as touching my landes and tenements in Hungerford 

the whiche George my sonne hadd in possession and three acres of land lying in Charnhamfeld I 

give and bequeathe unto the childe the whiche Elizabeth my wyffe nowe goeth withall and unto 

Ursula my daughter for the tyme of xxi yeres. And if it fortune to be a man child then he to have 

the same lands with the profitts unto him and to his heirs male after th‟ende of xxi yeres.  And if 

it fortune the same childe not to be a man childe, then I will the profitts of the same landes to 

remayne to the same childe then being a mayde childe and Ursula my daughter the span of xxi 

yeres. And if it fortune that any of thies two children do dye within the same age, then I will the 

same landes unto the longest lyver of them bothe. And if it fortune that both of them doo dye 

within the same age, then I will the profitts of the same landes holy unto Elizabeth my wife for 

the same term of xxi yeres. And after the same xxi yeres be done and expired then I will the 

same landes and tenements to remayn unto George my sonne and to his heyres male. And for the 

lack of heyres male I will it unto the next heyre. 

 

Fourthly, I will and give unto Thomas my oldest sonne all my landes and tenements lying within 

Oxfordshire unto him and his heires for evermore condicionally that the same Thomas pay or 

cause to be payd unto John my sonne £3.8s.8d yerely untill the tyme that Edward my sonne be of 

th'age of xxi yeres. And that the same John doo paye out of the same £3.8s.8d unto Katheryn 

Hull xl shillings yerely during the liff of the sayd Katheryn. And at the sayd age of xxi yeres I 

will that Thomas my sonne doo paye unto Edward my sonne the same £3.6s.8d. during his liff. 

And after the deaths of the same Edward, unto his heyres male if he have any and if he have 

none, then I will it unto John my sonne and to his heyres, provided also that if the same Thomas 

and his heyres doo not pay or cause to be appayd unto the aforenamed John or unto his assigns 

the same £3.6s.8d at the two terms of the yere, that is to say at Saint Mighell and our Lady day in 

Lent called th'Annunciation by even porcions or within xxx dayes next after it be lawfully asked 

that then the same John to enter and take into his handes all the same lands untill the sayde term 

of xxi yeres. And then I will that John if it so happen him to have the same landes at the sayd age 

of xxi yeres to pay unto Edward my sonne £3.6s.8d during the liff of the same Edward and after 

the deth of the sayd Edward to paye unto his heyres male the foresayd £3.6s.8d (if the sayd 

Edward have any heires male) if not I will it then unto John my sonn and to his heyrs male. And 

for lacks of heyrs male of John I will it unto the next heyre for evermore. 

 

Fiftely, I will that Thomas my sonne shall suffer my executors to have th'ole profitts of all my 

landes in Oxforth for the span of iiii yeres next after my dethe and then Thomas my sonne to 

enjoy them according as is aforsayde. 

 

Sixtly, I give unto the same Thomas my eldest sonne my house at Soley the whiche he now 

dwelleth in during the liff of him and his wiff and after the dethe of the same Thomas and his 

wiff I will yt unto John his oldest sonne, and after the deathe of the same John I will it unto 

Thomas brother to the sayd John for term of my lease, condicionally that the foresayd Thomas 
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my eldest sonne doo pay unto Thomas his younger brother xx shillings every yere during the life 

of the sayd Thomas th'ounger. And after the death of the sayde Thomas th'ounger the same xx 

shillings to be payde to the manor of Eding. And also I will that Thomas my eldest sonne and his 

heires shall dwell upon the same house at Soley and not sell it. 

 

Seventhly, I give unto George Alden and to Elizabeth his wiff and Johane his daughter the house 

that he nowe dwelleth in for term of my lease lyeing within Chilton parysh paying unto the 

manor of Hidden ii shillings a yere and also one of them to dwell upon it. 

 

Also I bequeathe unto George my sonne my ferme called Litle Hidden whiche sometyme 

William Lovelack did hold with all the appurtenances thereunto belonging for the term of my 

lease and he to enter into the same ferme immediately after my deth paying every yere unto the 

manor of Hidden £3.6s.8d. And If the same George dye without heyrs male then I will it unto 

Thomas my oldest sonne and unto his heirs during my lease(?). 

 

Also I will unto Anthony my sonne my ferme of Hidden and Hiddington at th'age of xxiii yeres 

during my lease and also th'one haulf of my houssehold stuffe to be equally shifted by myne 

overseers continently after my death. And I give unto the same Anthony my sonn at the same age 

two hundreth of shepe xii oxen one bull six bacon hoggs a bore and twenty acres of wheat 

twenty acres of barley iiii acres of fetches iii acres of otes iii acres of pesen and also one plough 

one carte vi horses and all maner harnes to them as belongeth unto plough and carte. And I will 

if god so provide that the same Anthony doo dye within the same age of xxiii yeres or after and 

without heyres male of his body lawfully begotten, then I will the same goods and ferme holy 

unto John my sonne. And if that John my sonne do dye without heyres male, then I will the same 

goods and ferme unto Edward my sonne. And for lack of heyre male of Edward, I will the same 

unto George and his heyrs. Also I will unto John my son the hole manor of Hidden with all 

maner of profitts thereunto belonging unto suche tyme as Anthony cometh of th'age of xxiii 

yeres, and the same John to enter into the same manor of Hidden immediately after my deth or 

departing. 

 

Item, I give and beqeath unto Elizabeth my wiff forty poundes of good lawful money of England 

to be payd to her or to her assigns at th'ende of two yeres and a haulf, that is at th'ende of one 

year and one quarter next immediately after my deth £20 and th'other £20 the second yere and 

one quarter after my deth in full payment of the said hole £40. And also unto the same Elizabeth 

my wife one bedd and all maner of apparell that belongeth to a bedd. And also if my wiff will 

tary and abyde within the manor of Hidden the space of her widowhedd that then she to have 

meate drinke and bedding at her pleasure without any check. And if she lust not to tary my 

executor shall paye to her every weke during her widowhedd 3s.4d. taking with her the childe 

the whiche she goeth withall. 

 

Item, I bequeathe unto Dorothee my daughter the whiche was by Jane my wiff tenne poundes. 

Item, unto Johane my daughter the which was by the same woman ten pounds. Item, unto Jane 

my daughter the whiche was by the same woman tenne pounds. Item, unto Brigett my daughter 

£6.13.4d. Item, unto Elizabeth my daughter which was by Elen my wiff £6.13.4d. Item, unto 

Katheryn my daughter £6.13.4d the whiche I promised her at the day of her mariage. Item, unto 

Dorothee my daughter which I hadd by my first wiff £3.6.8. Item, to Robert Hidden £3.6.8d. 

Item, unto Elizabeth Alden xl shillings. Item, to Sybill Bocher my daughter xxx shepe. Item, to 

Elizabeth Garrett xl shillings. Also I will that yf any of these my children doo happen to dye 

within age or before marriage, then I will the same goods to them aforenamed to remayn unto 

th'others living. Item, I will that there be given by the span of three yeres next after my decease 
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two cotes of black and two smocks unto iv poore people. 

 

The residue of all my goodes moveable and unmoveable, my detts and my bequests fulfilled 

satisfied and payd, I give unto John my sonne whom I mak and ordayn my full executor, and 

Richard Brydges and Henry Clifford esqyers and John Wilmot yeoman to be myn overseers of 

this my last will and testament and either of them to have for their paynes 6s.8d. Also I will that 

my executor shall fynde my children as many as be within age meate drinke clothe and all other 

necessaries unto the time of xx yeres of age or els unto the day of mariage. 

 

Tenants belonging to the manor of Hidden: First I will that Willyam Walton of Edington 

shalhave the house that he nowe dwelleth in during the lives of him his wiff and his son Elys 

after custom and maner, that is to say paying a heryot as often as it falleth with all other customs 

due to the lorde. Item, I will that Richard Franklyn of Edington shal have the house that he nowe 

dwelleth in during the lives of him his wiffe and John his sonne after custom and maner paying a 

heryott as often as it falleth, with all other customs due to the lorde. Item, I will that Raufe 

Parker shalhave the house that he now dwelleth in in Edington during the lives of him and his 

wiffe after custom and maner paying a heryott as often as it falleth with all other custom due to 

the lorde. Item, I will that John Wake of Edington shal have the house that he nowe dwelleth in 

during the lyves of him his wife and John his sonne after custom and manner paying a heryot as 

often as it falleth with all other custom due to the lorde. Item, I will that Alice Ryder of Edington 

shalhave her widowhedd estate in the house that she nowe dwelleth in and when that she doo 

mary then Robert Ryder her sonne to enjoye the same house during his liff after custom and 

maner paying a heryot as often as it falleth, with all other customs due to the lord. Item, I will 

that Thomas Plank shal have the house that he nowe dwelleth in for him and his wiff during their 

two lives paying a heryot as often as it falleth, with all other customs due to the lorde after 

custom and maner, and also to pay unto the manor of Edyn viii shillings by the yere. 

 

In witnes of this my last will and testamant: Elys Wolridge, Thomas Heddage, George Lovelack, 

William Reynold, Richard Flagett, William Walton and Thomas Hewett with others. 

 

Probate was granted 2 May 1550 to John Clydesdale ale Hidden the executor named in the will.
31

 

 

Although the will seems complex at first sight, it falls into a number of sections each of which 

deals with the distribution of John's possessions among his sons, his daughters, and his wife, 

followed by a confirmation of the rights of his copy-holding tenants. It should be remembered 

that whereas John could dispose of his personal estate (goods, stock in husbandry, leasehold 

property) in whatever way he chose, his freehold property would, according to the laws of the 

period, have descended automatically to his eldest son and heir Thomas. As it happened John 

had relatively little freehold property; this consisted of one or more of his houses in Hungerford 

which he had derived by descent from the Bocher family. The manor, however, was held an a 

long lease, and so were some, if not all, of the properties in Hungerford and Charnham Street 

which had been bequeathed to him by William Hayward. 

 

Since the eldest son had an absolute right to any of his father's inherited freehold lands, there was 

no necessity for a testator to include mention of these properties in his will, and the 'Bocher' 

lands automatically descended to Thomas. On the other hand John was free to bequeath the 

mainly leasehold property in Hungerford which he had acquired from William Hayward to his 

daughter Ursula (then under the age of 5) and to the unborn child that his wife Elizabeth was said 

to be carrying. It was this property which John's son George had in his possession and to which 

the will gave him reversionary rights. In return, as it were, George was granted the lease of Little 
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Hidden farm, portion of the manor of Hidden; but a substantial yeoman farm nevertheless. 

 

The Oxford lands had been acquired in John's lifetime amid some legal dispute and carried a 

legal charge upon them. It is clear that they were designed to provide for the benefit of John's son 

Edward (at this time aged about 7). Thomas is given some benefit from them also. At the same 

time Thomas is granted John's lease of the Soley lands and the house there with its 

accompanying cottage inhabited by George and Elizabeth Alden, but the grant is conditional on 

his remaining there and not selling the lease. John's object in making this stipulation probably 

was to keep the Soley portion of the manor within the family, especially as he designed to give 

the manorial rights, together with the farm of Great Hidden, to his son Anthony, then aged about 

14 or 15. 

 

The one son who is given nothing substantial, though he was granted residual rights, which could 

not have amounted to a great deal, and several reversionary rights, was the executor John. One 

must assume that his father had provided for him in his lifetime, perhaps by purchase of the lease 

of young John's farm at Ringwood in Hampshire which he was occupying at that time.  

 

All in all it was a bit of a juggle, but he seems to have intended to share out the estate in a 

reasonably equitable way. Any disposition of property among children is liable to have 

weaknesses or may seem to have injustices, and it may or may not have been John's fault that 

this particular disposition turned out disastrously, as we shall see in subsequent chapters. 

 

It is notable that John did not appoint his eldest son Thomas as his executor, possibly because his 

second son John was thought to be better qualified in business affairs. That he wished the 

lordship of the manor to go to Anthony may have been the result of a marriage settlement with 

Anthony's mother and her family. That Robert Hidden is given no land and his relatively minor 

legacy is included amongst the legacies to John's daughters may be because he was illegitimate, 

though whether a child of John's or of one of his daughters we cannot know. The will is full of 

such unsolved mysteries. The names of those described as daughters and those not so described 

who are listed with them, and the references to his previous wives, named and unnamed, are 

confusing to us, plain though they would have been to contemporaries. Only the discovery of 

some further documents can now clarify the broken mosaic in which not all the pieces fit 

together. 

 

The key to some of these mysteries may lie in John's four marriages and the family alliances thus 

created. His first wife he does not name; his second and third wives were, presumably, Ellen 

(E101) and Jane (J102); his fourth wife, who survived him was Elizabeth (E80). We know that 

Ellen was alive and married to John by March 1521/2.
32

 We know also that in 1536 the will of 

Elizabeth Clifford mentions 'my son John Clydisdall' who owes her some money which she 

wants him to pay to her 'son-in-law' Palmes.
33

 Prof. Bindoff was misled into thinking that this 

meant that J100 was either a legitimate or (as he suspected in order to square with his available 

facts) an illegitimate son of Elizabeth Clifford.
34

 This cannot be, and in the light of all the 

evidence it is clear that John (J100) must have been Elizabeth Clifford's son-in-law, by virtue of 

marriage with daughter Jane the mother of Anthony (for further details see Chapter 9). 

 

As to John's fourth wife, his widow Elizabeth (E80), we know nothing further. She may have re-

married, but if she did so or if she died, we have no record because the parish register is not 

extant in the vital years before 1559; and after that date the register has no mention of her. If she 

survived she could well have moved out of the parish. 
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A certain amount of light is thrown on John's social connections and maybe on possible 

relationships of kin by his appointment of overseers of his will. There were: 

(a) John Wilmot yeoman of Woolstone in the parish of Uffington, Berks, and the son of 

John's sister Alice (A109); 

(b) Henry Clifford esq. of Boscombe, Wilts, son of Elizabeth Clifford. A pedigree of the 

family appears in the Visitation of Wilts 1623. He married firstly a daughter of Sir 

Anthony Hungerford, and secondly a daughter of Sir William Carent of Toomer in 

Somerset. Clifford was escheator for Wilts in 1550, M.P. for Great Bedwyn in 1555 and 

again in 1559; 

(c) Richard Brydges esq. (later knight), of Great Shefford. He was Sheriff of Berks and 

Oxon in 1539/40 and again in 1554/5. Like Henry Clifford he was a son-in-law of Sir 

Anthony Hungerford. 

 

Witnesses to John's will include Elys Wolridge, farmer, of Denford whose will made in 1548 

appointed John Eden as his overseer but then seems to have outlived him. That they were close 

associates is shown by the terms of Wolridge's will.
35

 Thomas Heddage, George Lovelack, and 

Richard Flagett were all substantial Hungerford burgesses. William Reynold was a yeoman of 

Chilton Foliat and William Walton represented the copyhold tenants on the manor of Hidden. It 

is probable that all of them had in one way or another some business or other interest in common 

with the dying man. The will was drafted and witnessed by Thomas Huet or Hewett, a 

Hungerford cleric. The preamble to the will he drafted is heavily Protestant, a factor which 

supports identification of J100 with the 1521 heretic and Cromwell's bailiff of Poughley. 

 

We conclude this chapter with a list of John's children known to be surviving in 1549 and 

mentioned in his will. Since we do not know the order or the date of many of their births, the 

order in which they have been placed is mostly arbitrary. Those marked * are implied to be 

John's children, but not explicitly stated as such. 

 

Thomas (T39), his eldest son  

John (J111), his executor  

George (G27) born c. 1527  

*Robert (R49) see p.71  

Anthony (A69) born c.1534  

Edward (E83) born c. 1542  

Thomas (T59) the younger, born c.1547(?) 

Dorothy (D13), by his first wife 

Dorothy (D14), by his wife Jane 

Johane (J108), by his wife Jane 

Jane (J109), by his wife Jane 

Bridget (B5) 

Elizabeth (E81) by his wife Ellen 

Katheryn (K52) 

Ursula (U2), born c. 1545 

Sybill Bocher (S52) 

*Elizabeth Garrett (E170) 

*Elizabeth Alden (E98). 

'The child with which my wife now goeth'. 
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Figure 8 The wives and children of J100 
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CHAPTER 5 The Daughters of John (J100) 

(Generation VI) 

 

The daughters of John are mentioned in his will dated 1549. Some are mentioned explicitly as 

his daughters, others are implied rather than explicitly stated to be his children. Those explicitly 

stated to be his children are: 

 

  Dorothy (D13) by his first wife 

  Dorothy (D14) by his wife Jane 

  Johane (J108) by his wife Jane 

  Jane (J109) by his wife Jane 

  Bridget (B5) 

  Elizabeth (E81) by his wife Elen 

  Katheryn (K52) 

  Ursula (U2) 

  Sybill Bocher (S52) 

 

In addition Elizabeth Garrett (E170) and Elizabeth Alden (E98) are included in the section of his 

will in which he makes bequests to his other daughters and which immediately follows their 

names with a reference to "any of these my children". 

 

Finally, there is the reference to “the childe the whiche Elizabeth my wife now goeth withall" 

and provision made in the event of such a child being female. 

 

Nothing further is known of the two daughters named Dorothy, nor of Elizabeth and Katheryn. 

The Hungerford parish registers exist only from August 1559 in the case of burials and from 

May 1562 in the case of marriages. It is possible therefore for these girls either to have married 

or to have died between 1549 and the dates of the commencement of the register entries.  

 

Johane, Jane, and Bridget, however, are mentioned in a court of Chancery decree dated 21 April 

1562 and therefore may be assumed to have been alive at that date.
1
 No further reference to them 

is known, and in the absence of marriage or burial entries relating to them in the Hungerford 

parish register it is likely that they removed at some date from the parish. John's will instructed 

his executor to "find my children, as many as be within age, meat, drink, clothes and all other 

necessaries unto the time of 20 years of age or else unto their day of marriage”. By 1562 it is 

likely that these children in particular had reached their 20th year of age. 

As for 'the childe with whiche my wife goeth withall‟, we have no record of whether it was male 

or female nor of its survival; there is some circumstantial evidence that it did not survive (see 

below). 

 

The only one of John's daughters whom we may trace through the Hungerford parish register is 

Ursula (U2). We have a record there of her marriage on 2 December 1568 to Edward Collins. 

Prior to this her name appears in a Chancery case of 1553 in which she is described as an infant 

„under five years of age' at the time that John made his will.
2
 This would put her date of birth at 

between 1544 and 1549, and makes it likely that her mother was Elizabeth, John's wife at the 

time of his death. Together with Elizabeth's unborn child, Ursula was given possession for 21 

years of certain lands which her brother George had had in possession. The 21 years was to run 

from the time of John's death (between August 1549 and May 1550) and therefore expired in 

1570. However when Ursula reached the age of 21 years she could legally consent to their sale. 
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George sold those lands in 1565, and this suggests that the unborn child did not survive and that 

the year 1565 may have seen Ursula reach the age of 21, thus reinforcing the probable date of her 

birth as 1544.
3
  

 

Edward Collins was a local clothier and burgess. He was born c.1536, was Portreeve of 

Hungerford in 1581, and buried in 1612.
4
 He and Ursula had two sons: the eldest Anthony was 

baptised on 22 Sept. 1569; and on 6 Dec. 1570 another son Thomas was baptized.
5
 There are no 

further children of Edward's until after Edward's second marriage (21 June 1573) to Judith 

Yowell.
6
 It seems therefore that Ursula died between 1570 and 1573, but her burial was not 

recorded in the parish register There are gaps in the entries of burials between 22 Sept. 1570 and 

28 Jan.1570/1; between 25 Mar.1571 and 15 Aug.1571; between 23 Aug.1572 and 8 Feb.1572/3. 

 

Sybill Bocher is mentioned in the will of John: "to Sybill Bocher my daughter XXX shepe". No 

further definite information concerning Sybill has been discovered. The name Sybill is not a 

common one and it may have been a familiar variant on the name Isabel. An Isobel Bocher of 

Shalbourne made a will dated 30 December 1561 which was proved in the court of the Dean of 

Salisbury.
7
 It appears that she was the widow of Robert Bocher who was the holder of the 

impropriated tithes of the parish of Shalbourne. A document records him as holding in 1545 a 

messuage in Shalbourne of the value of 17 shillings per annum.
8
 A court roll of the manor of 

Shalbourne Westcourt dated 25 April 1567  refers to a tenure late of Elizabeth Bucher now in the 

occupation of Thomas Hall.
9
 The name Isobel is also a variant form of Elizabeth, which was 

frequently used. The tenement was in Rivers or Ryver and included 50½ acres (location detailed) 

at an annual rent of 17 shillings, which corresponds with the rental value ascribed to Robert 

Bocher in 1545. It seems that on the death of Isobel (or Elizabeth) the lease was assigned to 

Thomas Hall. This might, though does not necessarily, indicate some degree of propinquity. That  

it was the Halls of Oxenwood who were the inheritors of this property is clear from a reading of 

the will of Thomas Hall of Oxenwood dated 18 March 1555/6, with its mention of lands in 

River.
10

 

 

Thus Sybill Bocher who began in mystery ends by providing some clues which, if they could be 

further reinforced, might help towards untangling the Hall - Clydesdale - Bocher relationship, 

discussed in Chapter 2 and point forward to the section on George (G27) in Chapter 8. 

 

Elizabeth Garrett (E170) is assumed to have been a daughter of John from the context in which 

she is placed in his will, in which she is given a sum of 40 shillings. She was probably the wife 

of a son (or grandson) of Thomas Garet of Lambourn whose will is dated 15 May 1530 and was 

proved  in 1531.
11

 Thomas Garet made John Eden (J100) one of the overseers of his will, and 

two of Thomas's sons are mentioned in the will as having wives named Elsbeth or Elsabeth. Each 

of them had 4 children in 1530 and so would be nearly (but not quite) too old to be J100's 

daughters (unless, of course, the children were stepchildren derived from a husband's previous 

marriage). The pedigree of the Garet or Garrard family of Lambourn is given in the 1623 

Visitation of Berks.
12

 

 

Elizabeth Alden (E98) is assumed to be a daughter of John (J100) from the tenor of his will. She 

is mentioned in that part of his will which relates to his daughters and, like Elizabeth Garrett, is 

given a sum of 40 shillings. Later in the will George Alden, Elizabeth his wife, and Johane their 

daughter are given the lease of a cottage in Soley and a small parcel of land with it at an annual 

rent of 2 shillings per annum payable to the manor of Hidden. It is possible therefore that 

Elizabeth (E98) was the wife of George Alden of Soley in the parish of Chilton Foliat. 
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A widow Alden, presumably Elizabeth, was the recipient of money given to the poor of Chilton 

Foliat in 1599 and distributed by John Hidden (J110).
13

 

 

On 26 November 1599 at Chilton Foliat 'Elizabeth Alden, a very old woman' was buried. No 

parish register burial entries have been found for George Alden, nor for their daughter Johane 

(Joan). 

 

The only other Alden in the parish was Thomas Alden, a servant or officer to Sir Edward Darell 

(died 1549) and his successors;
14

 also see the references to him in “Society in the Elizabethan 

Age" by Hubert Hall, London. 1886. A Thomas Alwyn in Chilton Foliat is listed in the lay 

subsidy of 1547 and again, as Thomas Alden, in 1571.
15

 In a deposition of 1578 Thomas Aldwyn 

describes himself as of Chilton (Foliat) yeoman aged 70, and has known certain lands in 

Hungerford for forty years.
16

 Together with Thomas Hidden (T39) he acted as 'attorney' for 

Anthony Bridges of West Shefford in the latter's demise of lands in Leverton to Thomas 

Hinton.
17

 This was in 1566. He received an annuity from 'Wild' Darell commencing in 1579 and 

his signature is on a Darell family document in January 1588.
18

 We do not know the date of his 

death, though the cessation of records of the annuity payment beyond 1587-8 may suggest that 

he died c.1588, at which time he would have been some eighty years of age. We do not know his 

relationship to George Alden, nor do we know the name of his wife. It in possible therefore that 

the 'widow Alden' who was beneficiary of the charity bequest and the Elizabeth Alden who died 

'a very old woman' in 1599 may have been the widow of either Thomas or George Alden. 
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CHAPTER 6 Thomas (T39), Thomas the younger (T59), and Robert (R49) 

 

(Generation VI) 

 

Thomas (T39) 

 

Much of what we know about Thomas derives from his father's will. He is stated to have been 

the eldest son of John (J100). We do not know his date of birth, but he had two sons alive in 

1549, so it is likely that he was born some time before 1524 at least. The name of his wife is not 

known; and no will has been found for him. His burial is not recorded in the Chilton Foliat parish 

register, but must have occurred between 1591 and 1601. 

 

In his father's will he was a beneficiary in respect of (a) the farm at Soley in the neighbouring 

parish of Chilton Foliat and (b) certain lands and tenements in Oxfordshire. In addition, as the 

eldest son he inherited (without the need for it to be mentioned in the will) all his father's 

inherited freehold estate in Hungerford. 

 

Both bequests (a) and (b) involved him in obligations. In the case of Soley he was obliged to 

remain on the farm there and he was to be responsible for payment of an annuity in respect of his 

younger brother also named Thomas (T59). In the case of the Oxford property he was to be 

responsible for the payment from it of an annuity to his brother Edward. Thomas's role in the 

history of the Oxfordshire property seems to have been nominal; it involved his brothers Edward 

and John much more closely, Edward as the intended main beneficiary of this bequest and John 

as the will's executor. The history of this property is therefore dealt with in Chapter 7. 

 

The bequest of the lease (or sublease) of the Soley lands to Thomas was more significant. It 

confirmed Thomas in the tenancy he already held there and it conveyed to him all that portion of 

the manor of Hidden which lay apart and in the parish of Chilton Foliat. This separate and 

outlying portion of the manor of Hidden had a long history.
1
 The lands consisted of a messuage 

and garden with a small half acre close adjacent together with 3 other separate closes totalling 11 

acres; two of the closes are stated to have been arable. In addition there were 29½ acres of arable 

land in the common fields; and there were 3 closes of meadow. The whole formed an adequate 

yeoman farm for a single family. 

The sum of 20 shillings per annum which according to his father's will Thomas was to pay to his 

younger brother and after whose death was to be paid to the manor of Hidden, corresponds with 

the 20 shillings p.a. historic rent of the Soley house payable to the manor. The implication is that 

Thomas was excused the rent in order that it might be paid as an annuity to Thomas the younger. 

 

The early Kinwardstone Hundred lay subsidy lists do not seem to include the Soley property and 

the earliest mention of Thomas at Soley is contained in the full scale survey of the manor of 

Hidden which was taken in 1548 before the death of his father.
2
 This lists him as a tenant-at-will 

and gives details of his holding and the rent payable. An earlier rental drawn up on behalf of 

Cardinal's College also lists the tenants and includes Thomas's predecessor at Soley but not 

Thomas. Although we do not know the exact date of this earlier rental it may be deduced to have 

been between 1526 and 1532, and thus before the time when Thomas was old enough to have 

settled there. However, a lay subsidy in 1545-6 which includes Hungerford and Eddington 

assesses Thomas Edyn on land worth 20 shillings p.a., which is the same sum as his Soley rent, 

and which may have been included in the Berkshire assessment as part of the manor of Hidden.
3
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Thomas remained at Soley throughout his life, as we see from small glimpses given by 

occasional documents in which his name appears. In 1566 he is thought of well enough to be 

asked to act as an „attorney' for Anthony Bridges of West Shefford (the son of Sir Richard 

Bridges) for delivery of seisin of lands in Leverton and Haywood which Bridges was granting to 

Thomas Hinton.
4
 In 1571 the name Thomas Hidden appears on the list of taxpayers in the lay 

subsidy for Wilts.
5
 His lands are assessed at 40 shillings and he is taxed 5s. 4d. In 1576 his 

assessment and tax are unchanged.
6
 

 

As a yeoman farmer in Soley he may have led a virtually unnoticed or at least unrecorded 

agricultural life, but he had also inherited certain properties in Hungerford which gave him 

burgess rights in the town from the time of his father's death onwards and so enabled him to play 

a part, if he so wished, in the public affairs of the town. The Duchy of Lancaster survey of the 

town of Hungerford made in 1552 has various entries which relate to Thomas Clidesdale. The 

clearest is that which states that Thomas Clidesdale holds one tenement late in the tenure of 

Robert Owgden and now in the tenure of Thomas Oonnyans and pays for it a quit rent of 4d. 

p.a.
7
 Also mentioned in the survey is another tenement belonging to Thomas Hodden (probably a 

mistranscription for Hedden or Hidden, for no other person of this surname has been discovered 

in Hungerford) which was once in the tenure of William Bouchier (Bocher) and is now in the 

tenure of Thomas Cledesdale, quit rent 6d. T39 is the only known Thomas who would be of full 

age at this date. Three other tenements in the town are said to be held by John Clydesdale, 

presumably Thomas's brother John (J111), acting as executor and trustee of that portion of his 

father's estate which did not descend automatically to Thomas because it was either leasehold or 

had been acquired in his father's lifetime by purchase and not by inheritance. 

Confirmation that 'Hodden' is a scribal error for 'Hedden' is borne out by a Chancery document 

dated 1599 (Passion v Passion).
8
 The property in dispute is described as follows: "that whereas 

Thomas Clysdale als Hedon was lawfully seysed in his demesne as of fee simple one messuage 

and one orcharde with the appurtenances thereunto adjoiyninge and belonginge and also of him 

of one acre of lande and plott of meadowe grounds called Crooks sett lyinge and beinge in 

Sanam Fee." Thomas is said to have been "soe seysed thereof about xxxix yeres then last past" 

[i.e. prior to 1597 = 1558]. Edward Passion, it is alleged, "aboute two yeres now last past 

[=1597] did demyse and lease the saide messuage and other the premises unto one Thomas 

Carpenter for the terms of xxi yeres." 

The premises appear in the 1609 town survey as tenanted by Thomas Carpenter from Nicholas 

Pashon [heir of Edward] "as his [i.e. Nicholas's] freehold." 

 

Later, after John (J111) had ceased to be executor, some additional tenements in Hungerford and 

Sandon Fee seem to have passed to Thomas. In a further survey of Hungerford in 1573 one of 

the three tenements formerly held by John in 1552 in now said to be held by Raphe Hatt by 

indenture from Thomas Hidden alias Cliddesdale "in the right of his freehold".
9
 Elsewhere in the 

same survey Thomas Hidden is listed as one of those having a right of common on Helmes 

Heath as a tenant of Sandon Fee. The explanation of this right seems to be that it appertained to 

the messuage in Hungerford and its accompanying lands (known as Farley's lands) held by 

Thomas and in 1573 leased to Raphe Hatt, containing 33 acres in Sandon Fee as well as half an 

acre of pasture in Church Croft. The latter was also a part of the fee of Sandon, carrying with it a 

right of common on Helmes Heath. Because the tenement or capital messuage was situated in 

Hungerford, the total holding is listed under Hungerford in the 1552 survey and onwards; but in 

the rental of c.1470 the tenement is listed separately under Hungerford and the lands under 

Sandon Fee.
10

 

 

As a freesuitor in Hungerford, Thomas was able to play some part in the affairs of the town. As 
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early as October 1550 the steward of Littlecote noted in his record of expenditure an item 'to 

Thomas Hidden for Sandon Fee and for suit of court 10s.8d.'
11

 This item suggests that Thomas 

may have been collecting on behalf of the manor of Hungerford, which included Sandon Fee, the 

annual quit rent due on the Darell family's holding in the fee. In 1552 this was 10 shillings for a 

tenement in Sandon Fee called Helmes Heath. The additional 8d. may have been for the digging 

of clay in the Clay Pits on the Heath. In 1573 the rent was reported to be “unanswered by the 

space of 10 or 12 years and for what reason we know not".
12

 This was due to a dispute which 

Thomas's brother George, representing the town's interests, helped to resolve (see under George 

G27). 

 

In 1570-1 Thomas Hidden collected as Prepositus or Portreeve the town and manor rents, a total 

in that year of £20.19.7½d, together with a sum of 66 shillings as court perquisites.
13

 It is 

generally accepted that the office of Bailiff followed by that of Portreeve were the precursors to 

the highest office of all within the town, that of Constable. Unfortunately records are only 

occasional before the year 1600, and we have no record extant to show whether Thomas or his 

brother George went on to hold this office. 

 

The Chilton Foliat Churchwardens' Accounts for 1581 (Wilts R.O: 735/19) include a sum paid in by 

Thomas Heddin of 3 shillings and 4d. This is assumed to be T39. 

 

A court roll of the manor of Chilton Foliat in 1588 (see Vol. 2 p.5 ) lists John Hidden (J110), but not 

Thomas (T39). A survey of Hungerford freehold estates dated 1591 repeats the entry of 1573 in 

which Thomas Hidden als Cliddesdale holds the freehold of the lands leased to Ralph Hatt.
14

 

This is the last reference to Thomas and indicates that he was still alive at this date. By this date 

he would have been quite elderly; his exact date of death is not known, but when the Hungerford 

Hocktide Court book commences in 1601 his name does not appear among the freesuitors. 

Instead we find the name of John (J110), his eldest son, who has presumably inherited the lands 

in Hungerford upon his father's death at some date between 1591 and 1601.
15

 

 

The Chilton Foliat register contains no burial entry for Thomas. Since the register does not 

commence until 1569 it is too late to give us details of Thomas's marriage or of the baptism of 

his children. It is disappointing, however, to find that the register has no burial entry either for 

himself or for his wife. The latter might be the 'widdowe Hidden' who is given 8d. from a 

bequest to the poor in 1599,
16

 but this reference could apply alternatively to either the widow of 

Robert (R49) or of James (J154). 

 

We know that Thomas had two children alive in 1549, since both of them were mentioned in the 

will of John Hidden (J100). These were John (J110), his eldest son, and Thomas (T40) his 

second son, both of whom survived him. It is possible that Thomas had other children whose 

baptism would have been too early for the parish register now extant. One of these might be 

Marjorie (M183), who in 1582 married John Phelkes, widower at Baydon, a neighbouring 

parish.
17

 We have no evidence for this supposition, however. 

 

Thomas the younger (T59) 

 

The only definite facts known concerning this son of John (J100) are those contained in the 

latter's will. The annuity of 20 shillings bequeathed to him contrasts with the sum of £3.6s.8d. 

left to his brother Edward. Just as Edward's annuity was a charge on the 'Oxford lands', so the 

younger Thomas's 20 shillings was in effect a charge upon the manor of Hidden. In both cases 

the older brother Thomas (T39) was entrusted with making the payments, presumably due to 
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Thomas (T59) being under age (as we know Edward was). Whether T59 lived with his namesake 

is not known. Certainly there is no mention of him at any time in the Chilton Foliat parish 

registers. He could equally well have lived with one of his other brothers in Hungerford, but we 

have found no record of him there, or even in another parish altogether. 

 

One possibility is that he may have been the Thomas Hydden who was admitted as a scholar of 

Winchester College in 1558 at the age of 11.
18

 This would fix his date of birth at c.1547. If he 

were Thomas the younger of John's will then his mother is most likely to have been John's last 

wife Elizabeth. Winchester scholars were admitted on the recommendation of a board of 

electors, and preference was given to those whose families may have had some connection with 

the College or with the bishopric of Winchester, such as children of tenants on the Bishop's 

scattered estates or of lay servants or officials of the College. The College admissions lists 

printed by T.F.Kirby show the future destinations of leavers including, for example, into the 

service of some important person's household, or to the University etc. Kirby warns the reader 

that mortality among the students was heavy;
19

 and it may be assumed that where no 'leaving' 

details are given, a death has occurred of a pupil in residence There are no leaving details for 

Thomas Hyddon. An early death in a year of pestilence would explain why no further details are 

to be found concerning him. If Thomas had any influential person to act as his patron in 

nominating him for Winchester, such a person might well be found among the social connections 

of his mother. It is therefore possible that the family of John's his wife Elizabeth's played a part, 

but unfortunately we do not know who they were. 

 

One argument against identifying the Winchester scholar with T59 is that the admissions list 

describes him as having been entered from Newbury. As the bishop of Winchester had several 

estates in the Newbury area, the recommendation may have come from there rather than from 

Hungerford. In any case John's wife Elizabeth, may have come from Newbury or, after her 

husband's death, retired there. She certainly seems to have disappeared from Hungerford. On 

balance it seem to us to make sense to regard T59 and the Winchester scholar as one and the 

same until someone can find evidence that this in not so. 

 

 Robert (R49) 

 

 In 1549 Robert is given £3.6s.8d. in the will of John (J100). The circumstances of this legacy 

are a little unusual in relation to the other children's legacies in the will. (a) He is mentioned in a 

section which provides for John's daughters; (b) unlike all the other male children of John he is 

not called 'my son', only Robert Hidden; (c) whereas all the other sons of John receive either 

lands (which provide a recurrent income) or an annuity, Robert's legacy is not annuity but a one-

off gift. One implication might be that he was an illegitimate child of John. However, it should 

be noted that the sum of £3.6s.8d. given to him matches a similar amount given to Dorothy 

(D13), John's daughter by his first wife. Three other of John's daughters are each given 

£6.13s.4d. Robert's legacy not only immediately follows Dorothy's, but if added to hers, makes 

the same total of £6.13s.4d. which was given to each of her three sisters. The conclusion seems 

irresistible that Robert was more probably the illegitimate son of an unmarried Dorothy. 

  

The only certainty is that he was born pre 1549; if Robert were the illegitimate child of any of 

the daughters of John, his most likely mother would be the oldest girl, that is, a daughter of 

John's unnamed first wife. 

 

In 1570 Robert Hidden alias Glisden filed a bill of complaint against John Salter of Dorset. This 

reference was found in the decree books of the Court of Chancery.
20

 There is no surviving copy 
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of the bill of complaint nor of its answer, so that the substance of the complaint is unknown. In 

the light of the paragraph which next follows, it may have been connected with his (or his wife's) 

property in Dorset. 

 

From the date of the baptism of his son in Chilton Foliat in 1571 or 1572, we may assume that 

Robert had married prior to that date. In fact, we learn from another bill of complaint which 

Robert brought in the year 1572, this time against John Knight alias Abingdon. that he had 

married Avys (A125) daughter of Margery Mersallsey of Chilton Foliat.
21

 A marriage settlement 

had been arranged in which Margery had assigned to Robert her life interest in a messuage and 

other tenements in Bilsey in the parish of Loders, near Bridport, in Dorset, which had been 

demised to her by William Hector and William Noble gent (whose inheritance it was). The 

original lease of this property together with the assignment had come into the hands of John 

Knight alias Abingdon, who withheld the premises from Robert despite the fact that Margery 

was still living. In the bill Robert describes himself as Robert Hidden alias Clisdale, yeoman, of 

Chilton Foliat. 

 

That Robert was not without additional resources, which may have sprung either from his 

descent or from his marriage, may be seen by a note in the Dean of Sarum's Act Book dated 

October 1573 where Robert Eden, farmer of a portion of the tithes of the rector of Chilton Foliat 

presents a case to the Dean's court (for tithes owing?) against Thomas Alden.
22

 The 'farm' of the 

rectory tithes was a right to collect the tithes due to the rector and to retain them, having paid a 

lump sum for the purchase of this right. The investment thus produced a useful income. 

 

A number of Robert's children were baptised in Chilton Foliat. The register is both jumbled and 

fragmentary, but as far as we can decipher it the following entries of baptism exist:
23 

 

24 August 1571 (or possibly 1572) Jhon son of (Robar)t Heddin and Avis his wife; (J212) 

 

- September 1572 (or 1573) Margery ----------------- (Rob)art Heddin ale Glidsdale; (X115) 

 

2 October 1576 William the son of Robart Heddin (W71). 

 

In addition, there is a child named Richard (R61) baptised in Chilton Foliat in October 1574 as 

Richard the son of ------------- (Hed)din. Since both Robert (R49) and John (J110) are the only 

two married Hiddens in Chilton Foliat at this date, the child may be presumed to be descended 

from one or other of them. Since there is a gap between the baptism of Margery in 1572 or 3 and 

the baptism of William in 1576 and since John had had a child baptised as recently as ten months 

earlier, the greater probability is perhaps that Richard was the son of Robert. 

 

There is no further record of Robert or his family in Chilton Foliat after the baptism of William 

(W71) in 1576. In 1579 he is described as of Hungerford. In the Michaelmas Quarter Sessions of 

that year held in Chippenham Robert Hidden of Hungerford yeoman and Robert Wayte of 

Hungerford cooper stood as sureties in the sum of 50 shillings each for Robert Richards of 

Charnham Street. Hungerford, tailor when he was bound over in the sum of £5.
24

 

 

 There is no other record of his presence in Hungerford, and he may have lived there for only a 

comparatively short time. No more is known of him nor of his children. One slight possibility 

exists that his son William (W71) way be the same as the William Hidden who is a complainant 

in Chancery at a date sometime between 1596 and 1616. In the case William Hidden 

husbandman of Brixton, Devon, is in dispute with Elizabeth Maynard, widow, over a debt due to 
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him from her late husband.
25

 It should be pointed out, however that Heddon is the name of a 

distinct Devonshire family who have no known connections with the Berkshire Hiddens. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 A map of Hungerford & neighbouring parishes 
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CHAPTER 7 John (J111) 

(Generation VI) 

 

John (J111) was probably the second son of John Clydesdale als Hidden (J100) and was named 

as executor of his father's will. Since he is likely to have been at least 21 years old in 1549 to 

have been named as executor, it may be assumed that he was born before 1528. 

 

All of John Clydesdale's children are provided for adequately in his will; only John has no 

specific bequests made to him other than some reversions in the event of one or other of his 

brothers dying without heirs male, the profits of the manor of Hidden until Anthony reached the 

age of 23, and the residue of the estate after all debts had been paid and all the legacies met. He 

was also entitled to the profits of those lands bequeathed to minors until such time as they came 

of age to inherit. As far as we know there was no or only a negligible residue which might accrue 

from his father's estate, and it must be assumed either that any disposition made to John had 

already occurred prior to his father's death or that he was already so successful in life for no 

bequest to be necessary. 

 

That his father had the utmost confidence in him is beyond doubt when one considers the 

complicated nature of his father's estate, the passing over of his elder brother, the delicacy 

required in that the estate was being divided among the children of no less than 4 different 

mothers, as well as the fact that he was made the sole executor. One might have expected John 

Clydesdale to appoint additional executors, such as his young widow or his eldest son Thomas, 

but clearly he wished John to have his hands quite free and must have regarded him as both 

competent and trustworthy. 

 

If the young executor had problems to face, none would have fore-known them better than his 

father. Very soon after old John's death his executor faced two difficult problem which resulted 

in two separate lawsuits. In the first of these, held in the Court of Chancery in the year 1552, he 

resists a claim by John Wylmot or Wilmot, yeoman, of Woolstone, Berks, for repayment of a 

loan of £8 alleged to have been made by Wylmot in May 1548 to John (J100), to be repaid 

twelve months from the ensuing midsummer day.
1
 This loan was secured by a bond for its 

repayment on the day appointed in the sum of 20 marks (£13.6s.8d.). 

 

In his bill of complaint John Wilmot says that John (J100) died five months after making a bond 

for repayment of the loan, and that on his deathbed he made his son John (J111) promise to repay 

the loan. John Wilmot was unable to produce the bond, however, claiming that it had been stolen 

with his purse while he was attending a market day fair at Highworth in Wiltshire. 

 

In his answer John Hidden denied knowledge of the matter but was prepared to pay the sum if 

the debt could be proved by production of the bond. This of course, Wilmot was unable to do. 

 

Although Wilmot says that John Hydden the elder died five months after the obligation was 

made, it seems clear from two depositions to the case that this must be an error for one year and 

five months. Depositions were made by Richard Franklyn, George Hidden, and Henry Benger.
2
 

They help to confirm indirectly that the John Wilmot involved was the son or possibly stepson of 

Alice, old John's sister. In the Bill he is described as of Wolfreston (i.e. Woolstone), where he 

had acquired Hall Place.
3
 Because of the loan we can see why his uncle John Hidden had 

included him as one of the overseers of his will. 
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The first of the deponents, Richard Franklyn, who was a tenant of the manor of Hiddon, relates 

how he had been with both the defendant and the plaintiff as they sat at supper at the young John 

Hidden's house and that young John had "payd to the said Wylmot one hunting brache (=bitch 

hound) called Collett for the forbearyng of the said viii li for a yere". He goes on to tell how John 

Hidden the older "in his lyff tyme declaryd and shewed to this deponent as they were in 

conversation together that he ought [=owed] to the plaintiff Wylmot viii li and that he (i.e. 

Wylmot) was very cruel in callynge for it of hym, wherein he thoghte moche ungentilnes". The 

old man's grumble at his nephew's 'ungentilnes' has a bitter note. For 'ungentilnes' still had its 

original meaning of behaviour not worthy of a well-born ('gentil') person, not what might be 

expected of a kinsman who was of the rank of gentleman. 

 

A second deponent, John's brother George Hidden, confirmed the gift of the hound Colette and 

the date of the original loan as taking place 1½ years before his father's death. 

 

The third deponent Henry Benger of Baydon described a meeting at Alice Doyley's house in 

Ironmongers Lane, London, when John Wilmot agreed to lend her brother Clydesdale the £8. It 

seems likely that Alice had arranged the meeting (and the loan) as it was in her house that the 

money was counted and checked. While this laborious job of telling the coin was taking place, 

Wilmot sent Benger to fetch a scrivener's bond or obligation, which he was to take to an inn 

called "the Paul's Head" besides St. Paul's, where the two men then repaired. Thus while the loan 

was arranged in the presence of Alice, the arrangements for the bond and the signing of it were 

settled elsewhere. 

 

Benger continues the story after the old man's death when, 'about a year now past' (i.e. 

November 1551) Wilmot asked him to call at John Hidden's house and demand payment of the 

loan. He does not state where the house was situated (e.g. Great Hidden, Little Hidden or 

whatever), but clearly it was easily accessible from Baydon. John's wife answered that her 

husband was not at home. When Benger told her of Wilmot's demand for immediate repayment 

of the loan, John's wife answered "I pray you tell him that as yet we cannot spare it, but as soon 

as Shrovetide doth come he shall be the first [who] shall be paid and so I pray you tell him". 

 

In spite of this, or perhaps because of this, Wilmot then took the matter to court. It would be 

interesting to know whether Alice was still alive at this time. In February 1553 the suit was still 

proceeding, in the long drawn out way of so many Chancery cases, but search of the Court 

Decree and Order books for the reign of Edward VI has found no further entry relating to the 

case. Within a further year John Wilmot (who had made his will in 1551) was dead. Either the 

case was withdrawn, the matter being settled out of court, or Wilmot's death brought proceedings 

to a halt. 

 

The case reveals clearly how financially embarrassed John Hidden's affairs were. 

It must have been a further expensive embarrassment to him that he was also defendant in 

another Chancery case of the same period (1552-1553), concerning the title to those 3 acres of 

land in Charnham Field, Hungerford, which were mentioned in his father's will. William Curr the 

plaintiff states that he was in possession of the land, but that the deeds relating to it came into the 

possession of John who entered into the premises and took the profits of the same.
4
 

 

In his answer John states that his father was seised of the lands by good and lawful conveyance, 

in fee simple, the same lands being held by socage. About four years previously when John 

(J100) made his will (this dates the case as 1553), he bequeathed the lands to his daughter, 

Ursula (U2), “one of his daughters, an infant within the age at 21 years, that is to say not passing 
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the age of 5 years, until such time as the said Ursula should accomplish the age at 21 years”. 

(This is taken to mean that Ursula was an infant aged less than 5 years when John (J100) made 

his will). John then goes on to say that as executor he is entitled to take the profits of the land for 

the use of Ursula until she reached the age of 21 years, and to retain such deeds etc. as had come 

into his hands. 

 

One reason why no specific bequest of land was made to John in his father's will may have been 

because he was already established as a farmer in Hampshire. A survey of Hampshire manors 

held at the Wiltshire Record Office includes the manor of Crowe.
5
 It is dated 1553 and it states 

that "John Childesdall als Ideyne holdeth by copy dated 17th day of April in the 37th year of the 

reign of our sovereign lord King Henry VIII (=1546) one messuage called Nokes with xv acres 

of arable ground and one acre and a half of meadow to have to him and Margaret his daughter 

for term of both their lives, and payeth yearly 13s.4½d. And payeth harriott." There are various 

superscriptions on the document, which it will be more convenient to deal with later in this 

chapter. From the original entry, however, it is clear that from 1546 at least John held the 

copyhold of a typical yeoman farm, part of the manor of Crowe in the parish of Ringwood, 

Hants. He was married and settled down, with a daughter who would (if she survived him) 

continue the copyhold he had thus acquired. Independent of means and at a distance from all the 

other members of his father's diverse family, his selection as sole executor is understandable. 

 

The vital years of John's executorship were 1553 and 1554. Within the space of just over 12 

months he (1) disposed of the Oxford lands; (2) borrowed £200 from London merchant Henry 

Herdson; (3) sold the manor of Hidden; (4) failed to repay Herdson and had his goods seized 

both in Hidden and in his own Hampshire property. It is clear that he plunged to the most 

appalling disaster and in his disaster brought down with him the whole social and economic 

edifice which it had taken his father a lifetime to erect. What caused his desperate indebtedness? 

We cannot tell. Only a review of the tangled financial deals, if they could be reconstructed, 

might give us some glimpse of the reasons for his behaviour. 

 

On the 10th November 1553 John is recorded as having entered into a deed for the sale of the 

Crown Inn, Oxford and the lands which appertained to it, to Edward Southerne. We have no 

further knowledge of this person, but three days later Southerne had entered into a bond with 

Robert Doyley. Our knowledge of these two transactions derives from an old index to the deeds 

in the archives of University College, Oxford which relate to the ownership of the Crown Inn.
6
 

Unfortunately the original documents themselves have been lost. The speed with which 

Southerne entered into a bond with Doyley suggests that he may well have been a nominee 

purchaser on Doyley's behalf. Robert Doyley was the son of Alice (A109), and John was  

therefore his first cousin. 

 

Whatever the circumstances which involved Robert Doyley, John's need for ready cash was not 

satisfied, for on 9 April 1554 he was driven to enter upon a bond of £200 with London merchant 

Henry Herdson, a man on the sharp look-out for bargains and a great acquisitor of land in 

Berkshire. His sureties were John Kybelwhite and John Richards. The money was to be repaid 

by 25 December 1554, and it seems likely that the bond was enrolled in a Court of Law 

according to the statutes merchant and staple. The other terms of the agreement are not known, 

but such bonds were commonly used as a penalty clause which came into effect if some other 

agreement specified in more detail in an indenture had not been fulfilled. The particular 

advantage of an enrolled bond was that the courts of law would automatically issue an order for 

the recovery of the debt if the bond was not honoured, thereby eliminating delaying tactics which 

could otherwise be used by the debtor.
7
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Meanwhile John was still involved with the disposal of the Crown Inn, for on 5 June 1554 

(according to the University College, Oxford, archives) John is said to have made a deed of sale 

to William Winlove or Winlowe, an intimate of Robert Doyley; but once again the original deed 

to which the index refers no longer exists. A sale which is recorded, however, though not in the 

University College archives but in Chancery by a foot of fine, occurs in October 1554 when John 

entered a final concord for the sale of the property to James Atwood, an Oxford clothier.
8
 This 

contract went through all the legal processes of public proclamation on sixteen successive dates, 

at which any objections or protests concerning the sale might be made. Within a month, 

however, (i.e. even before the formal proclamation process had begun) Robert Doyley had made 

a deed of sale of the property to Anthony Butler, according to the Index to the University 

College archives; once again however, the document itself is missing from the archives. No 

further transactions concerning the Crown occurred until 7 May 1564 when Anthony Butler 

demised the property to Thomas Wood. From Wood it passed to Joan Davis and from her to 

University College in 1587. 

The building still stands, with it's Tudor structure and old oak beams, in the cornmarket at 

Oxford. 

 

Wood who was M. P. for Oxford in 1559 and again in 1564 was overseer of the will of James 

Atwood.
9
 Atwood died sometime between October 1563 and March 1564 and it is likely that on 

Atwood's death, Wood as his overseer undertook a tidying up operation of the latter's estate. It is 

likely that he was prepared to lend money on mortgage to Doyley's circle. Ready cash for 

emergencies was hard to come by in those days, before the country possessed a banking system, 

and much resort was had to wealthy merchants when this commodity was needed. If John 

Hidden found himself unable to obtain the cash he needed even by sale of his (or his brothers') 

rights in the Crown Inn and the 20 acres of land which formed the 'Oxfordshire lands' of his 

father's will, he might well find the property passing round from his cousin to those in his 

cousin's circle (but no cash) until it reached a merchant to act as sleeping partner. If he could 

obtain no money until the transaction with Atwood was completed in October 1554, one can see 

why he required a loan from Herdson in June of that year. 

 

This thesis is postulated in part on the knowledge that so many of those involved were part of 

Doyley's circle, but it would be more accurate to say that they were also all part of a larger circle 

still. Robert Doyley was not only a cousin of John Hidden, he was (much more importantly) a 

cousin of Lord Williams of Thame, a beneficiary in the latter's will, and one of the executors of 

it.
10

 Twice in this will his name is linked with that of William Winlowe, who also was related to 

Lord Williams and was in his employ, as Doyley was. A third party who was employed by 

Williams and received a bequest in his will was Anthony Butler. Thus we see that the Oxford 

property, apparently passing rapidly through various hands, in fact continued within the 

ownership of a small group of persons who formed the intimate circle of Lord Williams' friends, 

servants, and kinsmen. Lord Williams was a man prominent in public life, a leading political 

figure in the reigns of Henry VIII and his successors, Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth. Like all 

such figures he built around himself a clientele of men ready to do his bidding and whose 

fortunes depended on his. 

 

That the influence of the Williams' circle was probably intended to help John seems likely. One 

interpretation is that, although John himself could not be saved from disaster, Thomas and 

Edward Hidden did not altogether lose their rights. The real threat to John came from the 

ruthlessness of the London merchant, Herdson. When John borrowed from him, he must have 

considered that he would be able safely to repay the £200 owing by the date set, 25 December 
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1554. As the date approached it was clear that he would be unable to do so. He was therefore 

compelled to hazard all upon one further throw of the dice. 

 

On 12 December, just about a fortnight from repayment day, John tried to find the money to pay 

off the Herdson debt by mortgaging his interest in the manor of Hidden.
11

 The person he 

approached was Anthony Forster, later of Cumnor but then of Sunningwell. Forster had married 

a niece of Lord William of Thame and served in the employ of that nobleman; later he was to 

serve Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester, and become a Member of Parliament. In Sir Walter 

Scott's novel "Kenilworth" he is characterized as a villain, engaged in extortionate 

moneylending, and accessory in the death of Amy Robsart. But there is little historical evidence 

for such an exaggerated picture. Once again, however, we see John Hidden approaching a 

member of the Lord Williams' circle when he required urgent assistance, even though at a price. 

 

Under his father's will John held the manor of Hidden in trust for his younger brother Anthony, 

and he was entitled to receive the profits of the manor until Anthony reached twenty three years 

of age. Since Anthony's birthdate may be calculated as having been c.1534, John's period of 

trusteeship could have extended at least into 1557, that is for another three years or so. All our 

information concerning this transaction derives from lawsuits which involved Anthony some 

years later when he had reached his majority and which are dealt with in Chapter 9 of this book. 

According to Forster's deposition in these cases, he made a loan to John of £100 on the security 

of the manor lease to be repaid within twelve months. John granted to Anthony Forster "all his 

estate and interest which he had to come in the premises to have and to hold until such time as 

(Anthony) should be and accomplish the full age of 23 years".
12

 However, it seems that instead 

of an assignment of John's interest for this limited period Forster contrived to obtain the full 

lease of 90 years, thus depriving Anthony of his inheritance. 

 

Nor does it seem that John obtained the full amount he needed to pay off Herdson. A writ was 

issued by the Court of Chancery dated 20 May 1555 to the Sheriff of Berkshire (Sir Richard 

Bridges) to seize the persons and goods of John Hydden of Hungerford, yeoman, John 

Kybelwhite, citizen and merchant taylor of London, and John Richards of Henley on Thames, 

yeoman, who on 9 April 1554 had entered into a recognisance with Henry Herdson, citizen and 

skinner of London, for a debt of £200 to be repaid on the 25th December 1554. The debt not 

having been repaid, the sheriff was instructed to make his return within 15 days of Michaelmas 

next.
13

 Similar writs are stated to have been issued to the sheriffs of London, Oxfordshire, and 

Hampshire. 

 

On the dorse of the Berkshire writ Sir Richard Bridges certified that the three named persons are 

not in his bailiwick; the remainder of the writ (applying to their goods) has been carried out, and 

an attached schedule lists the goods of John Hidden which had been seized, as appraised by local 

jurors. These consisted of 40 acres of wheat valued at £26.13s.4d.; 3 acres of rye valued at £1; 14 

acres of barley at £4.13s.4d., hay in Mill Close £1.10s., and 14 acres of hay in Lot Mead value at 

£2.6s.8d., giving a total value of £36.3s.4d. This clearly was the annual crop for that year of the 

manor demesne lands, and it does not include the lands at Soley which Thomas Hidden leased, 

nor the farm of Little Hidden which George Hidden leased. 

 

The sheriff certified that John Hidden had no other lands or tenements or goods in his bailiwick 

which he could seize, and he certified similarly with regard to Kybelwhite and Richards. In like 

manner the sheriff of Hampshire certified that the three men were not in his bailiwick and that 

John Hidden had no lands or goods other than those listed in an annexed schedule. This was 

dated 1 July 1555. The schedule lists household goods such as furniture, a child's cradle, clothes, 
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linen etc. together with farm stock such as 2 geldings, 13 pigs, 8 acres of barley, 6 acres of peas, 

12 acres more of barley. The document is in bad condition and the total value of the goods is 

illegible.
14

 

 

It may be noted that Bridges' seizure of John's Berkshire goods is probably later (after the 

harvest) than the sheriff of Hampshire's seizure of goods at Crowe, which was at least three 

months ahead of the deadline set by the Crown. Bridges seems to have delayed or been reluctant 

to release the goods or their value. When Henry Herdson died on 17 December 1555, he had still 

not received payment of the debt. A writ to deliver the goods had been sued out of Chancery, but 

Herdson's a death caused the process which had been set in motion to come to a halt, Sir Richard 

Bridges refusing to deliver the goods to his widow and executrix. Herdson's widow, Barbara, 

therefore introduced a bill of complaint against Bridges in the Court of Chancery. On 25 June 

1556 the Court granted her an attachment against Bridges who had failed to answer a subpena 

delivered to him.
15

 

 

It might appear that Bridges was reluctant to proceed with the seizure of John's goods and used 

Herdson's death as a reason for not doing so. He may have been legally correct, but one suspects 

he may have had a certain sympathy with the debtor, and it is possible that, through John's father 

(J100), they were related. It may be remembered that Richard Bridges was an overseer of the 

will of J100, and this could be indicative of a family connection by marriage. It may be 

significant that the will of Sir Richard Bridges shows that amongst his other possessions was the 

manor of Laybrook in the hundred of Ringwood.
16

 

 

What happened to John? We do not know. He disappears into obscurity. There exist a few 

scattered references to his family. Two entries in the Ringwood parish register suggest that his 

family remained in the area.
17

 On 18 January 1571 Morris Gold, a yeoman farmer from the 

neighbouring parish of Bisterne, married Marie Clidsall als Edin (M210) The Clydesdale alias 

makes this reference an absolutely certain one. A little less certain perhaps is that on 8 July 1574 

John Hidone (J254) the son of John was baptised. The child thus baptised might be a son or more 

possibly a grandson of John J111. 

 

A further entry in the register records the burial on 7 April 1571 of Mary, wife of Morris Gold, 

and this may be M210. The Golds were a well-established family In Ringwood, and there are at 

least two, possibly three, Morris Golds who overlap in time. The marriage entries are in a poor 

state during this period, many missing and others illegible. 

 

That John (J111) had a son and heir would seem to be indicated by references in a Court of 

Chancery decree (27 April 1562) in the case of Hidden v Clifford, but the son is not named.
18

 

The references seem to be too definite, however, to be merely a lawyer's saving clause. This son 

might be either John, father of the John Hidone baptised at Ringwood in 1574, or the Richard 

referred to in a marginal superscription to the survey of the manor of Crowe. 

 

Although this survey was dated 1553, the manuscript on which it was written remained in use for 

many years and successive additions or alterations by the manorial steward recorded by means of 

superscriptions and marginal notes, changes of tenure, deaths, fines etc. The original text of the 

survey in 1553 records that from 1546 John had held the copyhold of Nokes Farm for the lives of 

himself and his daughter Margaret. A superscription which reads 'mort' (dead) has been made 

within the text, in a different ink, above the name of Margaret. In the margin of the text, in the 

same hand and in distinctive black ink, various items have been entered in Latin : 'fine 40s.' and 

another „mort‟, and these, placed near the beginning of the entry, may relate to John and 
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represent the heriot or fine payable on his death to the lord of the manor. A little lower down the 

marginal notes continue "Concedit Henrico Day, Tho. filio suo, et mort in Dunge, 21 April anno 

Ph. & Mary 3 & 4". It is assumed from this that the lease was granted to Henry Day and his son 

Thomas on 21 April 1557. It is not known what the phrase „et in Dunge' means, nor has it been 

possible to trace further evidence of Henry and Thomas Day in Ringwood. 

 

However, below this yet another hand has added, in the margin and continuing at the foot of the 

page, a note in Latin which says that the farm had been re-granted to Elizabeth Clyddesdale als 

Idene widow, and to Richard and Mary Clyddesdale, her children, on 9 August 1565, on 

payment of a fine of £25.13s. 4d. We must accept that since a daughter Margaret (and only 

Margaret) was joined with John in one of the „lives' in the grant of John's copyhold in 1546, she 

was at that time his only child. The marginal note 'mort' which seems to have been against her 

name in the survey is confirmed by the lack of reference to her in the 1565 re-grant. 

 

The repurchase of the copyhold in 1565 should have secured the farm on a revised copyhold of 

three lives, and one may expect the family to have remained at Crowe. Mary's marriage in 1571 

suggests that this was the case, but no further reference has been discovered in this locality so far 

to Elizabeth or to Richard. 
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CHAPTER 8 George (G27) 

(Generation VI) 

 

George's father is known to have been John (J100) as "George my son" is a beneficiary in his 

will, but it is not known which of John's wives was George's mother. His date of birth is not 

precisely known, but as he gave his age in two depositions taken at different dates an 

approximate birthdate might be expected to be deduced. Unfortunately the two sums do not tally. 

In 1573 as a deponent in the case of the tenants of Hungerford v Lovelake and Butler, his age 

was stated to be 46.
1
 This gives a birthdate c.1527, which fits in well with what we know of his 

life. In another case, however, in 1552 (Wylmot v Hydden) his age is recorded as xxi years, 

which gives a birthdate c.1531.
2
 One must assume a scribal error, whereby xxi was entered in 

place of xxv, on the part of the clerk taking down the oral evidence. 

 

In his father's will dated 1549, George is given the farm of Little Hidden, with all its 

appurtenances, immediately upon his father's decease, for the remainder of the 90 year term of its 

lease, paying a yearly rent of £3.6.8d. to the manor of Hidden. George had previously been in 

possession of some lands and tenements in Hungerford as well as 3 acres of land in Charnham 

Field. These were now by the will given for 21 years to John's daughter Ursula, to be shared with 

the unborn child of John's wife if the child should be female. After 21 years the lands were to 

revert to George, unless the unborn child happened to be male, in which case the lands were to 

belong to this child alone and his heirs for ever. 

 

The three acres of land in Charnham Field were probably the same as the three acres in 

Charnham Field by Standgrove mentioned in the will of Robert Heyward in 1524, which 

descended to John (J100) under the will of Robert's son William in 1526.
3
 

 

As to the other lands and tenements in Hungerford "which George had in possession", there is no 

mention of any holding by George in the survey of Hungerford taken in 1552.
4
 Nevertheless the 

holdings may easily be identified since in 1552 they are ascribed to John (J111), quite properly, 

as his father's executor and trustee of the property on behalf of Ursula (and the child unborn in 

1549) until 21 years had passed. The next survey of Hungerford extant is dated 1573 and two of 

the three Hungerford properties are then ascribed to George.
5
 The surveys do not include the 3 

acres in Charnham Field, because Charnham Street (although in the parish of Hungerford) was at 

that time outside the manor and the town. 

 

The three acres in Charnham Street also seem to have reverted to George.
6
 Further evidence to 

this effect is provided in the Chancery suit, dated by internal evidence as c.1553, which has 

already been mentioned in Chapter 7 (Curr v Clydesdale alias Hidden).
7
 In this suit John 

Clydesdale (J111) is sued as executor of his father's will concerning three acres of land in the 

parish of Hungerford in the occupation of William Curr, whom he has dispossessed. In his 

answer John states that the land was willed to Ursula Cliddesdale (U2) for 21 years and then to 

George and his heirs for ever. As there is no mention of the child unborn in 1549, the implication 

must be that the child died. A male child certainly could not have survived as in such an event 

the land would not have reverted to George. On the other hand, if the child had been a girl and 

she had survived, then she would have shared the lands jointly with Ursula for 21 years. 

 

Of the three properties in Hungerford town which John held in 1552 two were held by George in 

1573.
8 

These were: (a) one tenement, garden, and backside, with 5½ acres of land in Sandon Fee 

(in Bilfield 5 acres, in Pidden ½ acre) leased to Clement Boye als Crapon, quit rent 4d.p.a. The 
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site of this tenement may be identified with presentday number 34 High Street. (b) one tenement 

with garden and backside and three halves (=half acres) of land in Sandon Fee in Pidden, leased 

to George Toggie, quit rent 2d. p.a. The site of this tenement was in the proximity of present day 

numbers 12 and 13 Bridge Street. Judging by its quit rent, equivalent to a mere one quarter of a 

burgage, it may have been a relatively small site, perhaps cottage size, and at some stage it seems 

to have become amalgamated with either the precursor of number12 or with the inn which was 

later to become number13. 

 

George spent his early years in the household of Richard Bridges M.P. (later Sir Richard). He is 

described (November 1552) as 'household servant' to Sir Richard at the Bridges' house at West 

Shefford.
9
 In 1553 Bridges gave George a 21 year lease of two coppices in Leverton, Rowse 

Wood and Wyldes Wood, which adjoined the farm lands of Little Hidden. This piece of land had 

at one time been in the occupation of Thomas Hall and his son Edmund, and carried with it the 

right of pasture for sixty sheep.
10

 

 

We do not know at what date George may have married, but a son William was baptized at 

Hungerford in September 1559. We also know that he had an eldest son John who presumably 

was born before the Hungerford baptisms register commenced in August 1559, as well as two 

daughters whose baptisms also are not in the Hungerford register. His wife's name was Agnes or, 

as it was pronounced and often spelt, Annis. Our source of information is the will of Joan the 

widow of James Tutt of Chilbolton, Hants, dated 1559 (probate 1560) in which she made a 

personal bequest to "George Hidden and Agnes his wife".
11

 As Annis was frequently abbreviated 

to Ann, it may be assumed that Agnes who was alive in 1559 was the same lady whose name  

occurs many years later in the Hungerford burial register as Ann. 

 

Among other places, the Tutt family had land at Oxenwood, in the parish of Shalbourne, where 

Richard Bridges also acquired land. This connection with the Tutt family was important later in 

the lives of two of George's children, John (J159) and William (W65), and it may also have been 

a link in George's own lifetime. It is also clear that the connection with Bridges was a significant 

one. When the authors of this book discovered a list of members of Parliament on which there 

appeared the name of George Eden gent, who was elected as M.P. for Great Bedwyn borough in 

January 1557/8, we both began to muse on the possibility of this being George G27.
12

 What 

encouraged us greatly was reading an article on Parliamentary representation in Wiltshire in the 

Tudor period during the thirty years of maximum influence of the Seymour family (1536-1566). 

Great Bedwyn was one of half a dozen boroughs in Wiltshire which was represented by Seymour 

adherents, who included his steward, his bailiff, and a gentleman of his household. The article 

also mentioned that in Wiltshire a proportion of M.Ps. were drawn from social classes below the 

local gentry.
13

 About this time the History of Parliament Trust was concluding its labours on 

preparing the biographies of members of the House of Commons between 1509 and 1558 under 

the editorship of Prof. S.T.Bindoff. We therefore submitted to Professor Bindoff an account of 

the life of George Hidden based on such facts as were known to us at the time. This account was 

accepted by Prof. Bindoff and appears in vol.2 of his "The House of Commons 1509-1558", 

published in 1982.
14

 Bindoff's article, however, contains some errors of his own which at that 

time we were not able to contradict. 

 

Since that date further details concerning George have been discovered, which strengthen our 

original supposition concerning his identity as the M. P. for Great Bedwyn. One such item since 

discovered, and therefore not included in the official House of Commons biography, is his early 

employment by Sir Richard Bridges who himself was several times elected to the House and 

who was re-elected for Ludgershall, Wilts, in the same election in which George was chosen to 
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represent Great Bedwyn. Bridges' recommendation would have been influential. A second item 

which makes the choice of George Hidden likely, and which at the time we did not know, is his 

connection with the Tutt family, for the Tutts were traditional supporters of the Seymour family. 

Great Bedwyn was a pocket borough in the patronage of the Earl of Hertford at this period, and 

among the M.Ps. picked for this borough by the Earl of Hertford in 1555 was another relative of 

George, viz. his uncle Henry Clifford. 

 

We believe that our case for George Hidden has been made. The only sad feature is that, having 

been elected, George probably never saw the inside of the House of Commons, for this particular 

Parliament is believed never to have met. 

 

Because of his election to Parliament and being thus thrust, however briefly, upon the national 

scene, 1558 may seem to have been in some ways the highlight of George's life. It is doubtful if 

he himself would have considered it so. His candidature in 1558 arose from local loyalties and 

family connections, and it was local loyalty and his own immediate family which were the 

determining elements of his subsequent life. There are many minor references to George's life 

after 1558 and from them a picture emerges of a man busy and trusted in local affairs, a 

thoughtful mediator. His own children were a less well documented source of concern to him, 

but as their subsequent histories will show he succeeded in placing them with influential 

families, as he himself had been placed with the Bridges family. The following items, though 

numerous, provide but a bare skeleton of his life. 

 

In the lay subsidy rolls relating to Hungerford an entry in 1562 probably refers to George, and 

reads "____e Hydden (assessed) in goods.......li. (taxed) 5s".
15

 This may refer to Little Hidden. 

 

In 1565 George Hidden, described as "Georgius Lydesdale als Georgius Hidden de Hidden in co. 

Berks yeoman filius Johis Lydesdale gentlman de Hydden" was party to an indenture in which 

he granted 3 acres of land in Charnham Field to John Wren, tanner, of Hungerford. The land is 

stated to have been purchased by George's father John (J100) from John White of Undies Farm 

and had descended to George by his father's will.
16

 The significance of this sale in relation to 

George's sister Ursula has been stated earlier. 

 

In the years 1553-1566 the townsmen of Hungerford were involved in a dispute concerning 

certain houses and lands which had been left in trust to the church and town at the beginning of 

the century by Father Warnewell. The three houses and the 16 acres of land which accompanied 

them were leased to tenants and the rents thus paid were used for town and parish purposes. The 

affairs of town and parish in those days were closely involved, local administration being 

undertaken by a Vestry Committee of leading parishioners, and the rentals of these properties 

was an important source of income for their activities. In 1553 a certain Thomas Jennings of 

Hungerford launched a suit in the Court of Requests, claiming the property on the grounds that it 

had rightfully belonged to his late father. He named as defendants "George Gleddisdale", 

Richard Mayle, and John Lovelake. The two latter were the sitting tenants, with a long lease 

granted by the churchwardens. George Hidden is named presumably as representing the 

churchwardens. A commission of enquiry was set up and Jennings' claim was briskly denied.
17

 

To prevent the matter dragging on longer, leading Hungerford townsmen, including George and 

the two other defendants, put up a bond of £100 binding themselves and Jennings to accept the 

decision of agreed arbitrators. The arbitrators' award was in favour of the defendants, the town 

kept its properties and Jennings quitclaimed his rights to them.
18

 

 

The death of Sir Richard Bridges in the autumn of 1558 had removed a powerful protector, but 
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one who had involved George in a longstanding dispute between the Bridges and Hinton 

families. When Sir Richard Bridges granted George a lease of the two coppices in Leverton, 

Rowse Wood and Wyldes Wood, which lay on the west side of Little Hidden farm, Thomas 

Hinton brought an action of trespass against George as a way of getting at Bridges. 

Unfortunately Bridges died while the matter was still at arbitration, and Hinton took the 

opportunity to enter upon the land, forcing George to bring a suit against him.
19

 

 

Only one document has survived of the several relating to the suit, and that is George's 

Replication. Nevertheless it seems that George must have won his case, for eight years or so later 

Sir Richard's son and heir, Anthony Bridges, came to an agreement with Thomas Hinton to settle 

the "various strife and debate heretofore......  had and made between Sir Richard Bridges and the 

said Mr. Hinton", whereby Anthony Bridges sold the entirety of the disputed lands to Hinton. 

Among them were Rowse Wood and Wyldes Wood, but in the indenture of sale the lease granted 

to George Hidden was specifically noted. The woods themselves occupied a mere 7 acres, but 

with them went the valuable right of common of pasture for three score sheep.
20

Sheep farming 

was an important part of the agricultural activity in this area, and George had sufficient pasture 

land to be able to let out to others the right to graze in his pasture. Thus in the will of John 

Wolrege that very year the testator makes one bequest of "4 ewe sheep going with George 

Hidden" and another of "4 ewe sheep and 2 lambs going with George Hidden".
21

  

In another will, dated 1567, Robert Swayte of Hungerford mentions the house and lands which 

he holds of George Hidden in Hungerford, and appoints George to act as overseer of his will.
22

 

The printed Index to the PCC Wills 1558-1583 lists him, no doubt due to a scribal error, as 

Robert Sawyte. His correct name appears in the burials section of the Hungerford parish register. 

His widow Alice married Clement Boye als Crapon, tenant in 1573 of one of George's 

Hungerford properties. It seems likely therefore that the previous tenant had been Robert Swayte 

and that the house referred to in Swayte's will was the house tenanted by Crapon at the time of 

the 1573 survey.
23

 

 

There are interesting references to George Hidden (G27) in the Salisbury diocesan records for 

the year 1569.
24 

On f.69 of vol 3 of the Act Book dated 23 April 1569 a mandate concerning 

Dorothy Burges of Hungerford was produced. Dorothy had been summoned to appear on 18 

April, did not do so and was pronounced contumacious and excommunicated. Since the reference 

refers to a case already in motion, an earlier reference might be expected to exist in vol 2 which 

contains cases from the year 1564 to May 1568; but if so it was not picked up in the original search. 

 

The Act Book then continues (f.69) with proceedings on the  same date on the information of Robert 

Warren against George Gleddesden als Hydden of Hungerford concerning the impediment of
 

matrimony between Warren and Dorothy Hall. The Court Official (acting on behalf of Warren) 

produced the mandate in which George was sought by Richard Swete at his dwelling in the parish 

of Hungerford on 19 April; but George had disappeared ("hid and concealed his presence") and so 

could not be arrested. The official then petitioned for George to be cited to appear in person at the 

next term. In June another Court Official appeared and certified that on 27th May he had 

carried out the mandate requiring George's presence by affixing it to the door of the parish church. 

George was ordered by the Court to appear at the next term (f.71) 

A number of questions arise: Firstly, is Dorothy Bruges the same as Dorothy Hall? The 

conjunction of the proceedings makes it seem possible. Secondly why was George Hidden so 

involved in the matter relating to Dorothy Hall that he was prepared to go to the extent of 

defying the Court? The spelling Burges is often used for Bruges, and Bruges was a recognised 

form of the surname Bridges. If Dorothy Hall and Dorothy Burges are the same person, we can 
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see how George might be involved, for the Bridges family were George's patrons and his 

employer. 

 

Alternatively George's involvement might arise from a close family connection with Dorothy 

Hall, who could be his sister or half-sister. We know from his father's will that he had two sisters 

or half-sisters named Dorothy, either of whom could have married a Hall.  

 

It has not been possible to find any information about Robert Warren. The name does not appear 

in the Hungerford parish register 1558-1609, nor in any Hungerford  rentals, musters, etc 

between 1522 and 1609. 

 

In 1573 George was one of the town Jurors charged with the presentment to the Duchy of 

Lancaster of the fullest and probably the most accurate of the various surveys of the town of 

Hungerford made during that century. The need for this particular presentment arose from the 

Duchy's suspicions that it was not receiving from the town its full entitlement in the way of rents 

and other tolls due to it. The whole situation had become highlighted by a suit brought by the 

townsman against two of its former officials which revealed the loss of certain of the town's 

documents or charters. Once again at the heart of it were the disputed houses and lands which 

belonged to the town.
25

 

 

Town tenant John Lovelake and his father-in-law William Butler, both former officials of the 

town, were accused of stealing important charters or documents relating to the town, of which 

the chief was the alleged Royal charter giving the town borough rights dating back to John of 

Gaunt. What Lovelake admitted to 'borrowing' were the deeds relating to the town and church 

house which he tenanted and which he feared Duchy officials might contest. If any borough 

charter had previously existed, it was now undoubtedly missing from the town chest and this put 

the town at a considerable disadvantage in trying to deal with the Duchy on issues which 

affected its traditional rights. The case produced much hysteria, much suspicion, and a good deal 

of anger in blaming Lovelake for what was more likely to have been a general degree of 

negligence. 

 

One of the coolest deponents in such a heated atmosphere was George Hidden. In his deposition, 

called for by the defence, he is described as George Hidden of Eden (sic), Berkshire, yeoman, 

aged 46 years. He described the suit as 'mischievous', asserting that the town had no need of the 

supposedly missing charter in order to carry on its normal government. This, significantly, is the 

conclusion that the court itself seems to have arrived at, the suit being dismissed for want of 

evidence of injury to the town. 

 

At some period George held the municipal office of Portreeve, that is, the borough officer 

responsible for collecting quit rent or the sums payable to the Duchy. The highest municipal 

office was that of Constable, and the Constable has almost invariably first served as Portreeve 

(and in his turn the Portreeve has generally served in a previous year as Bailiff).
26

 As the number 

of those available who had served as Portreeve was necessarily limited, it is possible that George 

may have held the position of Constable also, but we do not know this as the records for this 

period are missing. 

 

At any rate George Hidden "lately Port Reeve of the manor of Hungerford" was the defendant in 

an action brought in 1577 by William Iremonger which concerned an annual quit rent claimed by 

the town and manor on certain lands in Sandon Fee in Iremonger's occupation, and which had 

not been collected by previous Portreeves for some ten or twelve years (deposition of Darell). 
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George Hidden attempted to collect this rent in 1576, but being unable to do so,"about 

Hallowtide last past" (Nov. 1576), alleged Iremonger, he distrained three mares and one colt 

belonging to Iremonger which were pasturing on the common and impounded them, later selling 

them against payment of the rent due. George's answer is simply that he was doing his duty as 

the Queen's Portreeve of her manor of Hungerford, and that the rent was due and had not been 

paid. George's Answer was followed by Iremonger's Replication, whereupon George made 

Rejoinder, and Iremonger capped this with a Surrejoinder. The full use of these consecutive legal 

processes shows the importance both plaintiff and defendant attached to the suit.
27

 

 

The Court issued its decree on the 28 April 1578 in which it completely accepted the defence 

case presented by George Hidden, ordered Iremonger to pay the rent and also "for his great 

trouble, vexation, costs, and charges with which he hath wrongfully put this defendant unto, 

being the Queens Portreeve shall pay unto the defendant the sum of £6.13s.4d. of lawful money 

of England." Later quit rent rolls (e.g. that in 1606) show the sum being paid by subsequent 

tenants, George's firm action thus preserving for the town this particular right.
28

 

 

In 1576 the will of Henry Edes of Charnham Street, a local official of the Duchy of Lancaster, 

was proved and George, along with Sir Thomas Wroughton, knight, was made overseer, the 

testator leaving him "my second best gold ring".
29

 

 

George was still residing in Little Hidden, and the parish register records the burial on 31 

December 1578 of Frideswide Shilton, one of his domestic servants. In 1581 George Hidden of 

Little Hidden, yeoman, appears on a list of the principal residents in the Hungerford Church 

Vestry Book.
30

 His name is sixth on the list, immediately after the five gentry and immediately 

preceding the Constable of the town for that year, a nice indication of Elizabethan social 

precedence. 

 

In 1579 he quitclaimed to John Wren a local tanner 3 acres of arable land in Charnham Field. 

The exact position of the land is specified and the document is signed with the initials g.h. and 

witnessed by John Tutt and Thomas Dowse.
31

 In 1581 an unsigned indenture was drafted 

conveying this land from John Wren to William Darell of Littlecote for £4 without encumbrance 

from George. This clause confirms that George had had a reversionary interest in the land, which 

corresponds with the 3 acres in Charnham Field in the will of John (J100), and supports the 

conclusion concerning John's unborn child already discussed. The indenture, however, refers to 

him as 'of Shalbourne', where it appears he may have had some interest.
32

 

 

In 1585 what is presumably the same land was conveyed by John Wren to William Curteys of 

the Middle Temple, London, with remainder to his kinsman Nicholas Curteys of East Enborne 

gent. and Ursula his wife. William Curteys had married Ursula's mother, Joan, the widow of 

Henry Edes, and in his will he left his property including that in Charnham Street to Joan, from 

whom the lands descended to Ursula Curteys as widow of Nicholas. She bequeathed the lands in 

1622 to feoffees in trust for charitable purposes within the town.
33

 

 

In 1585 George sold one of his houses in Hungerford. This was the house which had been 

tenanted in 1573 by Clement Boye alias Crapon. It was now sold to Richard Palinton of Chilton 

Foliat, George joining with him as vendors his two sons John (J159) and William (W65), both of 

whom had become 'of age‟.
34

 It is possible that he also sold his other burgage property since it 

does not recur in an easily recognisable form in the next town survey. 
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In March 1591/2 he was appointed churchwarden and served, rendering his account in March of 

the following year.
35

 

 

In 1591 also George Hidden was one of the witnesses to a codicil to the will of Anthony Hidden, 

but as the original will is not extant the signature cannot be ascertained.
36

 The lay subsidies list 

him under Hidden and Eddington in 1588, assessed at £3 in goods and taxed 4s.; also in 1589 

assessed at £3 in goods and taxed 5s.
37

 

 

In 1594 he was similarly listed and assessed at the same amount but his tax liability was 8s.
38

 In 

the 1597 subsidy, however, he was replaced by John Hidden assessed at £3 and taxed 8s.
39

 This 

latter entry is consistent with the assessment for church rate of John Hidden (J159) for Little 

Hidden farm in 1598.
40

 It also confirms that George had an eldest son John, for whom no 

baptism is recorded and to whom George relinquished the farm, having retired to Lambourn 

where his daughter Bridget married John Wirrall, vicar there, on 20 January 1598/9. 

 

The Lambourn parish register records the burial of George Hidden in February 1599/1600. Anne 

Hidden buried in Lambourn in May 1600 is almost certainly his widow. 

 

George had nine children, six of whom were baptized in the parish church at Hungerford. It is 

presumed that the three for whom we have no baptismal records were born prior to the 

commencement of the Hungerford parish register. This is known to be so in the case of John. 

 

 Jane (J112) no baptismal record 

 Margaret (M90) no baptismal record 

 Mary (M91) baptised 1566 

 Bridget (B6) baptised 1570 

 John (J159) no baptismal record, but born c.1558 

 William (W65) baptised 14 Sept. 1559 

 Alexander (A72) baptised 26 March 1564, buried 10 October 1574, died ''of a timpani". 

 George (G26) baptised 20 April 1568 

 Alexander (A68) baptized 18 Jan. 1574/5 

 Thomas (T42) baptized "the last day of May 1577" of whom nothing further is known. 
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CHAPTER 9 Anthony (A69) 

(Generation VI) 

 

Anthony was another of the sons of John (J100). He was born about 1534, his date of birth being 

deduced from his age given in a deposition which he made later in life.
1
 There is reason to 

believe that his mother was the daughter of Elizabeth Clifford and the sister to Henry Clifford of 

Boscomb, M.P. In the will of Elizabeth Clifford dated 1537 she refers to her 'son' John 

Clydesdale who owes her some money, and this must be interpreted by the modern term 'son-in-

law'.
2
 In addition, we know from a later court case that Elizabeth's son Henry Clifford was uncle 

to Anthony. Indeed Clifford himself states specifically that Anthony is his sister's child, and 

Anthony for his part describes Clifford as his „natural' uncle i.e. uncle by blood.
3
 

 

Elizabeth Clifford's will mentions only two daughters, Mary and Dorothy, and there is nothing to 

suggest that in 1537 either of these were married. Mary later married Leonard Carent, and this 

cannot have been before 1537.
4
 Moreover, among the wives named by J100 in his will, there is 

no wife named Dorothy. Thus the probability is that Anthony's mother was either Ellen or Jane, 

and that she died before Elizabeth Clifford made her will in 1537. 

 

According to Professor Bindoff, "this branch of the Cliffords was descended from the ancient 

northern family which received the earldom of Cumberland in 1525; Henry Clifford was the last 

of a series of kinsmen upon whom the second Earl entailed his estates in 1555 and the noble 

connection was proclaimed upon the tombstone of Henry's son"; and he adds that a descendant 

of Henry's son was raised to the peerage in 1673 as Baron Clifford of Chudleigh.
5
 

 

From the age of twelve Anthony was brought up in Henry Clifford's household in a manner 

befitting a young gentleman of that day. Such a period of „apprenticeship' and acting as a 

'servant' in a gentleman's house was a traditional form of education for those who in due course 

might hold their own lands and be head of their own households. It had happened so with 

Anthony's brother George, and it was a noticeable feature of the early life of George's children as 

we shall see. 

 

Anthony served with his uncle for some eight or nine years. During that time he received board 

and lodging as one of the family or, as a fellow 'servant' of Clifford put it, he “had not only meat 

and drink of the said Henry Clifford in such sort as he (Clifford) fared himself, but also had 

liberty to make hawking and fowling or otherwise at his pleasure and was used by the said Henry 

Clifford in all things like a gentleman." This informant, himself in a similar situation to 

Anthony's, goes on to relate how he and Anthony Clifford (Henry Clifford's son and heir) resided 

"on a time all three together in one bed in the chamber at Boscombe in the county of Wilts where 

the said Anthony Hidden did usually lie in".
6
 It seems that the boys had a chamber of their own 

and, as was usual in such times, shared the large bed with which it was furnished. Although 

nothing was said about the boys' formal education in reading and writing the two Anthony's are 

likely to have shared a resident tutor or visitant village schoolmaster. 

 

Under his father's will Anthony Hidden had been left the major part of the estate and in particular 

the manor of Hidden from which the family had taken their name. In this he had been preferred 

over his three elder brothers, a circumstance which suggests that his mother's social rank must 

have rated highly enough to have secured for her and her children a favourable marriage 

settlement. One of the overseers of the will was Henry Clifford and the young Anthony had gone 
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to live in with Clifford about three years before his father's death. As the estate was burdened 

with debts and obligations, Anthony's inheritance of it was not to take place until he was twenty 

three years of age. It was hoped that this would allow time for the executor to clear up the 

estate's affairs. Meanwhile Anthony was able to live as part of the Clifford family, leaving all 

matters relating to his inheritance to be taken care of by his brother John as executor and his 

uncle Henry Clifford as overseer. It was not until about the year 1557 that Anthony would come 

of age and he could then expect to take charge of the manor. 

 

Before that came to pass, however, Anthony's brother John had disposed of the inheritance. The 

circumstances are puzzling and mysterious. Late in 1554 John made a deal with Anthony 

Forster, mortgaging the lease of the manor which his father had left to Anthony. In the absence 

of Anthony (still in his minority) and using his authority as executor, John was able to do this 

unchallenged. The deed once done, Clifford, who was both an overseer of old John Hidden's will 

and the guardian of an orphaned Anthony, was moved to action. Of the other two overseers John 

Wilmot had died in 1551, and Sir Richard Bridges had already burnt his fingers in the matter in 

withstanding the clamant London merchant Henry Herdson. Clifford therefore found it expedient 

to secure the assistance of his father-in-law Sir Anthony Hungerford, a locally much respected 

figure and one who was Anthony's godfather. 

 

Clifford and Hungerford jointly urged Forster on Anthony's behalf, as Forster testifies, "both by 

word of mouth and in writing to let them redeem the lease in his hands to the use of Anthony 

Hidden and they did earnestly require this deponent to that end, alleging that they did it for 

conscience sake because for that the poor young man was so deceived by his brother who sold it 

from him contrary to his father's will and determination. And the said Sir Anthony Hungerford 

was, as he said, the more moved to make the request for that Anthony Hidden was his godson. In 

the end, therefore, says Forster he sold the manor to Clifford “for conscience sake" and because 

Clifford said he wanted to redeem it for the use of Anthony.
7
 

 

However, Forster clearly was wary of Clifford, for he goes on to depose that "the pretence (= 

claim) of the said Henry Clifford was when he bought (the lease) of this deponent that he bought 

the same only to the use of (Anthony) and by occasion whereof (Forster) did let him have it 

notwithstanding this deponent somewhat mistrusting that the said Henry Clifford made his 

pretence for (Anthony) and when he had by that means gotten it into his hands that he would 

have kept it". 

 

So Forster "before he went through with Henry Clifford for the same (i.e. the lease] he called 

(Anthony) unto him and told him what he thought herein and said unto him these words or the 

like in affect 'Thou art but a child and when thine uncle', meaning the said Henry Clifford, hath 

redeemed the lease out of my hands he may chance to keep it to his own use, wherefore I will tell 

you what you were best to do. There is about a 200 marks (£133.6s.4d.) yet due and unpaid to 

your brother for the same lease. I will pay you 100 marks more of mine own purse for your 

interest therein and that shall be better for you than the farm which it may chance shall never 

come into your hands; and with that money, being 300 marks or thereabouts you may purchase 

some piece of land or living or procure you some other farm, whereas if you would have it he 

(i.e. Clifford) may chance to give you 40 shillings or 5 marks a year and so keep the lease from 

you”. 

 

Anthony, however, Forster testifies "would in no wise consent, saying 'Sir Anthony Hungerford 

and mine uncle', meaning the said Henry Clifford, 'promised to redeem it for me and I do not 

mistrust that they so will and that they will let me have it at their hands.'" Whereupon, says 
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Forster, he went through with the transaction to transfer the property to Clifford. 

 

Having now obtained the lease in his hands Clifford maintained Anthony still at Boscombe, and 

it would seem that Anthony was content with the situation for the next two years. In about 1557 

when he reached his twenty third birthday, Anthony expected to return to the manor and to take 

over the running of it, although the ownership would remain with Clifford until such time as 

Anthony could redeem it from him. However, this was not to be. Instead Clifford arranged for 

Anthony to have an annuity of £5 from the manorial income arising from the letting of 

Eddington mill, and he remained, no doubt rather restively, with Clifford for another year or a 

year and a half. 

 

Several events occurred in or around the year 1558. In this year both Sir Richard Bridges and Sir 

Anthony Hungerford died. Bridges' death removed a powerful influence in the final disposition 

of the estate and left Clifford as the sole surviving overseer of old John Hidden's will. The loss of 

Sir Anthony Hungerford may have been an even greater blow, for he was both trusted by his 

godson Anthony and as Clifford's father-in-law he was in a strong position to see that his son-in-

law did not take unfair advantage of the youngster's plight. However, other people were 

disturbed, besides Anthony. Although these included many of the traditional local gentry, 

Anthony's chief support came from someone outside their ranks. This was John Clarke, a 

successful yeoman farmer from Ardington who was himself to be the progenitor of an influential 

Berkshire family.
8
 

 

Under their influence, Anthony tried to bring matters to a head with Clifford. Clifford 

immediately stopped Anthony's 'allowance' and instructed the tenant of Eddington mill to pay the 

rent to him (Clifford) and arranged for the manor to be transferred to his own son Anthony. This 

was the young man with whom Anthony Hidden had grown up, sharing with him a bedchamber. 

Backed by Clarke, Anthony brought a suit against Clifford for recovery of the manor in the 

Court of Requests at Whitehall.
9
 To the surprise of his counsel he withdrew his suit at a late 

stage when it had already gone through most of the due processes of the suit. He told his counsel 

that he had agreed to withdraw the suit "trusting to (Clifford's) goodness in carrying him into the 

country". Clifford's counsel was even more amazed. He testifies that the withdrawal order was 

entered in the court record book "and then shortly after, meeting with Anthony Hidden at the 

stairs head at the nether end of the Court of Requests, (he) said these words following or the like 

in effect, viz. 'Anthony, how chanceth it that you have bestowed so much money in suit against 

your uncle Mr. Clifford and are now content to withdraw your suit and stand to his goodness and 

have such an order entered?' And then the said Anthony said to this deponent „Tush, I care not, 

for that I trust my uncle will use me well enough' ".
10 

 

Surprising as this may seem, it must be remembered that Anthony had been brought up within 

Clifford's own family and must have retained some fondness for the uncle with whom he had 

lived for some eight or nine years and for his son of such similar age to himself, and that 

Anthony's experience of the outside world was but slight. There was also an additional 

circumstance in that his kinsman Leonard Carent, who had married Henry Clifford's sister Mary, 

had intervened with Clifford on Anthony's behalf. 

 

Carent describes how he was riding out on business and by chance met his brother-in-law Henry 

Clifford, with whom he fell into conversation.
11

 "By my troth. brother Carent." said Clifford "I 

am marvellously troubled with the suit my nephew Hidden troubleth me withal, whose 

ungentilness doth much .........er me, for that he is one who being my near kinsman that I have 

always friended and wished well unto and yet it is his ..... to trouble me more than any thing else 
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doth, for if he could or would be contented to confess his faults and to seek my goodwill I would 

not only forget all that is passed, but I would be his assured friend to the utterest of my power." 

 

Carent replied "Brother Clifford, you say well, I assure you it were very well done that some 

good end were taken betwixt you, for believe me the world speaketh ill of it and thinketh much 

that you, being his uncle and also put in trust by his father, should go about to defraud him of 

that which of right doth belong unto him. And therefore I pray for God's sake and for your own 

reputation find the means that some good end may be taken between you.'' 

 

“I tell you true, brother Carent,'' Clifford said, "that is the thing I seek and I take God to my 

witness I would be loath to do him any wrong. Marry it is good reason I should be answered 

mine own, and I promise you if my nephew Anthony can find the means either by himself or by 

his friends that I may be paid my money that I have laid out I will be contented with all my heart 

that he shall have his farm, and I will be his friend to the utterest of my power”. 

 

"Well," said Carent, "you say well and offer like an honest gentleman and loving Christian, and I 

always hear of both sides that you are conscionable to reason, but since your tales are as far 

differing as can be and therefore I cannot tell in which of you two the fault is, since you have 

worded so largely in this matter with me will you that I shall talk with my cousin Anthony 

Hidden in this matter and see if I can do any good betwixt you?" 

 

"Yea, marry, I pray you, good brother and you shall then know my ....... soon." 

 

So Leonard Carent, who clearly saw himself as peacemaker between these kinsmen of his, 

sought out Anthony "and made him privy of all that had paused between Mr. Clifford and 

(himself), wishing him to have consideration of it and to conform himself to reason whereby he 

might the better attain his desire and to renew his uncle's goodwill, whereto Anthony answered 

that for his part he could be contented with all his heart that the matter were ordered between his 

uncle and him, but he said he must first ask the advice of such of his friends by whose goodness 

he was enabled to follow his suit and stood much bound unto them”. 

 

Carent expressed understanding of Anthony's position, but urged him to lose no time and give 

him their answer either that same day or at the latest the next. Anthony did as Carent urged, and 

came back to say that he had talked with his friends but could "by no means bring to pass to have 

them contented to complete (?) the matter.... but notwithstanding he could not bring his friends to 

condescend unto it, yet much affirmed and confessed to such desire, he said, to reconcile himself 

to his uncle's favour ........  that he would withdraw his suit and commit himself to his uncle's 

goodness and to (Carent's) promise. Carent immediately communicated this good news to 

Clifford who, as one witness said, "perceiving the matter like to fall out to his reproach" 

promised to agree to a negotiated settlement out of court. Although Anthony's friends seem to 

have been cautious and uncertain about what he had described as his "uncle's goodness", they 

finally acquiesced in Anthony's withdrawal of the suit from court in favour of a negotiated 

settlement. 

 

Although Clifford had, according to John Clarke, made firm promises to Anthony if he would 

withdraw his suit in the Court of Requests, the drawing up of a settlement proved difficult. It was 

not until the third meeting of what one might call the negotiating committee that the parties 

appeared to reach an agreed settlement. This meeting took place on 8 March 1560 at the Bear 

Inn, a hostelry that stands today on its original site on the corner of Charnham Street and Bridge 

Street, Hungerford. Anthony was to pay Clifford a total sum of £366.13s.4d. in two instalments, 
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£268.13s.4d. at Easter (which was about a month away) and £100 the following Michaelmas, in 

order to reimburse Clifford for what he had paid to Forster and for other compensation. As 

Anthony himself had not the means to make this payment he relied upon his principal backer, 

John Clarke the yeoman farmer of Ardington, to finance his payments. Anthony therefore was 

bound to Clarke and for the first twelve years of Anthony's occupation Clarke was entitled to a 

claim on the manor. For reasons that we shall see later this did not present Anthony with a 

further problem.
12

 

 

The remaining articles concerned themselves with a rather elaborate time-table for Clifford's 

removal and Anthony's entrance to the property. Anthony could move into of the farm at Lady 

Day twelvemonth, viz the Common meadows, the Mill mead, Putkins mead and to take the hay 

from these meadows. He could enter the cattle stalls and have pasture for a limited number of 

horses and cows along with the cattle Henry Clifford had grazing there. At the following mid-

summer he could enter the sheep leas; and at Michaelmas that year he could finally take over the 

remainder of the farm. As far as the rents were concerned the matter was more straightforward -- 

Anthony was to receive the tenants' rents payable to the manor, and he was to pay the manor's 

rent due to the Crown. 

 

In order to purchase the manor lease back from Anthony Forster, Clifford had been confronted 

with the problem which faced all Elizabethans, and land-owners in particular, whose wealth was 

tied up in land. Before the days of banks ready money could raised in two main ways, either by 

sale of property or by recourse to money lenders. Clifford claimed that in his case he had raised 

the money by sale of some of his own property in Gloucestershire. Therefore once it was clear 

that he would not be able to retain the manor for himself or his son Anthony Clifford, he argued 

in effect that he should be compensated not only with the repayment of the purchase price he had 

paid Forster but with a surplus to cover this and other expenses or trouble to which the re-

purchase had put him. 

 

For his part, Anthony Hidden was being given all possible backing by John Clarke. The 

arrangement concerning Anthony's first twelve years of occupation has already been mentioned. 

What might have remained a mystery, but for the casual remark of one of those involved in the 

meetings, was why Clarke was so committed to Anthony's cause. He was not a kinsman, and he 

was not one of the social grouping of local landowners in the Hungerford area who had been 

shocked by Anthony's dispossession from land bequeathed to him by his father, he did not 

belong to any of the more or less „political' circles in which the minor gentry moved, in the wake 

of greater ones than they; nor was he in the money lending business. The deponent whose remark 

may explain Clarke's insistent and determined support for Anthony was the gossipy Griffith 

Curtoys. He relates that “the said Clarke mindeth to marry his daughter to the said Anthony”.
13

 

 

The articles having been drafted into written legal form, payment of the first instalment became 

due on the Friday in Easter week 1560 and was to be handed over at the house of Mr. John 

Hungerford (son of the now deceased Sir Anthony Hungerford) at Stock, near Great Bedwyn in 

Wilts. Hither all those concerned now made their way and assembled. They were greeted by 

John Hungerford and his son Anthony Hungerford. Those arriving included Anthony, John 

Clarke and his son Henry Clarke, Clarke's two servants Henry Danyell and Thomas Walron, 

Henry Clifford and his servant John Snell, Mr. Francis Chock (who had acted as a negotiator on 

behalf of Clifford), Mr. John Goddard, Robert Brabant, Griffith Curtoys, together with John 

Cheyney esq., John Blandy, and Anthony's brother George.
14

 

 

Henry Danyell travelled to Stock with Anthony, on horseback, laden with 200 marks in coin of 
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the realm carried in sealed bags. This was half of the amount required. Clifford refused to accept 

it saying he "would not have one penny unless he had the whole 400 marks". John Clarke offered 

to give bond for £500, but Clifford refused to accept any bond, saying "This is my day of 

payment”. John Hungerford offered to lend 40 marks of his own, which was all he had readily 

available, but this did not satisfy him either. Hungerford asked Clarke whether he could bring the 

reminder due by Monday, but Clarke said this didn't give him enough time. Clifford suggested 

that he bring "old gold or plate" in lieu. Anthony's friends began suspect that Clifford was 

seeking an excuse to break his agreement. In the end he agreed under pressure from the gentry 

assembled to give respite until the Monday, Mr. Hungerford acting as stake holder in keeping in 

trust the 200 marks which had already been brought. 

 

Early on Monday Anthony's party arrived, struggling with a further load of 200 marks. Clifford 

had not arrived. Anthony and John Clarke requested Hungerford "to help tell part of the money 

for that it was in base money (= small coins) and required a long time in telling, until Mr. 

Clifford came." Clifford clearly took his time and the tellers had counted £120 or thereabouts 

"and then came the said Mr. Clifford in and being dinner time went to dinner''.  

 

After dinner Clifford produced an unexpected shock. He had brought with him, and now 

displayed, a bill of paper in which he had added two more articles to be agreed to by Anthony, 

"devising and rehearsing unto them divers new articles that Anthony should be bound to besides 

the payments of his money, which were never before spoken of". These were that Anthony 

should be bound to perform whatever leases or copyholds of the manor Clifford had made, and 

that Anthony should pay a total of 40 marks to his three sisters Joan, Jane and Bridget which had 

been left to them as legacies in his father's will. There was then a great to do "and specially 

Henry Clifford seemed to be in a marvellous great rage, notwithstanding that there were those 

that did persuade with him to take his money, and told him that it should be a very great 

hindrance to Anthony to have provided such a great sum of money to his great charge and then 

make and serve him to no purpose. But by such professions of divers of his friends then there he 

seemed to grow a greater rage and would no longer tarry there.''  

 

All the deponents who were present, friends or foe, comment on the violent nature of Clifford's 

rage. One of them, seeing the two new demands were not included in the original articles, which 

had been drafted with so much difficulty over the previous twelve months, requested Clifford 

"that he would perform his former agreement and not to offer any more cavillations, and then 

Mr. Chock (who had been acting on behalf of Clifford) desired to see the articles, the which were 

delivered unto him and whilst he was reading and perusing of them the said Mr. Clifford 

snatched them out of his hands and tore them all to pieces and said he would deal no more in that 

matter and in great rage flung off from them and went his way." Griffith Curtoys, one of 

Clifford's advisers, agrees that Clifford tore the articles to pieces and then stormed out of the 

parlour. "striking the portal doors together in anger, and so departed. "While others stood amazed 

and shocked, John Cheyney with some presence of mind "stooped and took up the pieces of the 

bill so rent and said “I will keep these against whatsoever shall come of it hereafter". 

That Clifford was a hard man a case brought against him by his own grandmother may attest; 

that he had a streak of savage cruelty in him is suggested by his treatment of two prisoners in 

Salisbury gaol alleged in another case.
15 

However that may be, he now had lost the support of all 

the leading gentry in the area who were familiar with the case. The general view was that 

Anthony had been shamefully wronged. 

 

Clifford's action in granting the manor to his own son, also named Anthony, was the last straw, 

and one wonders whether it lay behind his demand made at Stock that Anthony should endorse 
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all existing leases which Clifford had made during his guardianship. Certainly the Ministers' 

Accounts for the manor, which had given 'George' Clifford (almost surely a mistake for Henry) 

as the Crown tenant in the years ending Michaelmas 1557, 1558, and 1559, gave the name of 

Anthony Clifford for the year ending Michaelmas 1560.
16

 

 

Anthony's sole recourse now was to bring a new suit in the courts. His former, withdrawn suit 

had been in the „poor man's court', the Court of Requests. This time it was to be in the Court of 

Chancery and was likely to prove expensive. Witnesses were examined in May, June, and 

October of 1561. The Court's decree in the matter was made on 27 April 1562.
17

 This decree 

ordered that the original lease of the manor should be delivered into the Court for enrolment and 

that Clifford should assign all his interest in the manor to Anthony; for his part Anthony was 

required to pay Clifford the sum of £296 in a series of instalments - £96 at Michaelmas (1562) 

"in the manor house of Hidden aforesaid, or where it of late was, between the hours of one and 

four o'clock in the afternoon"; another one hundred pounds at Lady Day following (1563)" and a 

final one hundred pounds at Michaelmas 1563. Anthony was also required "to discharge or save 

harmless" the Cliffords, father and son, from any further claim from himself or from his sisters 

Joan, Jane and Bridget (presumably in respect of their father's legacies). In that Edward and then 

George had had some reversionary rights in the event of Anthony not producing a male heir their 

assent was obtained to an arrangement decreed by the Court whereby Anthony should enjoy the 

manor for a term of 21 years from the time of his entry during which time if he died without a 

male heir then either the son of Anthony's brother, the executor John (J111) might claim the 

estate upon payment of £296 or Edward or George (in that order as laid down in J100's will). 

Failing which, after 21 years the estate should remain with Anthony. Clifford was to be out of 

the farm and all other parts of the manor by Michaelmas of that year (1562) when the first 

payment was made.  

 

The judgment seems eminently sensible not only in its treatment of Clifford but also in 

attempting to reconcile the uncertainties caused by John's will and the potentially conflicting 

interests of Anthony's brothers. It also points strongly to the existence of a male son of J111, 

about whom we know little and would certainly like to know more. There is also a curious 

phrase in the decree which refers to 'the manor house of Hidden or where it of late was'. For 

further information in this connection one should refer to Norman Hidden's book 'The Manor of 

Hidden'.
18

 

 

The court's judgment gave Anthony every incentive to get himself married and to provide a male 

heir who would inherit the manorial estate. This he did. Although his eldest child was a girl, Joan 

(J113), baptised 23 February 1563/4, his next was a son, baptised 8 May 1565, and proudly 

named Anthony. We may assume, therefore, a marriage as soon as possible after his triumphant 

return to the manor on the date ordered by the court, viz. Michaelmas 1562. Was his bride old 

John Clarke's daughter? It is very likely. Unfortunately we have found no record of Anthony's 

marriage. His wife's name was Marian (M133), as we know from a burial entry on 13 May 1580 

at Hungerford where she is described as "Marrian, wife of Anthony Hidden, of Great Hidden''. 

 

It is almost unimaginable that Anthony would not have married Clarke's daughter if such an 

alliance had been agreed before or during Anthony's struggle to regain possession of the manor, 

and certain circumstantial evidence tends to support the supposition that he did so. In John 

Clarke's will dated 1568 he states:
19

 “As I have disbursed several sums of money for the 

marriages of my daughters Anne, Joane, Christian, Alice, Agnes, and Marye, they are to receive 

no further portion, but for a remembrance I give them with my blessing a crown of gold" (a coin 

worth 5 shillings in those days). Among the witnesses to the will is Thomas Walron, that same 
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young man who rode to Stock with Anthony and the bags of coin. Of Clarke's five daughters, we 

know from the same will that Anne was married to Justinian Weller, and Alice to someone 

named Pacient. Thomas Walron was almost certainly married to Joane since in his will in 1583 

he refers to his wife Joan and to his brother in law John Clarke (junior); he also mentions his 

brother in law Anthony Hidden (A69). 

 

Thomas Walron and Anthony could be brothers in law in several ways, but most likely in this 

case by both having married Clarke girls. The names Marye and Marian may be regarded as 

interchangeable. The Ardington parish register does not commence until 1674, so is of no help to 

us, though a marriage in the bride's parish is always a strong possibility. There is no record in the 

Hungerford parish register either for Anthony's marriage. But there is an entry which records the 

marriage of Robert Passion of London and Marion Clarke of Ardington! Passion is frequently 

spelt Pacient and vice versa. The choice of Hungerford parish is not strange, for the Passions 

(Pacients) were a Hungerford family. But John Clarke names Alice as the wife of Pacient, and 

the Hungerford parish register refers to Marian, the wife of Anthony Hidden!  Moreover, when 

Robert Passion's wife died the Hungerford register records her as Alice. 

 

The explanation of this extraordinary contradiction we believe to be quite simple. The earlier 

Hungerford parish register entries were copied into permanent form, following a canonical 

instruction in 1598, and as is the way with copyists certain errors occurred. For an instance of 

this kind see the introduction to a transcription of these early entries made by Norman & Joyce 

Hidden, in which the first half of one marriage entry was joined to the second half of the 

following entry, and the intervening names were omitted.
20

 A similar slip in this case could have 

been the telescoping of Robert Passion's marriage to Alice with Anthony's marriage to Marian. 

This assumes that there would have been two entries which were either immediately following 

one another or extremely close. The likelihood of a double wedding on the same day cannot be 

overlooked. What argues strongly in favour of our supposition is the date of the marriage: 

October 8 1562. Anthony would have been able legally to take over the manor on Michaelmas 

29 September 1562. The marriage thus would have been a vindication as well as a celebration 

both for John Clarke and for Anthony. 

  

Information from Mr. Derek Patience has now confirmed that the name of Alice Clarke's 

husband was Robert Passion (Patient). This fits with the entries in the Hungerford parish register 

which refer to Alice buried 1598 as wife of Robert Passion; to Anthony baptised 1569 as son of 

Robert Passion; to a daughter Grissell who married William Cannon in 1598; and to "old Robert 

Passion" buried 1598. These dates and events conform exactly to the pattern of a marriage 

between Alice, daughter of John Clarke, and Robert Passion in 1562. Anthony's life followed a 

normal pattern to which there are plenty of local references. In 1587 he is mentioned in the will 

of Robert Swayte, as one of those owing him money. Swayte was a friend and probably servant 

of George Hidden.
21

 In 1568 Anthony served as Churchwarden.
22

 In 1569 he was defendant in a 

Chancery suit brought by Francis Palmes. Francis Palmes of Overton was the son of Leonard 

Palmes who married a daughter of Thomas Clifford, and was thus nephew to Elizabeth Clifford 

(nee Vaux) and cousin to Anthony.
23

  

 

Palmes alleged that Nicholas Packett of Andover borrowed £8 from him, giving him as security 

some land worth £10, which he was unable to redeem on the appointed day. Perhaps sensing this 

as a parallel on a smaller scale to what had happened to himself, Anthony had interceded on 

behalf of Packett and persuaded Palmes to redeliver the premises to Packett and at the same time 

to lend Packett a horse worth £4. These alleged debts had not been repaid. Anthony replied that 

the security had been obtained by unlawful means and he had persuaded Palmes to return it. He 
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had made no promise to see that the alleged debts were repaid.
24

 

 

In 1573 Anthony was a deponent in the enquiry concerning the alleged loss of some vital 

Hungerford charters.
25

 Anthony's evidence was called for by the plaintiffs (the townsman of 

Hungerford). His brother George also gave evidence, but in his case he was called upon by the 

defendants (Butler and Lovelake), who were accused of having conveyed away some of the town 

documents. Anthony's evidence supports the idea that Lovelake had some document which 

belonged to the town, but not the main contention that he had stolen the town's ancient charters. 

Anthony's deposition, taken in September 1573, was one of a second set of depositions (the first 

set, containing George's deposition having been taken in July). He describes himself an Anthony 

Hidden of Heddington, yeoman, aged 40 years. That he describes himself as 'yeoman' is 

probably due to the fact that his 21 year conditional lease on the manor is still in effect. After 

that condition imposed by the Court of Chancery in 1562 expired he invariably is described as 

'gent'. Elizabethans were particularly conscious and observant of the niceties of social 

distinction. 

 

It is always interesting to hear the voices of our ancestors and a small passage in this deposition, 

given more or less verbatim, surely tells us something of the character of the man. He begins by 

saying that at the time of the last Duchy of Lancaster survey of the town of Hungerford 

(February 1573) he was approached by the foreman of the town's jurors and told that the jurors 

could not make a true presentment because certain charters and evidences concerning lands held 

by the town and church had been taken by John Lovelake. Thereupon Anthony "examined" John 

Lovelake and said 'You have not used yourself well for that it is said you have conveyed the 

charters and evidences of the town and church lands, the which you have in your keeping‟. 

Lovelake suggested that the charters concerning the liberties of the town might well have been 

lost because of the 'weakness, of the town hall in which they were kept. What he had in his 

keeping were merely documents which related to the church lands (of which he was tenant) and 

they were 'safe enough'. 

 

In this important survey taken in 1573 Anthony is not listed as an owner or occupier of any of 

the houses or lands within the town. Such properties in the town as had once belonged to his 

father were now ascribed to either his brother Thomas or his brother George. However, not long 

after this date he acquired an interest in some of the Hungerford lands and tenements of the 

dissolved priory of St. John. These had been leased for life from the Crown in 1546 by Sir John 

Thynne of Longleat, ancestor of the present Marquess of Bath. In 1574 the Crown sold its 

interest in these lands to Drew Drewry and Edmund Downing, two London middlemen. Drewry 

and Downing conveyed various parts of the grant to local purchasers, and Anthony seems to 

have obtained the reversion, upon the death of Sir John Thynne, of the priory lands in 

Hungerford. 

 

Certain lands were apparently not included in the grant to Drewry and Downing, their title not 

being absolutely clear. In the 1573 town survey of Hungerford these lands in dispute had been 

included with the lands of the former priory of St. John held by Sir John Thynne and sub-leased 

by him to Henry Edes.
26

 In 1576 the Crown, always anxious to raise cash, solved its problem by 

selling off cheap these more doubtful titles to John and William Mersh, two gentlemen who 

specialised in the speculative purchase of lands of lapsed, or unknown, or disputed ownership, in 

this case three 'ruinous' tenements and a small amount of acreage. 

 

At the same time (in 1576) an Exchequer commission of inquiry was set up to determine the 

possessions of Sir John Thynne in Little Chalfield (Wilts) and Hungerford, and the depositions 
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relating to the Hungerford lands were taken in October 1576.
27

 The three tenements are 

described as belonging to the former priory, one of them destroyed by fire; there were also 4 

closes containing in all about 30 acres, a meadow close of about 2 acres lying by the site of the 

former priory and another of 7 acres in a field called Hidefield. In the survey of Hungerford 

dated 1591 it is stated that "the heir of Anthony Hidden holdeth 3 tenements and one meadow 

plot containing 3 acres, quit rent 22d.".
28

 This is clearly the part of the lands of the priory of St. 

John which in 1573 had still been tenanted by Henry Edes. There are today no remains of the site 

of the priory, which with its little meadow close, was on an island between two arms of the river 

Dun where a bridge now crosses the water. The four priory closes were in Sandon Fee and a 

building now known as The Priory was erected many centuries later and so named to perpetuate 

the old associations. 

 

The dorse of the document instructing certain named members of the local gentry to constitute 

the inquiry (i.e. the actual commission from the Crown) has on it the words: "Antonius Hydden 

de Hongreford jur' etc. lib(er)avit hanc commission' in oct' ..... martin anno infrascript coram 

Johem Byrche ......... barones etc." It is assumed that this means that the results of the 

commission were returned to the barons of the Exchequer by Anthony. 

 

Anthony may have had some reversionary rights in the Chalfield property also, for there is a 

document in the Public Record Office dated Easter term 19 Elizabeth (=1577) which is described 

as an indenture between Alexander Rosewell and Anthony Hidden concerning the chapel of 

Chalfield, Wilts, but permission for us to consult this document has been refused on the grounds 

of its 'fragility‟.
29

 

 

Sir John Thynne died at Whitsun 1580 and apparently Anthony immediately attempted to enter 

into the property, since in that year a suit was entered against him in the Court of Requests.
30

 The 

plaintiffs were William Curteys of Charnham Street and his wife Joan, late wife of Robert 

Brabant and then of Henry Edes. It appears that Sir John Thynne had leased the priory lands in 

Hungerford to Brabant by an indenture dated 24 November 3 Elizabeth (1560) for 80 years "if 

Sir John Thynne shall so long live", and this lease had continued with Brabant's widow through 

her successive marriages. Now, of course, through Thynne's death, the main lease passed to 

Anthony. Curteys sought an injunction to prevent Anthony from reaping the corn and other crops 

which he had sown earlier in the year. This injunction was granted, dated 26 July 1580. 

 

Anthony's wife Marian died in May 1580. He was left with nine children: 3 girls -- Joan (J113) 

born 1563/4, Anne (A73) born 1569, and Ursula (U3) born 1571; and 6 boys  --- Anthony (A70) 

born 1565, Henry (H44) born 1567, Alexander (A67) born 1568, John (J114) born 1570, Thomas 

(T43) born 1573, and Nicholas (N4) born 1579. A further child Frances born in 1566 had died in 

1568. 

 

In 1581 the opening page of the Hungerford Church Vestry Book gives a list of the leading 

townsman of the parish (probably the select vestry).
31

 They commence with: Edward Hungerford 

of North Standen esq.  

 

 

Thomas Hussey of Standen Hussey gent  

Bryan Gunter of Hopgrass gent  

Anthony Hidden of Great Hidden gent 

William Curteys of Charnham Street gent  

George Hidden of Little Hidden yeoman 
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John Yewell , Constable of the town 

(and so on) 

 

The list may be regarded as in strict order of social precedence. 

 

On 14 October 1581 Anthony remarried. The marriage took place in Hungerford parish church 

and the bride was Anne Stichall, widow (A71). Her previous husband had been Edmund Stichall 

of Fairford, Glos., a well to do yeoman. His will is dated 16 November 1580 and it revokes a 

former will made before his marriage to Anne. He leaves £20 to each of his three daughters by a 

previous marriage, and he leaves "to Ann Stychall my well-beloved wife the remainder of my 

lease at Welford in the parish of Kempsford, Glos'', as well as the residue of his goods. She is 

made sole executrix. Probate was granted to her on 1 October 1581.
32

 Her marriage to Stichall 

was of very short duration, for she was married to him on 15 September 1580 at Burbage, Wilts, 

about ten miles from Hungerford. The marriage register has the entry: Edmund Stichall of 

Fairford, Glos. and Ann Blandy of this parish". 

 

The will of Thomas Walron of Esborne in the parish of Chipping Lambourn gent is dated 21 

September 1582. In it he refers to Anthony Hidden as his brother-in-law and makes him an 

overseer of his will.
33

 

 

Various references occur in the parish register to Anthony's servants at Great Hidden. In 1582 an 

unnamed shepherd boy from Mr. Anthony Hidden's was buried. In 1584 Joan Colbourn, one of 

Anthony's servants, "was drowned in the well by misfortune”.  In 1587 Clement Walron from 

Mr. Anthony Hidden's was buried. 

 

In 1582 Anthony was asked to be churchwarden, but refused as did the other gentry in their turn. 

Instead they paid the customary fine of 6s.8d., a useful contribution to church funds, and perhaps 

a reason why they were so frequently asked.
34

 

 

By Michaelmas 1583 the Court of Chancery's twenty one year provision concerning his 

possession of the manor had expired, and by 1586 his eldest son Anthony (A70) would have 

reached his majority. If there had been conditions laid down by John Clarke concerning the 

marriage of his daughter and the inheritance of her children these would now be coming close; 

and this at a time when Anthony had taken to himself a second wife. His new wife Anne 

produced two girls, Jane (J116) born in 1582, and Susanna (S53) born 1583. Then came her only 

boy, Roger, born 1585. Somehow Anthony had to consider making provision for all his 

numerous progeny. Like his father before him, he would have to try to squeeze a quart out of a 

pint pot. And like his father before him he is likely to have been carrying a rather cumbersome 

burden of debt. Various dispositions of the manor lands appear to have taken place during these 

few years. 

 

On 17 July 1585 an Exchequer lease was granted of the Soley part of the manor of Hidden for 

the life of the longest survivor of Anthony's three sons: Anthony (A70), Thomas (T43) and 

Nicholas (N4). The original document under the great seal of the Exchequer is among the 

Popham papers. The description in the lease of the Soley property and the annual rent is exactly 

the same as in the survey of the manor taken in 1548.
35 

The purpose of this new lease of the 

Wiltshire portion of the manor was presumably to separate it entirely from the main Berkshire 

constituent in order to enable a mortgage or sale to occur of one or other portion according to 

circumstances. In practice it does not seem to have affected the tenancy of Thomas (T39) if he 

was still alive at this date, nor of his son John (J110).  
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On 24 June 1587 Anthony (A69) entered into a tripartite indenture on the occasion of the 

marriage of his eldest son Anthony (A70). The three parties were the two Anthony's, father and 

son, and George Castell of Farnham, Surrey, father of the bride. The deed itself has not survived, 

but we know of it from mention in A69's will. The provisions ensure that the manor descends to 

Anthony, presumably on the death of his father, although in a court case in 1599 Anthony (A70) 

states that the lease "hath lawfullie comen and growen unto (him) by good assurance and 

conveyance in the law about twelve years last past".
36

 

 

Two years later, on 11 July 1589, the Crown granted to Edmund Frost by letters patent a 

reversion of the manor for 21 years after the expiration or surrender or forfeiture of the existing 

lease. The existing lease had been obtained from Richard Watkins in 1534 and was to last for 

ninety years. At this point, therefore, its natural expiration would have been in 1624. 

Presumably Frost, a regular dealer in such matters, expected something to happen before then. 

The reversion makes note of the grant of the Soley portion of the manor, which thus can be seen 

to be a fall-back position for Anthony's children in the event of the main lease being surrendered 

or forfeited.
37

 

 

Meanwhile Anthony's name appears in a number of minor documents. In 1587 his name is at the 

head of a list of jurors who report to a commission held at Littlecote to investigate Duchy of 

Lancaster landholdings in Aldbourne. In 1588 and 1589 his name appears at the head of the lay 

subsidy roll for Hidden in the parish of Hungerford.
38

 

 

In 1590 Anthony was involved in one more law suit, this time in the Court of the Exchequer. The 

dispute concerned the ownership of an island or islands in the river Kennet, just south of 

Eddington mill. These islands were separated from Charnham Street marsh (in Wiltshire) by the 

lower channel of the river Kennet, the upper channel being the millstream. Anthony claimed that 

the islands lay in Berkshire and were part of the Crown manor of Hidden. The depositions were 

taken by Commission in September 1590. The main defendant was William Langfield, landlord 

of the Bell Inn in Charnham Street, who was a tenant of land adjoining the river in the manor of 

Hopgrass. With him were joined other riparian copyholders of Hopgrass, John Pinnock, Vincent 

Smythe, John Mondy, Richard Greene, Richard White and Matthew Lawrence. The lord of the 

manor of Hopgrass was John Popham, Attorney General (later Sir John Popham, Lord Chief 

Justice). The case is an interesting one for local historians, and it has been dealt with in fuller 

detail in "The Manor of Hidden''.
39

 

 

The case shows some division of view between Anthony (A69) and his son (A70). It was the 

younger man who brought the dispute to a head by impounding some cattle of Charnham Street 

tenants which had strayed into the islands. On the grounds that “he would not have his father to 

be suspected as partial if the matter should proceed to trial in the (manor] court", it was the 

young Anthony who raised the stakes by taking the matter to the Queen‟s Bench in Westminster. 

The case was brought, however, in the name of Anthony senior, and the older man tried to soften 

the impact of his son's action by declaring that his son was "a man of small experience in worldly 

causes", who had been taken in by "the web deftly drawn by the subtle and cunning sleights" of 

the defendants. It is clear that Anthony senior, nearing the end of his life, wished to cool the 

dispute with old friends and neighbours, Vincent Smythe for instance who that very year had 

been designated by Anthony to be one of the overseers of his will. 

 

Anthony may have been in poor health in the last year or so of his life, since he made his will a 

full year before he died. It is dated February 1590, and in it he requests that he should be buried 
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in the parish church of Hungerford, and he describes the tripartite indenture which involved 

himself, his son Anthony, and George Castell.
40

 The indenture (clearly a legal agreement arising 

from Anthony junior's marriage to Castell's daughter Jane in 1587) included the condition that 

Anthony (A70) should be sole executor and the residual legatee of his father's estate after all 

debts and legacies had been paid. His son (A70) had agreed on condition that the debts did not 

exceed £100, the legacies did not exceed £1000, and the value of his goods amounted to no less 

than £700. With these limits set, there remained little scope for Anthony, should he have so 

wished, to alienate any other part of his estate away from his eldest son. The fear must surely 

have been that, with a new young wife, he might be swayed to do as well for her at his children's 

expense as Anne's former husband, Edmund Stichall, had done for her in his will. 

 

The legacies which were not to exceed £1000 were: to his wife Anne £200, to his sons Thomas, 

Alexander, Nicholas £100 each at the age of 23; to his son Henry 100 marks; to his son John 100 

marks at the age of 23; to his youngest son Roger by his second wife Anne £50 at the age of 23; 

to his daughters Anne, Ursula, Jane, and Susan 100 marks each at the age of 23, unless they 

married in his lifetime in which event the legacy would be void. The total of these bequests 

amounted to £950, that is, within the £1000 limit. Henry, having reached the age of 23, would be 

able to have his legacy immediately. Despite the condition in the will which related to his 

daughters losing their legacy if they were to marry in his lifetime, Anne married in August 1590. 

Joan was not mentioned in the will, presumably because she was already married. 

 

The residue of Anthony‟s estate was to go to his eldest son (A70) provided he accepted the 

executorship. If he did not, then the bequest to him was void and A69's wife Anne was to be sole 

executor. Overseers were to be: Anthony's cousin Mr. William Carent, Edmond Chadwell, 

William Pottinger, and Vincent Smythe. The will is signed and sealed by Anthony, and was 

witnessed by Edmond Chadwell, John Savage, Thomas Barkesdale, Robert Sallens, John James, 

and William Brouker. 

 

There is a codicil dated 25 February 1591, in which Anthony gave some additional benefit to his 

wife Anne in the form of "two feather beds with the bedsteads and furniture thereunto belonging, 

and her plate which she brought with her and the stones that is at Hungerford and the timber that 

came from Balsdon Park and the press at Hungerford." But at the same time that he was straining 

every resource to give extra to his wife, he was forced to rebate some of the monetary legacies to 

his children. Thus Henry's legacy was rebated to £20, John's to £20, Roger's to £20, Thomas and 

Alexander to 100 marks each. Ursula was not to have her legacy until 4 years after his death and 

Alexander not until two years after his death. These rebates suggest a melancholy story of 

overspending and financial stress. The codicil was witnessed by Edmond Chadwell, Robert 

Reymes, Edward Hidden, Anthony Hidden, George Hidden. The codicil was read over and 

acknowledged by him; it must have been on his deathbed, and in his dying moments, for three 

days later he was buried in the parish church of St. Lawrence.  

 

A copy of the will and codicil was attested on 5 March 1591 by Edmond Chadwell, William 

Pottinger, John Lynche, Henry Seyntbarbe, George Eton, and was given to Edmond Chadwell 

for safe custody. Probate was granted to Anthony (A70), the son and executor named in the will, 

on 9 October 1591. 

 

The following overseers or witnesses to the will have been identified: 

 

(a) William Carent of Toomer, Somerset, esq. son of Leonard Carent; it was Leonard Carent who 

gave evidence on behalf of Anthony in the dispute, with their mutual kinsman Henry Clifford. 
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Thus William would be a cousin to Anthony. The pedigree of the Carent family is given in the 

„Visitation of Wilts, 1565‟.
41

 PCC will 1594 (50 Dixy). 

 

(b) Edmond Chadwell of Ebbesborne Wake, Wilts, gent. He had married Ann More. His 

pedigree is given in the Visitation of Dorset in 1623.
42

 PCC will 1618 (17 Meade). An 

inquisition post mortem was held on his lands in Wilts 15 Jas.I (List & Indexes no.31). Members 

of the Chadwell family were early emigrants to Massachusetts.
43

 

 

(c) George Castell of Farnham, Surrey, gent. He married Jane St.Barbe, daughter of William 

St.Barbe, gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth. Their daughter 

Jane married Anthony (A70). He died 1612 at Ravenstone, near Olney, Bucks. 

 

(d) Henry St.Barbe (Seynteberbe), youngest son of William St.Barbe and uncle to Jane. Knighted 

1604. Died 1620 . PCC will PROB 11/136  (93 Soame). 

 

(a) William Pottinger, gent of Hungerford. Held a lease of Froxfield rectory, renewed 1595 

(MSS of St. Georges Chapel, Windsor). Bailiff of Hungerford 1581. Appointed by Duchy of 

Lancaster to act as Clerk of the Market 1588, when he is described as 'clothier'. Had 2 daughters-

in-law (i.e stepdaughters) surnamed Passion.
44

 

 

(f) Robert Sallens, of Hungerford, married Joan Batt 1577, died 1610. Nothing further is known 

of him. 

 

(g) Vincent Smythe, tanner, a defendant named in Hidden v Langfield et al.
39

 He had various 

lands and properties, including the White Hart, in Charnham Street, Hungerford. 

 

(h) John Savage of Knowle, in the parish of Little Bedwyn, married Joan (J113) daughter of 

Anthony (A69).
45

 

 

(i) Thomas Barkesdale of Shaw, Berks, married Anne (A73), daughter of Anthony (A69), at 

Hungerford 10 August 1590. 

 

(j) William Brouker, minister of the parish church, Hungerford. 

 

(k) John James. Nothing known. 

 

(l) Robert Reymes. Nothing known. 

 

(m) John Lynche. Nothing known. 

 

(n) George Eton. Might this be the prominent London merchant tailor and moneylender of this 

name? 

 

(o) Edward Hidden (E83); Anthony Hidden (A70); George Hidden (G27). 

 

Anthony's widow, Anne (A71), remarried. Her third husband was Robert Roberts, a grocer of 

Salisbury. Robert Roberts' name appears on the Hungerford survey roll of 1606, at which date 

various tenements formerly of Anthony's 'priory' lands are held by subtenants who derive their 

sub-tenancies from Robert Roberts. We do not know the date of Anne's remarriage. However, 

Roberts is referred to as Roger Hidden's step-father in a suit in 1610. Payment is made for a pew 
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in St. Edmunds Church, Salisbury in 1594-5 for Robert Roberts and wife, and Anne Roberts is 

buried there 18 December 1615 "wife to Mr. Robert Roberts".
46

 

 

One possible further piece of information concerning Anne Hidden may be found in the case of 

defamation or slander brought in the ecclesiastical court by Anne Cliddesdale als Hidden of the 

parish of Hungerford in 1590 against Michael Cawley gent, of Chilton Foliat.
47

 Cawley had been 

summoned  to appear for this offence at the ecclesiastical court, but failed to answer his 

summons, and in consequence was excommunicated. Since he proved 'obdurate and 

contumacious', the bishop was compelled to seek the assistance of the secular authorities for his 

arrest. No further details of the case have been found. It cannot be stated for certain that the 

Anne in this case was Anthony's wife (A71), and it is possible that the plaintiff might have been 

her sister-in-law Anne, the wife of George Hidden (G27). Michael Cawley was about this time 

involved in another suit, with Ursula, the widow of Sir Francis Walsingham, concerning lands in 

Chilton Foliat. Ursula Walsingham was the daughter of Henry St.Barbe, with whose family 

Anthony (A70) had made some connection by his marriage to Jane Castell. Cawley was a cousin 

to Anthony Hinton, George's oldtime adversary. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 St Barbe/Walsingham/Hidden relationships 

 

 

 

 

Anthony's daughters are as follows: 

 

A. Joan (J113)  

baptised 23 February 1563/4. Married John Savage of Knowle, Little Bedwyn, Wilts. From the 

ages of John's children it may be deduced that the marriage probably took place around 1590. It 

is not recorded in the Hungerford register. In the lay subsidy of 1642 Joan Savage widow is 

listed under Bedwyn Parva.
48

 

 

B. Anne (A73)  

baptised 27 November 1569, married Thomas Barkesdale of Shaw 10 August, 1590 at 

Hungerford. Ann, wife of Thomas Barkesdale was buried at Speen 7 April 1638 and Thomas 

Barkesdale was buried at Speen 18 November 1638. 

 

C. Frances (F49)  

baptised 5 June 1556; buried 6 February 1568. 
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D. Ursula (U3)  

baptised 22 April 1571, unmarried at the date of Anthony's will (1589/90). 

 

B. Jane (J116)  

baptised 1 July 1582. She was Anthony's daughter by his second wife Anne. Married Thomas 

Heath 26 April 1604 at St. Edmunds, Salisbury. A daughter Anne was baptised there 27 

February 1605. 

 

F. Susanna (S53)  

baptised 6 October 1583, daughter by Anthony's second wife Anne. No more is known of her. 

 

The sons of Anthony were: 

 

1. Anthony (A70) baptised 8 May 1565 

2. Henry (H4) baptised 7 June 1567 

3. Alexander (A67) baptised 21 Nov. 1568 

4. John (J114) baptised 23 Dec. 1570 

5. Thomas (T43) baptised 13 Sep. 1573 

8. Nicholas (N4) baptised 4 Oct. 1579 

7. Roger (R42) baptised 27 Dec. 1585 
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Figure 11 The wives & children of Anthony (A69) 
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CHAPTER 10 Edward (E83) 

 

(Generation VI) 

 

Edward (E83) was the son of John (J100)by his third wife Jane  

His date of birth may be calculated as c.1542 from the age of 34 years which he gave in two 

depositions, now at the Public Record Office, neither of which contain a signature. These are 

dated 25 September 18 Elizabeth (=1576)
 
and dated 30 September 19 Elizabeth (=1577).

 

 

Since our initial research an additional source of information has come to light. Edward deposes 

in the Archdeacon of Berks Court in a case concerning Henry Hobbes and the will of Henry 

Webb of Eastgarston.
1
 This deposition is dated 14 December 1591. Edward is described as 

Edwardus Eddin of Hungerford, Berks, "where he has lived since his birth" aged lv years. As this 

would produce a birthdate for Edward of circa 1536, this is quite at variance with the age which 

he gave in the earlier depositions. In response to a supplementary interrogation Edward says that 

"the said Hobs calleth him cosen, but he knowth not how this kindred cometh in, but that this 

deponent's brother married his aunt". Unfortunately we do not know the name of Edward's 

brother, nor of Hobbes aunt. In the will of his father J100, dated 12 August 1549, Edward is 

carefully provided for.
2
 John's eldest son Thomas (T39) is to pay £3.6s.8d. p.a. to the executor 

(J111) until Edward is 21 years of age. Out of this sum £2 p.a. is to be paid to Katheryn Hull 

during her lifetime. This was in respect of a Court settlement, arising from J100's purchase of the 

Crown Inn in Oxford from Catherine Hull's deceased husband. When Edward reached the age of 

21 the annuity was to be paid to him directly. Edward's future was thus bound closely to this 

particular property. That the inn's management was intended for Edward when he came of age 

seems to be implied by his apprenticeship as a boy to Robert Brabant, the gentleman innkeeper 

of the Bear Inn in Charnham Street, Hungerford, 
3
 though whether this apprenticeship was 

arranged by J100 or by J111 we do not know. 

 

The fact is that any such intention for Edward to manage the property was frustrated by the 

action of his brother John (J111) in selling the Crown Inn in 1553. Edward's rights, however, 

were not entirely extinguished, as is shown by documents in the possession of University 

College, Oxford. A bond dated 10 May 1566 binds Edward to accept the arrangements which 

were being made or which might be made for the sale of the property by the Oxford lawyer 

Thomas Wood. It is a condition of the bond that Edward during the next three years shall "seal, 

grant, acknowledge and suffer all and everything that shall be devised or demised" by Thomas 

Wood "to and for the assurance perfect and suremaking" of all the property in Oxford and in the 

county of Oxon formerly owned by Edward's father John Hidden alias Clydesdale. Edward was 

to allow Thomas Wood quiet and peaceable enjoyment of the property and to make no "lawful 

let, interruption, claim or demand" to the premises "for any manner of title, matter, or cause 

whatsoever". Provided Edward fulfilled this condition then the bond was void. If he failed to 

fulfil the condition laid down, then the obligation stood, in the sum of 200 marks.
4
 

 

The document contains a note, inserted by a later College historian, that this is the bond of 

Edward Hidden "making further security to Thomas Wood for quiet possession of the Crown 

Inn". Since the note states 'further' security, is it to be presumed that there at one time existed an 

earlier bond or deed? 
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It is not known upon what consideration Edward entered into such a bond. Presumably he had 

been paid a lump sum or assured an annuity or possibly had had a debt cancelled.  It is not 

known why the obligation specifies a period of three years, but presumably this was considered 

adequate time for Wood to dispose of the property. In fact he sold it to Joan Davis that same 

year. Joan Davis sold it to University College, Oxford, whose investment property it still 

remains. Wood was M. P. for Oxford and one of the witnesses to the bond was Thomas 

Wadlove, the town clerk of the city of Oxford. 

 

Edward, who at this date would be aged about 24, was described as of Hidden in the parish of 

Hungerford, Berks, yeoman. The final concord in the sale to Joan Davies included Edward and 

his brother Thomas as deforciants (or sellers) along with Thomas Wood.
5
 

 

On 25 October 1574 Edward was married at Hungerford parish church, to Alice Martin (A70). 

The only piece of information we have discovered concerning Alice is that there was a case in 

the ecclesiastical court in July 1575 involving the will of Thomas Martin of Shalborne which 

concerned Alice Hydden alias Martin, who seems to have been in dispute with Tristram and John 

Martin, her brothers.
6
 No trace of Thomas Martin's will has been found either among the Dean of 

Sarum's wills or elsewhere. 

 

On 25 September 1576 Edward Hidden aged 34 years (occupation not recorded) deposed to a 

Special Commission of Inquiry regarding lands formerly belonging to the priory of St. John and 

later granted to Sir John Thynne for his lifetime.
7
 Edward said that he knows ''the chapel 

standing between the two waters against Charnham Street", and he knows it because he was 

Robert Brabant's boy when Brabant held the land there (by lease from Thynne). 

 

On 30 September 1577 Edward again deposed, this time on behalf of his brother George who 

was defendant in the court of the Duchy of Lancaster in the case of Iremonger v Hydden als 

Glydesdale.
8
 Edward is described as yeoman. When George, acting as Portreeve of the manor of 

Hungerford, distrained some of Iremonger's cattle for non-payment of rent due to the Crown, he 

had had them appraised by a local panel and they were then sold. Edward purchased three mares 

and a colt at the appraised price of 46s. 8d. He offered them at the same price to the complainant, 

who refused the offer. He then sold them still at the same price to John Yowle the local miller. 

 

Edward was a witness to the will of his brother Anthony, made in 1589. We hear no more of him 

until his death, signalled by the entry in the parish register that he was buried in Hungerford on 

9th March 1600/01. It would appear that he was buried within the church as the Hungerford 

church vestry book notes that in 1601 his nephew Mr. Anthony Hidden (A70) paid 6s.8d. for the 

grave of Edward Hidden, which was the fee for a grave within the church.
9
 

 

True to his modest lifestyle, he left no will. The probate records of the Dean of Sarum contain a 

bond for the administration of his estate. In it he is described as Edward Hidden als Clydesdale 

of Eddington in the parish of Hungerford. The bond was dated 1 July 1602 and was signed by 

John Hidden, presumably his eldest son John (J121). An inventory of his goods had been taken 

on 29 June 1601 and the total value amounted to £2.19s.2d.
10

 

 

Edward's wife (A79) was buried at Hungerford on 3 November 1618 as Alice Hidden widow. 
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Edward's sons were as follows: 

 

 John (J121)   baptised 1 November   1575 

 Edward (E79)  baptised 14 November  1576 

 John (J125)   baptised 24 February   1578 

 John (J126)   baptised 23 May   1579 

 Raphe (R51)   baptised 28 March   1581/2 

 Thomas (T47)  baptised 23 December   1590 

 

An unnamed 'child of Edward Hidden's' was buried 20 March 1586/7 and although this might 

have referred to Raphe since we hear no further of him (or to the earlier of the two Johns, the 

christening of the second John perhaps indicating a loss of the first), this unnamed child is likely 

to have been a still-born child. 

 

His daughters were: 

 

 Margaret (M94)   baptised 3 July  1580 

 Jane (J127)    baptised 1 July  1583 

 Elizabeth (E88)   baptised 4 April  1585 

 Dorothy (D15)   baptised 28 October  1587 

 Susanna (S55)   baptised 12 July   1592 
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Figure 12 The wife & children of Edward (E83) 
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ADDENDA 

 

 A. There are several unidentified Hiddens or possible Hiddens from the Hungerford area during 

the period covered by this volume. They include (i) Richard Heddon at Uffington, Berks in 1545; 

(ii) Thomas Hidden in Ashbury, Berks, 1569; (iii) Robert Hedden buried at Lambourn in 1572; 

(iv) Kintbury Hiddens from 1550. 

 

The latter are included in Volume 3, but it seems appropriate to consider the earliest Kintbury 

references here, as they relate to the period covered by this volume. The earliest reference in 

Kintbury is, as already been mentioned (see Chapter 2) to John Heddon in 1494 who was 

farming some acres in Denford in Kintbury. In June 1529 Richard Adams of Kintbury made his 

Archdeacon of Berks will and appointed Robert Elgar and John Edens as his overseers. John 

Edens may be John Clydesdale (J100) who was at that time the farmer of the manor of Hidden, 

which bordered on that part of Kintbury parish which lay to the north of the river Kennet. 

 

The will of John Bonny of Kintbury is dated 21 April 1550 and was proved in the court of the 

Archdeacon of Berks on 5 October 1550. In it he bequeaths a lamb to John the son of Roger 

Hydden (R82). It is likely that John Hydden was a young child, as a lamb was a traditional gift 

for a child. The identity of Roger Hydden is uncertain. It is not clear from John Bonny's will 

whether Roger was alive at the time that the will was made. One possibility is that Roger was a 

son of J100 who had died before 1549 and is therefore not mentioned in his father's will. If we 

assume that Roger's child was about five years old at the date of the will, and that Roger himself 

was at least 21 years old when the child was born, then we reach a date of 1524 or earlier for the 

birth of Roger. The possibility that he was the son of J100 cannot therefore be ruled out. If, on 

the other hand, he was not a son of J100, who is assumed to have adopted his alias only after 

becoming the farmer of the manor in 1515, then it points to the existence of another family 

bearing the name of Hidden. 

 

One of the witnesses is John Cledysdale. The identity of John Cledysdale is not known for 

certain. As a witness it is probable that he was at least 21 years of age, and therefore born before 

1529. It is possible that he could be John (J111), the son and executor of J100. We do not know 

exactly when J111 was born, but it could be as early as about 1510, when his father was aged 

about 25. He could not, of course, be J100 himself, who died in 1549.  

 

The following extract is taken from Volume 3 of the Hiddens of Hungerford:- 

'More definite evidence of a branch of the family residing in Kintbury is provided by a series 

of entries in the Kintbury parish register. The register commences in 1558, but there are no 

Hidden entries prior to 1569, when the baptism is recorded of John (J226) son of John 

Cleydesdale. It is possible that the father may be J223, already mentioned, the son of Roger 

(R82), who by this date would be of the right marriageable age  

. 

Alternatively, he could be the son of John Cledysdale who witnesses the will of John 

Bonny. It seems simplest therefore to designate him J151 and leave his parentage doubtful until 

further evidence may be uncovered.  

 

This baptism of a son in 1569 is followed by three further baptisms: Ellenor in 1571, 

Dorothy 1574, and William in 1577. During this period John Hidden was a witness to the 

will of Bartholomew Walron als Bonny of Kintbury in 1573 (almost certainly the son of John 

Bonny) and also witnessed the will of Maud Smith in 1575 (Archd. Berks wills). 
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On 21 June 1579 a fifth child Joan (J169) was baptised. Two days later Joan (J170) (the 

mother?) was buried and on 12 Sept. 1580 Joan (the infant?) was buried. The death of Joan 

(J170) may account for a gap in any further baptisms of children until 1588. Although it 

is not certain whether the John who had children by Joan was the same man as the John who 

has children by another wife from 1588 - 1599, we suggest that this is the most likely 

possibility. 

 

What is clear, however, is that the John who has children baptised 1588 -1598/9 is almost 

certainly the same as the John Hidden who was buried at Kintbury 4 June 1623 and whom we 

have designated as J151. We are fortunate to have his will dated 5 July 1622, probate 30 Oct. 

1623 (Berks R.O:D/Al/78/1536)'. 

 

John (J151) is the progenitor of a branch of the Hiddens which we have called the Kintbury/ 

Inkpen branch, the subsequent generations of which are dealt with in detail in Volume 3 

 

 

B. In preparing the final draft of the chapters relating to John (J111), George (G27), and Anthony 

(A69), and puzzling over the relationship of these three brothers, one possible explanation of 

John's action, so detrimental to Anthony, in selling the manor, began to impinge. With Anthony's 

mother known to be a Clifford, who was the mother of George and John?  We do not know, but 

she seems unlikely to have been the same as the mother of Anthony. 

 

Certain small items, however, cause one to ask oneself: could she have been a Bridges? These 

small items appear dispersedly in the text, so it may be convenient to summarise them here. 

 

1) Sir Richard Bridges was an overseer of J100's will. Each of the other two overseers were 

related to J100 and each had an interest to protect in the division of the estate. Might the same 

reasons apply to Bridges? 

 

2) Anthony was brought up in Henry Clifford's household because of his maternal relationship. 

George was brought up in Bridges' household. Might a similar relationship have existed in his 

case also? 

 

3) When Bridges was Sheriff he seems to have 'dragged his feet‟ in carrying out the Crown's 

order to sequestrate John's goods, even involving himself in a situation where a court case was 

brought against him for what might be considered dereliction of duty. (PRO: C1/1434/36-37) 

 

4) After Bridges' death and John's loss of his manor in Ringwood and in the narrow interval 

between his disgrace and his subsequent death, a John Hidden appears for the one and only time 

in the lay subsidy of Great Shefford where Dame Jane Bridges, Sir Richard's widow held sway. 

No other John Hidden is known who was old enough to be identified with this possible tenant of 

Dame Jane. Was the Bridges' family still extending a sheltering hand to him and, if so, why? 

 

It will be seen that each of these items asks a question rather than answers one, and each item by 

itself might be considered insubstantial. But the existence of four such different pointers in the 

same direction may justify some restrained speculation. 

 

If J100 had indeed married a Bridges girl, she would most likely be his second wife (perhaps the 

Ellen to whom we know he was married in the year 1521). Sir Richard Bridges himself was born 

c.1500, so a sister of child-bearing age who was married around 1520 might be very likely and 
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that she might be married to a comparatively young widower, such as J100 then was, is entirely 

feasible. 

 

Having established the base for this interesting speculation, we had another look at the details of 

Sir Richard Bridges' life and discovered that Dame Jane Bridges was the daughter of Sir William 

Spencer of Althorp, Northants. This family has attained some particular notice of recent years. 

The interesting situation thus arises that, if J100 married a sister of Sir Richard Bridges, he 

would have been related to an ancestor of Diana nee Spencer, who became Princess of Wales. 
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INDEX 

Hidden/Clydesdale/Names 
Agnes (A98), 62 

Alexander (A67), 78, 81, 84 
Alexander (A68), 67 

Alexander (A72), 67 

Alice (A109), 2, 10, 11, 13–21, 25, 37, 53, 54, 55 
Alice (A79), 88 

Anne (A71), 79, 81, 83 

Anne (A73), 78, 81, 82, 83 
Anne (A98), 67 

Anne(A71), 82 

Anthony (A69), 34, 36, 37, 53, 57, 67, 69–84, 88, 92 
Anthony (A70), 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 88 

Avis (A125), 49 

Bridget (B5), 37, 41, 74, 75 
Bridget (B6), 67 

Briget (B5), 34 

Cledysdale, John the younger (J100), 9 
Cleesedale (Clydesdale), John, 5 

Clidesdale, Thomas (T39), 46 

Clidisdale, Thomas de, 6 
Clydesdale als Bocher, Thomas, 3 

Clydesdale, John, 5, 9–11 
Clydesdale, John (J100), 20 

Clydesdale, John (J111), 46 

Clydesdale, John the elder (J258), 9 
Clydesdale, Thomas, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Clydesdale, Thomas priest, 25 

Dorothy (D13), 34, 37, 41, 48 
Dorothy (D14), 34, 37, 41 

Dorothy (D15), 89 

Edward (E79), 89 
Edward (E83), 33, 36, 37, 45, 47, 56, 75, 81, 82, 87–89 

Elen (E101), 34 

Elizabeth  (E80), 34 
Elizabeth (E274), 59 

Elizabeth (E80), 33, 36, 41, 48 

Elizabeth (E81), 34, 37, 41 
Elizabeth (E88), 89 

Elizabeth (E98), 42 

Ellen (E101), 36, 69, 92 
Fliddesdale(Cliddesdale), Thomas, 3 

Frances (F49), 78, 83 

George (G26), 67 
George (G27), 33, 34, 35, 37, 41, 42, 47, 53, 54, 57, 61–67, 69, 73, 

75, 76, 77, 79, 81, 82, 83, 88, 92 

Gliddesdale, John see J100, 17 
Goddisdale, John see J100, 15 

Henry (H4), 84 

Henry (H44), 78, 81 
James (J154), 47 

Jane (J102), 34, 36, 69 

Jane (J109), 34, 37, 41, 74, 75 

Jane (J112), 67 
Jane (J116), 79, 81, 84 

Jane (J127), 89 

Joan (J108), 74, 75 
Joan (J113), 75, 78, 81, 82, 83 

Johane (J108), 34, 37, 41 

John (J100), 2, 6, 13, 25–37, 45, 47, 48, 53, 61, 63, 66, 69, 87 
John (J110), 33, 47, 80 

John (J111), 25, 33, 34, 36, 37, 45, 46, 54, 53–59, 61, 70, 75, 87, 

92 
John (J114), 78, 81, 84 

John (J121), 88, 89 

John (J125), 89 
John (J126), 89 

John (J159), 62, 66, 67 

John (J212), 49 
John (J254), 58 

Katheryn (K52), 34, 37, 41 

Liddisdale (Clydesdale), Thomas, 5 
Margaret (M89), 55, 58, 59 

Margaret (M90), 67 
Margaret (M94), 89 

Margery (M115), 49 

Marian (M133), 75, 76, 78 
Marjorie (M183), 47 

Mary (M210), 58, 59 

Mary (M91), 67 
Nicholas (N4), 78, 79, 81, 84 

Raphe (R51), 89 

Richard (R61), 49 
Richard (R63), 58, 59 

Richard of Uffington, 91 

Robert (R49), 34, 36, 37, 47, 48–50 
Robert of Lambourn, 91 

Roger (R42), 79, 81, 83, 84 

Susan (S53), 81 
Susanna (S53), 79, 84 

Susanna (S55), 89 

Thomas (T39), 25, 33, 35, 36, 37, 43, 45–47, 53, 56, 77, 79, 87, 88 
Thomas (T40), 33, 47 

Thomas (T42), 67 

Thomas (T43), 78, 79, 81, 84 
Thomas (T47), 89 

Thomas (T59), 37, 45, 47–48 

Thomas of Ashbury, 91 
Ursula (U2), 33, 35, 37, 41, 54, 61, 63 

Ursula (U3), 78, 81, 84 

widdowe Hidden, 47 
William (W65), 62, 66, 67 

William (W71), 49 

 

Other Names 

 
Abberbury, Katherine, 3 

Abberbury, Richard, 3 

Alden, Elizabeth, 34, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43 
Alden, George, 34, 36, 42, 43 

Alden, Johane, 34 

Alden, Thomas, 43, 49 
Alwyn, Elizabeth, 16 

Alwyn, Nicholas, 16 

Androwys, John, 29 
Atwood, James, 56 

Bainton, John, 20 

Barantyne, family of, 13 

Barantyne, Sir William, 19, 21 

Barbour, Thomas, 29 
Barkesdale, Thomas, 81, 83 

Batt, Joan, 82 

Beauchamp, Richard, 3 
Beckyngham, Richard, 19 

Beckyngham, Robert, 19 

Bedwhale, Elizabeth, 15 
Benger, Henry, 53, 54 

Blandy, Ann, 79 
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Blandy, John, 73 

Bocher alias Clydesdale, 28 
Bocher als Clydesdale, William, 4, 5 

Bocher, family of, 35 

Bocher, Isobel, 42 
Bocher, John, 4, 5 

Bocher, Richard, 4 

Bocher, Robert, 42 
Bocher, Roger, 4 

Bocher, Sybill, 6, 37, 41, 42 

Bocher, Sybill (S52), 34 
Bocher, Thomas, 6 

Bocher, William, 4, 5 

Booth, John, 16, 21 
Bouchier (Bocher), William, 46 

Boye alias Crapon, Clement, 66 

Boye als Crapon, Clement, 61, 64 

Brabant, Robert, 73, 78, 87, 88 

Bridges, 92 

Bridges, Anthony, 43, 46, 64 
Bridges, Dame Jane, 92, 93 

Bridges, Dorothy, 64 

Bridges, Richard, 35, 46, 57, 58, 62, 63, 70, 71, 92, 93 
Brouker, William, 81, 82 

Browne, John, 5 

Brydges, Richard, 37 
Bucher, Elizabeth, 42 

Burges,  Dorothy, 64 
Burges, Robert, 26 

Butler, 61 

Butler, Anthony, 56 
Butler, William, 65 

Cannon, William, 76 

Carent, Leonard, 69, 71, 72, 81 
Carent, Sir William, 37 

Carent, William, 81 

Carpenter, Thomas, 46 
Castell, George, 80, 81, 82 

Castell, Jane, 81, 83 

Cawley, Michael, 83 
Chadwell, Edmond, 81, 82 

Cheyney, John, 73, 74 

Chock, Francis, 73, 74 
Chock, Richard, 9 

Chok, John, 29 

Clarke, Agnes, 75 
Clarke, Alice, 75, 76 

Clarke, Anne, 75 

Clarke, Christian, 75 
Clarke, Henry, 73 

Clarke, Joane, 75 

Clarke, John, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 79 
Clarke, John junior, 76 

Clarke, Marion, 76 

Clarke, Marye, 75 
Clifford, 69, 92 

Clifford, Anthony, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75 

Clifford, Baron of Chudleigh, 69 
Clifford, Dorothy, 69 

Clifford, Elizabeth, 36, 37, 69, 76 

Clifford, George?, 75 
Clifford, Henry, 35, 37, 58, 63, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 82, 92 

Clifford, Mary, 69, 71 

Clifford, Thomas, 76 
Colbourn, Joan, 79 

Collins, Anthony, 42 

Collins, Edward, 41, 42 

Collins, Robert, 26 

Collins, Thomas, 42 

Cotterel, Walter, 5 
Cottesmore, Anne, 16 

Cottesmore, Anthony, 16 

Cottesmore, Elizabeth, 16 
Cottesmore, Florence, 15 

Cottesmore, George, 16 

Cottesmore, John, 10, 11, 16 

Cottesmore, Margaret, 16 
Cottesmore, Morgan, 16 

Cottesmore, Richard, 16 

Cottesmore, Roger, 16 
Cottesmore, Sir John, 15 

Cottesmore, Thomas, 16 

Cottesmore, William, 10, 11, 13, 15, 20 
Cromwell, Thomas, 27 

Crouche, John, 29 

Crouche, Richard, 29 
Culston, Coulston, Calston, Thomas, 13 

Curr, 61 

Curr, William, 54, 61 
Curteys, Joan, 78 

Curteys, Nicholas, 66 

Curteys, Ursula, 66 

Curteys, William, 66, 78 

Curtoys, Griffith, 73, 74 

Danyell, Henry, 73 
Darell, 65 

Darell family, 43, 47 

Darell, Sir Edward, 43 
Darell, William, 3, 13, 66 

Dauntrye, John, 29 

Davies, Joan, 88 
Davis, Joan, 56, 88 

Day, Henry, 59 
Day, Thomas, 59 

Dods, Roger, 26 

Downing, Edmund, 77 
Dowse, Thomas, 66 

Doyley, John, 16, 19 

Doyley, Robert, 19, 55, 56 
Doyley, Thomas, 13, 19 

Dredge, Thomas, 29 

Drewry, Drew, 77 
Dudley, Robert, 57 

Dyer, Henry, 5 

Dyne, Thomas, 4 
Edes, Henry, 66, 77, 78 

Edes, Joan, 66 

Edmunds, John, 26 
Eton, George, 81, 82 

Felde, Agnes, 10 

Felde, Clement, 9, 10 
Felde, Johane, 10, 11, 13, 17 

Felde, John, 10 

Felde, John junior, 10 
Fetyplace, Edward, 27 

Flagett, Richard, 35, 37 

Forster, Anthony, 57, 70, 73 
Foxe, John, 25 

Franklyn, John, 35 

Franklyn, Richard, 35, 53, 54 
Frost, Edmund, 80 

Garet or Garrard family, 42 

Garet, Elsbeth or Elsabeth, 42 
Garet, Thomas, 42 

Garrett, Elizabeth, 37, 41, 42 

Garrett, Elizabeth (E170), 34 
Goddard, John, 73 

Gold, Morris, 58 

Greene, Richard, 80 
Gunter, Bryan, 78 

Hacker, John, 21 

Hall, Dorothy, 64 

Hall, Edmund, 62 

Hall, Johane, 65 

Hall, of Oxenbridge, 13 
Hall, Thomas, 9, 13, 25, 42, 62 

Harcourt, Sir Simon, 16 

Hatt, Ralph, 47 
Hatt, Raphe, 46 

Hayward, Agnes, 29 
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Hayward, Loore, 29, 30 

Hayward, Robert, 29 
Hayward, Roger, 30 

Hayward, William, 29, 35 

Heath, Anne, 84 
Heath, Thomas, 84 

Hector, William, 49 

Heddage, Thomas, 35, 37 
Herdson, Barbara, 58 

Herdson, Henry, 55, 56, 57, 58, 70 

Hertford. Earl of, 63 
Hewett, Thomas, 35 

Heyward, Robert, 61 

Heyward, William, 61 
Hinton, Anthony, 83 

Hinton, Thomas, 43, 46, 64 

Hobbes, Henry, 87 

Horsehill,William, 4 

Huet or Hewett, Thomas, 37 

Hull, Katheryn, 33, 87 
Hungerford, Anthony, 73 

Hungerford, Edward, 78 

Hungerford, John, 73, 74 
Hungerford, Sir Anthony, 37, 70, 71, 73 

Hussey, Thomas, 78 

Ildesley, John, 29 
Iremonger, 88 

Iremonger, William, 65, 66 
James, John, 81, 82 

Jennings, Thomas, 63 

Knight alias Abingdon, John, 49 
Kybelwhite, John, 55, 57 

Kyng, Richard, 29 

Langfield, 82 
Langfield, William, 80 

Lawrence, Matthew, 80 

Lord William of Thame, 57 
Lord Williams of Thame, 56 

Lovelack, George, 35, 37 

Lovelack, William, 34 
Lovelake, 61 

Lovelake, John, 63, 65, 77 

Ludlow, John, 25 
Lynche, John, 81, 82 

Lynthall, Thomas, 15 

Lyver, Robert, 15 
Martin, Alice, 88 

Martin, John, 88 

Martin, Thomas, 88 
Martin, Tristram, 88 

Mayle, Richard, 63 

Maynard, Elizabeth, 49 
Mersallsey, Margaret, 49 

Mersh, John, 77 

Mersh, William, 77 
Mondy, John, 29, 80 

More, Ann, 82 

More, Thomas, 15 
Newport, Richard, 30 

Newton, John, 3 

Noble, William, 49 
Norris, John, 3 

Nutting, John, 29 

Ogbourne, prebend of, 13 
Oonnyans, Thomas, 46 

Owgden, Robert, 46 

Pacient, 76 

Packett, Nicholas, 76 

Palinton, Richard, 66 

Palmes, 36 
Palmes, Francis, 76, 77 

Palmes, Leonard, 76 

Parker, Raufe, 35 
Pashon, Nicholas, 46 

Passion, 82 

Passion, Alice, 76 

Passion, Anthony, 76 
Passion, Edward, 46 

Passion, Grissell, 76 

Passion, Robert, 76 
Patience, Derek, 76 

Phelkes, John, 47 

Phillips, John, 3 
Pinnock, John, 80 

Plank, Roger, 29 

Plank, Thomas, 35 
Pope, Robert, 25 

Popham, John, 80 

Pottinger, William, 81, 82 
Radley nee Cottesmore, Joan, 19 

Radley, John, 19 

Raynsford, Giles, 20 

Reymes, Robert, 81, 82 

Reynold, William, 35, 37 

Richards, John, 55, 57 
Richards, Robert, 49 

Roberts, Anne, 83 

Roberts, Robert, 82 
Robinson, Robert, 20 

Robsart, Amy, 57 

Roger, John, 3 
Ronanger, Richard, 10 

Russell, Thomas, 29 
Ryder, Alice, 35 

Ryder, Robert, 35 

Sallens, Robert, 81, 82 
Salter, John, 48 

Sandy, Richard, 29 

Savage, John, 81, 82, 83 
Seymour family, 62 

Seyntbarbe, Henry, 81 

Sheperde, William, 29 
Shilton, Frideswide, 66 

Shrivenham, Christina, 9 

Smyth, Edward, 29 
Smythe, Vincent, 80, 81, 82 

Snell, John, 73 

Southerne, Edward, 55 
Spencer, Diana, 93 

Spencer, William, 93 

St.Barbe, Henry, 82, 83 
St.Barbe, Jane, 82 

St.Barbe, William, 82 

Stainer, John, 20 
Stichall, Anne, 79 

Stichall, Edmund, 79, 81 

Stonor, Sir Walter, 15 
Swayte, Alice, 64 

Swayte, Robert, 64, 76 

Swete, Richard, 64 
Symondes, William, 16 

Thynne, Sir John, 77, 78, 88 

Toggie, George, 62 
Toghull, John, 3 

Trulove, Humfrey, 29 

Tutt, James, 62 
Tutt, Joan, 62 

Tutt, John, 66 

Tye alias Harper, Robert, 19 
Vaux, Elizabeth, 76 

Wadlove, Thomas, 88 

Wake, John, 35 

Walron, Clement, 79 

Walron, Thomas, 73, 76, 79 

Walsingham, Sir Francis, 83 
Walsingham, Ursula, 83 

Walton, Elys, 35 

Walton, William, 35, 37 
Warnewell, 63 

Warren, Richard, 65 
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Warren, Robert, 64 

Watkins, Richard, 31, 80 
Wayte, Robert, 49 

Webb, Henry, 87 

Weller, Justinian, 76 
Wernewell, John, 3 

Wernewell, William, 3 

White, John, 3, 63 
White, Richard, 80 

Wighthill, Elizabeth, 21 

Williams, Richard, 31 
Williamson, William, 29 

Wilmot, Anne, 14 

Wilmot, Edward, 15 
Wilmot, John, 13, 14, 20, 35, 37, 53, 54, 70 

Wilmot, John playwright, 15 

Winlove, William, 56 
Winlowe, William, 56 

Wirrall, John, 67 

Wolrege, John, 64 
Wolridge, Elys, 35, 37 

Wood, Thomas, 56, 87, 88 

Wren, John, 63, 66 
Wroughton, Sir Thomas, 66 

Wylmot, 61 

Yewell, John, 79 
Yonge, Stephen, 5 

Yowell, Judith, 42 

Yowle, John, 88 

Place Names 

 
Alansmore, Here, 16 

Aldbourne, 80 
Ardington, 71, 76 

Asthall, 26 

Ballards, 31 
Balsdon Park, 81 

Baydon, 54 

Bear Inn, Hungerford, 6, 72, 87 
Bell Inn, Hungerford, 80 

Benham Valance, 3 
Bilsey in Loders, 49 

Bisterne, Hants, 58 

Boscomb, 69 
Boscombe, 71 

Boscombe, Wilts, 37, 69 

Brightwell Baldwin, 15 
Brightwell Salome, 16 

Brixton, Devon, 49 

Burbage, Wilts, 79 
Burford, Oxon, 26 

Cardinal's College, 27, 31, 45 

Chalfield, 78 
Charnham Field, 61, 63, 66 

Charnham Field, Hungerford, 54 

Charnham Street, 49, 61, 66, 72, 78, 80, 82, 88 
Charnhamfeld, Hungerford, 33 

Chilbolton, Hants, 62 

Chilton Foliat, 34, 43, 47, 49, 66, 83 
Chislington, Oxon, 17 

Church Croft, 46 

Crooks in Sandon Fee, 46 
Crowe manor, Hants, 55 

Crowe Manor, Hants, 58 

Crowe, Hants, 58, 59 
Crown Inn, Oxford, 56, 87 

Crown Inn, Oxford., 55 

Cumnor, 57 
Denford, 9, 91 

Denford, Berks, 37 

East Enborne, 66 
Eastgarston, 87 

Ebbesborne Wake, Wilts, 82 

Eddington, 1, 31, 80, 88 
Eddington mill, 71 

Enborne, Berks, 20 

Esborne, Chipping Lambourn, 79 
Fairford, Glos, 79 

Farley's lands, 46 

Farnham, Surrey, 80, 82 
Fittleton, Wilts, 3 

Freefolk, Hants, 3 

Froxfield rectory, 82 
Great Bedwyn, 62 

Great Bedwyn, Wilts, 37 

Great Hidden, 78, 79 

Great Hidden farm, 34 
Great Milton, 15 

Great Shefford, 92 

Great Shefford, Berks, 37 
Hall Place, Woolstone, 53 

Hambleden, 16 

Haywood, 25, 46 
Helmes Heath, 46, 47 

Heywode,Hayward, 9 
Hidden, manor of, 9, 27, 28, 30, 35, 45, 47, 53, 57, 75 

Hidefield, Hungerford, 78 

Highworth, Wilts, 53 
Hopgrass, 78, 80 

Hungerford Englefield, manor of, 30 

Hungerford, manor of, 47 
Huntersfield, Enborne, 20 

Ironmongers Lane, London, 54 

Knowle, Little Bedwyn, 82 
Lambourn, 3, 5, 67 

Laybrook manor, Hants, 58 

Leverton, 25, 62, 64 
Leverton, Berks, 43 

Leverton, manor of, 28 

Litle Hidden farm, 34 
Little Chalfield, 78 

Little Hidden, 57, 61, 62, 63, 66, 67, 79 

Little Hidden farm, 36 
Littlecote, 47, 66, 80 

Littlemore Priory, 9 

Longleat, 77 
Ludgershall, Wilts, 62 

Middle Field, Hungerford, 25, 28 

Middlefield, Sandon Fee, 5 
Newbury, 48 

Nokes Farm, 58 

Nokes, Hants, 55 
North Standen, 78 

Oxenwood nr Hungerford, 13 

Oxenwood, Shalbourne, 42, 62 
Poughley Priory, 9, 37 

Poughley, priory, 27 

Pyrton, Oxon, 16 
Ringwood, Hants, 36, 55, 92 

Rivers or Ryver, Shalbourne, 42 

Sandon Fee, 4, 5, 28, 46, 61, 65, 78 
Shalborne, 88 

Shalbourne, 5, 13, 42, 66 

Shalbourne Westcourt, manor of, 42 
Shaw, Berks, 82 

Soley, 30, 33, 36, 42, 45, 46, 57, 79, 80 

St. Frideswide, 3, 6, 9, 10, 26, 28, 30 
St. John priory, 30, 77, 78, 88 

St. Mary chantry, 3, 4, 27 
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St. Mary Chantry, 25 

Standen Hussey, 78 
Standgrove, 61 

Stanton Harcourt, 21 

Stock, 75, 76 
Stock, Great Bedwyn, 73 

Sunningwell, Berks, 57 

Swan Inn, Hungerford, 5 
Toomer in Somerset, 37 

Toomer, Somerset, 81 

Undies Farm, 63 
University College, Oxford, 55, 56 

Upper Denford, 10 

Uxbridge, 26 
Welford, Kempsford, Glos, 79 

West Hendred, 25 

West Shefford, 62 
West Shefford, Berks, 43 

White Acre, Sandon Fee, 4, 5 

White Hart, Hungerford, 82 
Winchester College, 48 

Woodhay, 13 

Woolstone, Berks, 37, 53 
Yaverland, Isle of Wight, 16 

 


